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THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.

A MAGAZINE OF LITERATURE, ART, AND POLITICS.

* * * * *

VOL. VI.--JULY, 1860.--NO. XXXIII.

* * * * *

METEOROLOGY.

A GLANCE AT THE SCIENCE.

The purpose of this article is to present, in a brief andsimple manner, the leading principles on
which the science ofMeteorology is founded,--rather, however, in the spirit of aninquirer than of
a teacher. For, notwithstanding the rapidprogress it has made within the last thirty years, it is
farfrom having the authority of an exact science; many of itsphenomena are as yet inexplicable,
and many differences ofopinion among the learned remain unreconciled on points at firstsight
apparently easy to be settled.

Meteorology has advanced very far beyond its original limits.Spherical vapor and atmospheric
space give but a faint idea of itsrange. We find it a leading science in Physics, and having
intimaterelations with heat, light, electricity, magnetism, winds, water,vegetation, geological
changes, optical effects, pneumatics,geography,--and with climate, controlling the pursuits
andaffecting the character of the human race. It is so intimatelyblended, indeed, with the other
matters here named, as scarcely tohave any positive boundary of its own; and its vista seems
everlengthening, as we proceed.

Without dwelling upon the numerous consequences which flow frommeteorological influences,
let us see what is properly included underthe subject of Meteorology. And first, of the
Atmosphere.

This is a gaseous, vapor-bearing, elastic fluid, surrounding theearth. Its volume is estimated at
1/29th, and its weight at about43/1000ths, that of the globe. It is composed of 21 parts in
weightof Oxygen and 77 of Nitrogen, with a little Carbonic Acid,Aqueous Vapor, and a trace of
Carburetted Hydrogen. There arenumerous well-known calculations of the proportions of the
variousconstituents of the atmosphere, which we owe to Priestley, Dalton,Black, Cavendish,
Liebig, and others; but that given by ProfessorAnsted is sufficiently simple and intelligible. In 10
volumes orparts of it, he gives to

Oxygen, the great supporter of life 2.100Nitrogen, (not condensible under 50atmospheres, and
not respirable orcombustible,) 7.750Aqueous Vapor .l42Carbonic Acid .004Carburetted
Hydrogen .004______10.000
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and he adds a trace of Ammoniacal Vapor. It is _usual_ to state theproportions of air as being 1
Oxygen to 4 Nitrogen.

It is a curious fact, that, while there are six varieties of compoundsof nitrogen and oxygen, but
one of these is fitted to sustain life,and that is our atmosphere.

It is well enough to note, that, when we use the word volume ormeasure, in speaking of the
atmosphere or any gaseous body, we adoptthe theory of Gay-Lussac, who discovered that
gases unite with eachother in definite proportions whenever they enter into combination.This
theory led to important results; for by knowing the elements of acompound gas, we easily
determine its specific gravity.

It has been attempted to apply the principle to organic bodies;but it has not yet been carried to a
full and satisfactoryconclusion. It may be noticed, too, that Dalton affirmed thatsimple
substances unite with each other in definite weightsto form compound substances, thus
supporting the idea ofLussac. These discoveries were made about the same time,Dalton having
the credit of originating them. Various modificationsof the principle have been from time to time
presented to publicattention.

Whether the constituents of the atmosphere are chemically ormechanically combined,--one of
the things about which the learned arenot fully agreed,--it is found to be chemically the same in
itsconstituents, all over the world, whether collected on mountains or onplains, on the sea or on
the land, whether obtained by aeronauts milesabove the earth or by miners in their deepest
excavations. On thetheory of its mechanical combination, however, as by volume, and thateach
constituent acts freely for itself and according to its own laws,important speculations
(conclusions, indeed) have arisen, both asregards temperature and climatic differences. It
should be observed,that volume, as we have used the word, is the apparent space
occupied,and differs from mass, which is the _effective_ space occupied, or thereal bulk of
matter, while density is the relation of mass to volume,or the quotient resulting from the division
of the one by the other.Those empty spaces which render the volume larger than the mass
aretechnically called its pores.

Has the composition of the atmosphere changed in the lapse of years?On this point both
French and German philosophers have largelyspeculated. It is computed that it contains about
two millions ofcubic geographical miles of oxygen, and that 12,500 cubic geographicalmiles of
carbonic acid have been breathed out into the air orotherwise given out in the course of five
thousand years. Theinference, then, should be, that the latter exists in the air in theproportion of
1 to 160, whereas we find but 4 parts in 10,000. Dumasand Bossingault decided that no change
had taken place, verifyingtheir conclusion by experiments founded on observations for more
thanthirty-five years. No _chemical_ combination of oxygen and nitrogenhas ever been detected
in the atmosphere, and it is presumed none willbe.

* * * * *

The atmosphere possesses, as may be readily imagined, many importantcharacteristics. One of
these is Weight.

This is demonstrated by simple, yet decisive experiments. Thediscovery of the _fact_ is
attributed to the illustrious Galileo, butto modern science we owe all the certainty, variety, and
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elegance ofthe demonstration. A vessel containing a quantity of air is weighed;the air is
exhausted from it and it is weighed again. An accuratescale will then detect the difference of
weight. A cubic foot of airweighs 1.2 oz. Hence a column of air of one inch in diameter and
amile in height weighs 44 oz.

The atmosphere is supposed to have an elevation of from 45 to 50miles, but its weight
diminishes in proportion to its height. Thewhole pressure at the surface of the earth is estimated
to be 15 lbs.to the square inch; a person of ordinary size is consequently pressedupon by a
weight of from 13 to 14 tons. Happily for us, the pressurefrom without is counteracted by the
pressure from within.

The weight of the air is of great importance in the economy of Nature,since it prevents the
excessive evaporation of the waters upon theearth's surface, and limits its extent by unalterable
laws. Waterboils at a certain temperature when at the earth's surface, where theweight of the
atmosphere is greatest, but at different temperatures atdifferent elevations from the surface. At
the level of the sea itboils at 212 deg.. On the high plains of Quito, 8,724 feet above the sea,it
boils at 194 deg., and an egg cannot be cooked there in an open vessel.At Potosi the boiling-
point is still lower, being 188 deg., and thebarometrical column stands at 18 deg.. Indeed, the
experiment is oftenexhibited at our chemical lectures, of a flask containing a smallquantity of
water, which, exhausted of air, is made to boil by theordinary heat of the hand.

Fahrenheit proposed to ascertain the height of mountains by thisprinciple, and a simple
apparatus was contrived for the purpose, whichis now in successful use. The late Professor
Forbes of Edinburgh,whose untimely death the friends of science have had so much reason
todeplore, ascertained that the temperature of boiling water variedarithmetically with the height,
and at the rate of one degree of thethermometric scale for every 549.05 feet. Multiplying the
differenceof the boiling-point by this number of feet, we have the elevation.The weight of the
atmosphere, as indicated by the barometer, is also ameans for ascertaining the height of
mountains or of plains; butcorrection must be made for the effects of expansion or
contraction,and for capillarity, or the attraction between the mercury and theglass tube, at least
whenever great exactness is required. Tables forthe convenience of calculation are given in
several scientific works,and particularly in a paper of Professor Forbes, Ed. Trans. Vol.
15.Briefly, however, we may state, that between 0 deg. and 32 deg., 34thousandths of an inch
must be allowed for depression or contraction,and between 32 deg. and 52 deg. 33
thousandths. The weight of the atmosphereis not only affected by rarefaction, but by currents of
air, whichgive it a sudden density or rarity. Those who have ascended mountainshave
experienced both these changes.

A common experiment to prove the weight of air is that of theMagdeburg Hemispheres, a simple
contrivance of Otto Guericke, amerchant of that city. It is a part of every complete
philosophicalapparatus. It consists of brass caps, which, when joined together, fittightly and
become a globe. The air within being exhausted, it will befound difficult to separate them. If the
superficies be 100 squareinches and the height of the mercury be 30 inches, the atmosphere
willpress on these hemispheres with a weight of 1,475 lbs, requiring theefforts of seven or eight
powerful men to tear them asunder. One ofthese instruments, of the diameter of a German ell,
required thestrength of 24 horses to separate it. The experiment was publicly madein 1650 at
the Imperial Diet at Rendsborg, in the presence of theEmperor Ferdinand III. and a large
number of princes and nobles, muchto their astonishment.
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As compared with water, the air (the barometer indicating 30 deg., and thethermometer 55 deg.)
is 833 times lighter.

It is this weight of the atmosphere which counterbalances that of acolumn of mercury 29 inches
in height, and a column of water 32 to 34feet in height.

The old quaint notion of Nature's abhorring a vacuum was found to bepractically only an
assertion that the air had weight. The ordinarypump, commonly called the suction-pump, is
constructed on thisprinciple. The weight of the atmosphere at the level of the sea isfound to be
the same all over the world.

* * * * *

We find the atmosphere with another characteristic,--Elasticity.

However it may be compressed, air returns, on liberation, to itsoriginal volume, and while thus
perfectly elastic it is also the mostcompressible of bodies. This elasticity arises from the
repulsiveforce of its particles, and is always equal to the compressive forcewhich it balances. A
glass vessel full of air, placed under a receiverand then exhausted by the air-pump, will burst
into atoms. Water, onthe other hand, is almost the reverse. Twenty cubic inches, introducedinto
a cannon whose sides are three inches thick, cannot be compressedinto nineteen inches
without bursting it. This non-elastic property ofwater, with another, that of communicating, when
under the action ofany force, an equal pressure in all directions, led to the inventionof the
hydraulic press.

The elasticity of the air enables fishes to rise and sink in water,through the action of the air-
bladder.

The sudden compression of air liberates its latent heat, and producesfire. On this principle the
pneumatic tinder-box is constructed.

Brockhaus says that air has as yet been compressed only intoone-eighth of its original bulk.

For every degree of heat between the freezing-point and the boiling-point,32 deg. and 212 deg.,
the expansion of air is about 1/490th part, so thatany invention which seeks to use rarefied air
as a motive powermust employ a very intense degree of heat, enough to fuse many kindsof
metals.

To the celebrated Mr. Boyle and to Henry Cavendish, both of GreatBritain, we are indebted for
most of what we know of this particularproperty of the air.

* * * * *

Density, or closeness, is another quality of the atmosphere. It hasbeen found to be 770 times
less than that of water, and 770 cubicinches of air weigh as much as a cubic inch of water. It is
in directratio with its elasticity, and there are tables by which it may bedetermined at different
altitudes. At the surface of the earth, thisdensity is indicated as 1; at 2-1/2 miles, as 1/2; at 5
miles, as 1/4;and so on, the difference being in a geometrical progression.
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As we proceed in the consideration of our general subject, we shallfind, under the appropriate
heads, that density is not withoutmaterial influence on reflection and refraction, on transparency
andthe transmission of light, the presence or absence of moisture, andthe amount of heat at the
earth's surface,--and we might add, onhealth, and the increase or diminution of the vital
energies.

* * * * *

Temperature is another branch of our subject, and one involving aseries of subordinate topics
on which volumes have been written, andto which are still devoted the labors of the most
learned men of ourday. In this place, merely an out-line can be attempted.

Temperature is the degree of heat or cold in the particles of allbodies, which is perceptible by
sensation, and is measurable by theirexpansion or contraction. It is the key to the theory of the
winds, ofrain, of aerial and oceanic currents, of vegetation and climate withall their multifarious
and important differences. While the inclinedposition of the earth on its axis and its movement in
its ellipticalorbit influence the general amount of heat, it is rather to theconsequences of these in
detail that we are called when we speak oftemperature. If the sun shone on a uniformly level
surface, everywhereof the same conducting and radiating power, there would be but
littledifficulty in tracing the monotonous effects of temperature.

The reformer Luther, as eccentric as he was learned and sincere, isreported to have said, that,
if he had been consulted at the Creation,he would have placed the sun directly over the centre
of the world andkept it there, to give unchanging and uniform light and heat! It iscertainly much
better that he was not consulted. In that case, everyparallel of latitude would have been
isothermal, or of equal meanannual temperature. The seasons would have been invariable
incharacter. Some portions of the earth would have been scorched tocrispness, others locked
up in never-changing ice.

Vegetation, instead of being universal, would have been confined to anarrow zone; and the
whole human race would have been driven togetherinto one limited habitable space, to interfere
with, incommode, anddestroy each other. The arrangement is best as it is.

We find very important modifications of temperature, occasioned notonly by astronomical
influences, but by local causes and geographicalcharacteristics. For while, as a general rule, the
nearer we approachthe equator, the warmer we shall be, yet temperature is greatlyaffected by
mountains, seas, currents of air or water, by radiation,by forests, and by vegetation. It is found,
in fact, that the lines oftemperature, (the happy conception of Humboldt,) when they are
tracedupon the map, are anything but true zones or circles.

The line of the greatest mean warmth is not coincident with theequator, but falls to the north of
it. This line at 160 deg. W. Long, fromGreenwich is 4 deg. below the geographical equator; at 80
deg. it is about 6 deg.north, sweeping along the coast of New Granada; at 20 deg. it comes
downand touches the equator; at 40 deg. E. Long., it crosses the Red Sea about16 deg. north
of the equator, and at 120 deg. it falls at Borneo, severaldegrees below it;--and the points of the
greatest heat, in this line,are in Abyssinia, nearer the tropic of Cancer than to the equator.
Onthe other hand, the greatest mean cold points, according to theopinions of Humboldt, Sir
David Brewster, and others, do not coincide,as would seem natural, with the geographical
poles, but they are bothto be found in the northern hemisphere, in Latitude 80 deg., 95 deg.E.
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Long.and 100 deg. W. Long. from Greenwich. The western is ascertained to be4-1/2 deg. colder
than the eastern or Siberian. If this be the fact,--butit is not positively admitted,--an open sea at
the pole may beconsidered as probable, on the ground of its having a higher meantemperature
than is found at 80 deg.. Kaemptz places one of these coldpoints at the north of Barrow's
Straits,--the other near Cape Taimur,in Siberia. Burghaus, in his Atlas, transfers the American
cold poleto 78 deg. N. Lat. It is perhaps too early to determine rigorously thetrue temperature of
these points.

A noticeable fact also is this,--that places in the same latituderarely receive the same amount of
heat. Quebec, in British America,and Drontheim, in Norway, enjoy about the same quantity,
while theformer is in 47 deg. and the latter in 68 deg. N. Lat. The mean wintertemperature of
Pekin, 39 deg. 45' N. Lat., is 5 deg. below the freezing-point;while at Naples, which is north of
Pekin, it seldom, if ever, goesbelow it, and Paris, 500 miles farther north, has a mean
wintertemperature of 6 deg. above the freezing-point. The city of New York,about 11 deg. south
of London, has a winter temperature of much greaterseverity. The mean temperature of the
State of New York, as determinedby a long series of observations, is 44 deg. 31'.

The mean temperature of countries is found to be very stable, and butvery small variations have
been detected in modern times. But thatthere have been important climatic changes, since the
Christian era,cannot be doubted, unless we doubt history. Not many centuries ago, itwas a
common thing for all the British rivers to freeze up during thewinter, and to remain so for several
months. If space permitted, aninteresting statement could he made of the changes which have
takenplace in vegetation in Greenland, and throughout certain northernparts of Europe,--also in
Palestine, Greece, and other southerncountries,--while we know that the earth's inclination upon
its axishas been unchanged.

Mrs. Somerville remarks, that, though the temperature of any one placemay be subject to very
great variations, yet it never differs from themean state more than a few degrees.

Without this atmospheric covering of ours, it is considered that thetemperature of the earth at its
surface would be the same as that ofthe celestial spaces, supposed to be at least 76 deg. below
zero, or_possibly_, says Humboldt, 1400 deg. below! Human life, without ouratmosphere, could
not exist for a single moment.

It is computed, that, if the annual heat received by the earth on itssurface could be equally
distributed over it, it would melt, in thecourse of a year, a stratum of ice 46 feet thick, though it
coveredthe whole globe, and as a consequence the amount of unradiated heatwould render it
uninhabitable.

The relative position of the sun affects temperature, rather than itsdistance. In winter the earth is
three millions of miles nearer thesun than in summer, but the oblique rays of the former season
reach usin less quantity than the more direct The distribution of land andwater, the nature of the
soil, the indentation of bays, the elevationof land above the sea-level, insularity, etc., all, as we
have alreadysuggested, have a modifying influence on temperature.

The atmosphere possesses also a reflecting and refracting power,arising from its varying
density, and, perhaps, in the latter case,somewhat from its lenticular outline.

But for this property we should have no twilight. The sun, instead ofsending up his beams while
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18 deg. below the visible horizon, would comeupon us out of an intense darkness, pass over
our sky a brazeninglorious orb, and set in an instant amid unwelcome night.

Reflection is the rebound of the rays of light or heat from anopposing surface at the same angle
as that at which they fall upon it.These are called angles of incidence and reflection, and are
equal.

Refraction is the bending of a ray passing obliquely from a rarer intoa denser medium. This may
be observed when a rod is placed slantinglyin a vessel of clear water; the part immersed will
appear bent orbroken. This is ordinary refraction. Terrestrial refraction is thesame thing,
occurring whenever there is a difference of density in theaerial strata.

The atmosphere absorbs some portion of the light which it receives. Itis not all reflected or
refracted or even penetrative.

Objects seen under various degrees of light, either convected orretarded by different media,
appear near or distant, distinct orconfused. Thus, we are often surprised at the apparent
nearness andbrightness of an opposite shore or neighboring island, in someconditions of the
air, while at other times they seem distant and liein shadowy obscurity.

The looming up of a vessel on the water is another common instance ofthe principle of
refraction.

It has been noticed by almost every one, that, during the warm andmoist nights of summer, the
moon, as she rises above the horizon,appears much larger than when at the zenith. So the
setting sun isseen of apparently increased size. Sir John Herschel asserts that theappearance
is an illusion, and so do some others. Professor Careysays, that, if we look through a paper
tube at the moon when on thehorizon, the paper being folded so as to make the aperture of
itsexact size, and then look again at it when it reaches the zenith, weshall find there is no
difference.

On the other hand, an experiment is offered by a German Professor, ofthe name of Milo, of this
kind: If we look through a tube soconstructed as to have one side filled with spirits of wine and
theother with common air, the half of the object seen through the formerwill be found to appear
much larger to the eye than the other halfseen through the latter.

It is laid down, that, where extraordinary refraction takes placelaterally or vertically, the visual
angle of the spectator issingularly enlarged, and objects are magnified, as if seen through
atelescope. Dr. Scoresby, a celebrated meteorologist and navigator,mentions some curious
instances of the effects of refraction seen byhim in the Arctic Ocean.

Many remarkable phenomena attend this state of the atmosphere, knownas the Fata Morgana
of Sicily, the Mirage of the Desert, the Spectreof the Brocken, and the more common exhibitions
of halos, coronae, andmock suns. The Mountain House at Catskill has repeatedly been
seenbrightly pictured on the clouds below. Rainbows are also due to thiscondition of the
atmosphere.

We might occupy the remainder of the space allowed us by enlarging onvarious topics which
belong to this part of our subject. The twilightgray, the hues of the evening and morning sky, the
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peculiarity of thered rays of light, the scintillation of stars, their flashing changesof colors, are all
meteorological in their character, as well asstrikingly beautiful and interesting.

* * * * *

Polarity of light is another of the wonders of which Meteorology takescognizance. The
celebrated Malus, in 1808, while looking at the lightof the setting sun shining upon the windows
of the Luxembourg, was ledto the discovery that a beam of light which was reflected at a
certainangle from transparent and opaque bodies, or by transmission throughseveral plates of
uncrystallized bodies, or of bodies crystallized andpossessing the property of double refraction,
changed its character,so as to have sides, to revolve around poles peculiar to itself, andto be
incapable of a second reflection. The angle of polarity wasfound to be 54 deg..

The beam of polarized light was also found to have the peculiarproperty of penetrating into the
molecules of bodies, illuminatingthem and, enabling the eye to determine as to their structure.
Theproduction of beautiful spectres, prismatic colors of gorgeous hues,and the most remarkable
system of rings, has followed the discovery,and important results are expected from the
continuation of theresearches. It has already enabled the astronomer to determine
whatheavenly bodies do or do not shine with their own light. The subjectis still under
investigation.

* * * * *

Color from light comes also under the notice of the meteorologist. Thereceived opinion is, that
there is no inherent color in any object welook at, but that it is in the light itself which falls upon
and isreflected from the object. Each object, having a particular reflectingsurface of its own,
throws back light at its own angle, absorbing somerays and dispersing others, while it preserves
its own. In this senseit may be said that the rose has no color,--its hues are onlyborrowed. If the
idea should be carried out, it would certainlydestroy much of the poetry of color. Thus, in
praising the modestblush which crimsons the cheek of beauty, we should destroy all itscharm, if
we attributed it to a sudden change in the reflectingsurface of the epidermis,--a mere
mechanical rushing of blood to theskin, and a corresponding change in its angle of reflection!

Without light, however, there is no color. Agriculturists and chemistsunderstand this. Plants
without light retain their oxygen, whichbleaches them.

The theory of color has never been fully agreed upon. Some writersmaintain that the character
of its hues depends on the number ofundulations of a ray. Goethe's theory is substantially, that
colorsare produced by the thinning or thickening and obstructing of light.Brewster contends that
there are but three primary colors,--red,yellow, and blue. Wollaston finds four,--red, yellowish
green, blue,and violet. But this, as well as the consideration of the solarspectrum of Newton, is
more the specialty of Optics. The atmosphericrelations of color are more apposite to our
purpose.

The color of the clouds, which may be occasionally affected byelectricity, is owing to the state of
the atmosphere and itsreflecting and refracting properties.

The color of snow is white because it is composed of an infinitevariety of crystals, which reflect
all the colors of light, absorbingnone, and these, uniting before they reach the eye, appear
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white,which is the combination of all the colors.

Wind, the atmosphere in action, though not picturesque, is alwayswonderful, often terrible and
sublime. The origin of wind, itsdirection and its force, its influence on the health of man,
hisbusiness, his dwelling-place, and the climate where he perpetuates hisrace, have attracted
the profound attention of the greatestphilosophers.

To the rarefaction of the air at the equator, and the daily revolutionof the earth, is attributed the
origin of the Trade-Winds, which blowfrom the east or a little to the north of east, north of the
equator,and east or south of east after we are south of the equator. The hotcurrent of ascending
air is replaced by cold winds from the poles.

But why are we not constantly subject to the action of north winds,which we rarely are?
Because of the diurnal motion of the earth, whichat the equator equals one thousand miles an
hour, the polar winds incoming down to the equator do not have any such velocity,
becausethere is a less comparative diurnal speed in the higher latitudes. Theair at the poles
revolves upon itself without moving forward;--at theequator, the velocity, as we have mentioned,
is enormous. If, then,says Professor Schleiden, we imagine the air from the pole to becarried to
the equator, some time must elapse before it will acquirethe same velocity of motion from west
to east which is always foundthere. Therefore it would remain behind, the earth gliding, as
itwere, from beneath it; or, in other words, it would have theappearance of an east wind.
Lieutenant Maury adopts the sameexplanation. It is, indeed, that of Halley, slightly modified.

The warm air, ascending from the equatorial regions, rushes to thepoles to be cooled in turn,
sliding over the heavy strata of cold airbelow.

The northern trade-wind prevails in the Pacific between 2 deg. and 25 deg. ofN. Latitude; the
southern trade, between 10 deg. and 21 deg. of S. Latitude.In the Atlantic the trades are
generally limited by the 8th and 28thdegrees of N. Latitude. The region of calms lies between
these trades,and beyond them are what are styled the Variables. In the former theseaman finds
baffling winds, rain, and storms. Occasionally, fromcauses not yet fully explained, north and
south periodical winds breakin upon them, such as the Northers which rage in the Gulf of
Mexico.

There are many curious facts connected with the Trades, and with theMonsoons, or trade-winds
turned back by continental heat in the EastIndies, the Typhoons, the Siroccos, the Harmattans,
land and seabreezes and hurricanes, the Samiel or Poison Wind, and the Etesian.The
Cyclones, or rotary hurricanes, offer a most inviting field forobservation and study, and are an
important branch of our subject. Butwe are obliged to omit the consideration of these topics, to
be takenup, possibly, at some other opportunity. The theory of the Cyclonesmay be justly
considered as original with our countryman, Mr.Redfield. Colonel Reid, Mr. Piddington, and
other learned Englishmenhave adopted it; and so much has been settled through the labors
ofthese eminent men, that intelligent seamen need fear these storms nolonger. By the aid of
maps and sailing-directions they may eitherescape them altogether, or boldly take advantage of
their outwardsweep, and shorten their passages.

We have yet to ascertain the causes of the many local winds prevailingboth on the ocean and
the land, and which do not appear to beinfluenced by any such general principle as the Trades
or theMonsoons.
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The force of air in motion gives us the gentle breeze, the gale, orthe whirlwind. At one hundred
miles an hour it prostrates forests. Inthe West Indies, thirty-two pound cannon have been torn
by it fromtheir beds, and carried some distance through the air. Tables of thevelocity of winds
are familiar to our readers.

Let us next advert to the connection of the atmosphere with Vapor andEvaporation. The vapor
rising from the earth and the sea byevaporation, promoted by dry air, by wind, by diminished
pressure, orby heat, is borne along in vesicles so rare as to float on the bosomof the winds,
sometimes a grateful shade of clouds, at other timescondensed and gravitating in showers of
rain. Thus it enriches thesoil, or cools the air, or reflects back to the earth its radiatedheat. At
times the clouds, freighted with moisture, present the mostgorgeous hues, and we have over us
a pavilion more magnificent thanany ever constructed by the hand of man. These clouds are not
merelythe distilleries of rain, but the reservoirs of snow and hail, andthey are the agents of
electric and magnetic storms.

Notwithstanding their variety, clouds are easily classified, and arenow by universal consent
distinguished as follows.

In the higher regions of the air we look for the Cirri, the CurlClouds. They are light, lie in long
ranges, apparently in thedirection of the magnetic pole, and are generally curled up at
oneextremity. They are sometimes called Mackerel Clouds. They arecomposed of thin white
filaments, disposed like woolly hair, feathercrests, or slender net-work. They generally indicate a
change ofweather, and a disturbance of the electric condition of theatmosphere. When they
descend into the lower regions of the air, theyarrange themselves in horizontal sheets and lose
much of theiroriginal type. The Germans call them Windsbaeume, or wind-trees.

The Cumulus is another form of cloud, which floats along in fleecymasses, in the days of
summer, but dissolves at night. Sometimes itresembles a great stack or pile of snow,
sometimes it has a silvery ora golden edge, as if we saw a little of the lining. Sometimes they
liemotionless in the distance, and are mistaken by mariners for land.They rest upon a large
base, and are borne along by surface-winds.Their greatest height is not more than two miles.
They carry largequantities of moisture with them, and, when preceding rain, fallrapidly into other
shapes.

The Stratus, or Fall Cloud, is horizontal in its figure, lies near theearth, and its length is usually
greater than its breadth. It floatsin long bands with rounded or sharpened points, and is seen
risingfrom rivers or lakes, at first as a fog. In the morning it indicatesfine weather. The Fall Cloud
never discharges rain.

This comes only from the Nimbus, which is quite unlike the others. Itputs on a dark gray color,
has irregular transparent edges, andincreases rapidly so as to obscure the sky. It appears to
absorb theother clouds, to be a union of their differently electrifiedparticles, which are attracted
to each other, form drops of water, anddescend as rain.

Of the first three forms we have three modifications or varieties. TheCirro-Cumulus is a
congeries of roundish little clouds in closehorizontal position, varying in size and roundness, and
often, to usethe words of the poet Bloomfield, appearing as "The beauteoussemblance of a
flock at rest."
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The Cirro-Stratus is more compact than the Cirrus,--the strata beinginclined or horizontal. It is
sometimes seen cutting the moon's discwith a sharp line. The Cumulo-Stratus, or Twain Cloud,
is denser thanthe Cumulus, and more ragged in its outlines. It overhangs its base infolds, and
often bears perched on its summit some other form of cloud,which inosculates itself with it.
Sometimes a Cirro-Stratus cloudcomes along and fastens itself to it parasitically. It is one of
ourmost picturesque forms of clouds.

Within the last two years we have twice observed in the city of NewYork, during the summer
afternoons, large masses of clouds coming overfrom the southwest, and hanging rather low,
which could not be wellplaced in any of the classes already described, or recognized as suchby
meteorologists. They consisted of a great number of hemisphericalforms of large diameter,
hanging vertically from a Stratus cloud orplane above them, and to which they appeared
attached. They wereregular in shape, and very distinct; they barely touched each other,and
were of a gray color. They might be compared to a hay-field turnedupside down, with
innumerable hay-cocks hanging below it.Unfortunately, the circumstances under which the
spectacle wasobserved did not; admit of any resort to the barometer, thermometer,or
anemometer. Should further observations verify these remarks, itmight perhaps be proper to
style this variety the Hemispherical.

* * * * *

Dew is another atmospheric product. It is the condensation of thewarmer vapor of the
atmosphere, in calm and serene nights, and in theabsence of clouds, by the cold surface of
bodies on which it rests. Insome countries it is copious enough to supply the want of rain.
Theearth radiates its own acquired heat, grows colder than theatmosphere, and so condenses
it.

What is thermometrically called the dew-point is that degree at whichthe moisture present in the
atmosphere, on being subjected to adecrease of temperature, begins to be precipitated or
condensed. It isthe same as the point of saturation. Daniell calls it "the constituenttemperature
of atmospheric vapor." It is our criterion forascertaining how much moisture there is in the air,
and at what degreeof heat or cold it would be precipitated. When the air is saturated, adry bulb
and a wet bulb will read alike.

The dew-point has been a puzzle to most persons. Very few treatisesexplain it satisfactorily.
The definition just given, though explicit,is not quite enough. For it will be perceived that an
ordinarysubtraction of the degrees of temperature on a wet thermometer, whichhad cooled
down by evaporation, from the actual temperature indicatedby a dry thermometer, will not give
us the dew-point.

For example,--if a free or dry thermometer indicates 63 deg., and the onewith the wet bulb has
by evaporation cooled down to 54 deg., thedifference would be 9 deg.. The dew-point would not
be 54 deg., but thatdegree to which the mercury would fall in the free thermometer, forthe
atmosphere to become saturated with the quantity of moisture thenactually existing in it. It
would be 46.8 deg..

This dew-point, which figures so largely in all well-keptmeteorological reports, is the key to many
important conditions of theatmosphere, affecting health, vegetation, and climate.
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It is found that the air at different degrees of heat has differentdegrees of elasticity, different
degrees of tension, and differentdegrees of capacity to hold vapor. Dalton, by a series of
experimentswith barometer-tubes, into which he introduced air and vapor atcertain
temperatures, found what its force was upon the mercurialcolumn from degree to degree. He
also experimentally determined theratio of the weight of moisture and of air, the former being
five-eightsof the latter,--in other words, how many grains of moistureadditional could be held by
the air, advancing from degree to degreeof temperature. This being ascertained, a table of
factors wasconstructed, in other words, a set of figures contrived, which should,by a
multiplication of the subtracted difference between the range ofthe dry bulb and the wet bulb of
the thermometers, furnish the amountof deduction from the former which would indicate the dew-
point, orthe point to which the mercury in the dry thermometer must fall toshow how much more
moisture the air could hold without itscondensation. These tables of factors have been
constructed at theGreenwich Observatory, and are generally used.

The Hygrometer, invented by Mr. Daniell, gives the dew-point byinspection.

It is an error to suppose that dew falls like rain from the air; itforms on the body which is cooled
down below the temperature of theair. It differs in quantity with the radiating or cooling
surface;that which has absorbed and retained the most heat during the dayradiates the most at
night and furnishes the most cold in return.

Hoar-frost, such as we find on our window-panes, or on the grass, isthe moisture of the warm
air cooled down and frozen, and is producedwhen the cold at the surface is below the freezing-
point. What we incommon parlance call the action of frost, and which in this climate iswell
known to be very powerful, is not particularly injurious toorganized bodies.

Mists are the vapor near the ground rendered visible by thetemperature of the air falling below
that of the vapor. When we seeour breath in a cold morning, we see a mist. Where the surface
iscomparatively warm and damp, and the air is cooler, we have mists,which, if dense, are called
fogs. These are found plentifully on thebanks of Newfoundland; and with icebergs on the one
hand and the GulfStream on the other, we must always expect to have them.

The distribution of rain, which is one of the offices of the clouds,is another of the more important
features of Meteorology. The amountof water taken up by evaporation into the atmosphere is
almostincredible. It is calculated by Lieutenant Maury that there isannually taken up in the torrid
zone a belt of water three thousandmiles in breadth and sixteen feet deep. Rain occurs
regularly andirregularly in different parts of the earth. In some places it may becalculated upon
to a day; in others it is quite unknown. Latitude andlongitude may indicate the points of
distribution, but the causes aredependent on temperature, winds, locality, and, what may seem
astrange assertion, upon the conduct of man himself. The greatestquantity falls near the
equator, diminishing towards the poles.Much more falls on islands and coasts than in the
interior ofcontinents,--more in the region of the variables and less in that ofthe trades. There
are, however, tropical countries of great extentwhere rain is scarcely ever seen.

The influence of man upon rain is seen in the progress ofcivilization, the destruction of forests,
and the drying-up of meres,swamps, and water-courses.

Forests undoubtedly affect the distribution of rain, and the suppliesof streams and springs. Their
cooling influence precipitates the vaporpassing over them, and the ground beneath them not
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getting heated doesnot readily evaporate moisture. Lands, on the contrary, which arecleared of
forests become sooner heated, give off larger quantities ofrarefied air, and the passing clouds
are borne away to localities ofgreater atmospheric density.

The Canary Islands, when first discovered, were thickly clothed withforests. Since these have
been destroyed, the climate has been dry. InFuerteventura the inhabitants are sometimes
obliged to flee to otherislands to avoid perishing from thirst. Similar instances occur in theCape
Verdes. Parts of Egypt, Syria, and Persia, that once were wooded,are now arid and sterile
deserts.

In the temperate zones these results are not so immediately apparent.It is now much in doubt
whether the climate of our country has changedits character within the last two hundred years.
Jefferson and Dr.Rush both contended that it had. Our oldest inhabitants assert that intheir day
our winters began nearly two months earlier than they donow.

The general laws laid down in relation to rain are these:--

1. It decreases in quantity as we approach the poles.

2. It decreases as we pass from maritime to inland countries.

3. It decreases in the temperate zones on eastern coasts as comparedwith western coasts, but
within the tropics it is the reverse.

4. More rain falls in mountainous than in level countries.

5. Most rain falls within the tropics.

* * * * *

The rainless regions, not deserts, are parts of Guatemala, the table-landof Mexico, the Peruvian
coast, parts of Morocco, Egypt, Arabia,Persia, etc.

The electric character of the air is another subject of interest, anda leading one in Meteorology.
What can be more magnificent, what moreawful, than those storms of lightning and thunder
which are witnessedsometimes even in our own latitudes?

Faraday, who as a chemist and philosophical writer is of the highestauthority, professes to have
demonstrated that one single gram ofwater contains as much electricity as can be accumulated
in eighthundred thousand Leyden jars, each requiring to charge it thirty turnsof the large
machine at the Royal Institution.

It is not intended that this astounding statement should be receivedwithout some grains of
allowance; but a very elegant and scientificwriter, who adopts it without hesitation, adds, "We
can from thiscrystal sphere [of water] evoke heat, light, electricity in enormousquantities, and
beyond these we can see powers or forces for which, inthe poverty of our ideas and our words,
we have not names."

Flashes of electricity have been detected, during warm, close weather,issuing from some
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species of plants. The Tuberose and African Marigoldhave been seen to emit these mimic
lightnings. (Goethe is theauthority for this.) To atmospheric electricity we doubtless owe
thecoruscations of the Aurora, one of the most beautiful of our meteors.

The usual forms of lightning are the zigzag or forked sharplydefined,--the sheet-lightning,
illuminating a whole cloud, which itseems to open,--heat-lightning, not emanating from any
cloud, butapparently diffused through the air and without report. There are alsofireballs which
shoot across the sky, leaving a train often visiblefor seconds and minutes. These last, when
they project any masses tothe earth, are termed aerolites.

Atmospheric electricity has much to do with the distribution of rain,the precipitation of vapor, the
condition of our nervous system, and,according to Humboldt, with the circulation of the organic
juices.Atmospheric electricity has heretofore been a great obstacle to thesuccess of the
Magnetic Telegraph, and curiously disturbs itsoperation; but there has recently been invented
an instrument called aMutator, which is connected with the wires, and carries off all
thedisturbing influences of the atmosphere without interfering with theworking current. On the
other hand, artificially created electricityhas led to important advances in many of the arts and
sciences.

Ice is water frozen under a very curious and peculiar law. Hail is thecongelation of drops of rain
in irregular forms, always sudden,--bysome attributed to electricity and currents of air violently
rarefiedby it, and by others to rain-drops falling through a cold stratum ofair and suddenly
congealed. Snow, the ermine of the earth, is thecrystallized moisture of the air, and is in
subjection to unchanginglaws.

Water contracts as it grows colder, until it falls in temperature to42 deg.. It then expands till it
reaches 32 deg., when it becomes solid,though its density is actually diminished, and its specific
gravity isreduced to .929, while that of unfrozen water is 1.000. Of course itis much lighter, and
it floats. This admirable arrangement preventsour rivers being frozen up and our lakes
becoming solid. Ice thickensbecause it is porous, and allows the heat of the water to pass up
andthe cold to descend; but this is happily a slow process, as ice is abad conductor. Salt water
freezes at the temperature of 7 deg., 25 deg. belowfreezing-point. There are many things to be
said about ice, whether asglaciers, or Arctic bergs, or, as it is found sometimes, contrary toits
general law, at the bottom of rivers and ponds, its geologicalmovements in the transportation of
boulders, and as an article ofluxury;--but we are compelled to leave them for the present.

Snow, which, in its crystallization, surpasses the most perfect gems,is invariably found arranged
in determinate angles, to wit, 60 deg., andits double, 120 deg., and formed of six-sided prisms.
More than onehundred kinds have been described by Dr. Scoresby and others, and allthese are
combinations of the six-sided prism. The uses of snow, fromits non-conducting qualities,
whether as appreciated by the Esquimauxas a material for huts, or by the agriculturists of our
own climate assheltering the seed, are too well known to require any particularremarks. Strange
as it may appear, the proximate cause of theformation of snow is not yet fully agreed upon by
the learned.

The connection between Sound and the atmosphere is an important one.The air is a conductor
of sound, and in some conditions one of thebest. A bell rung in an exhausted receiver gives no
sound. In theArctic regions ordinary conversations have been distinctly heard forthe distance of
a mile and a half.
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All that we have thus far said in this article bears directly, in someform or other, on another of
the great features of Meteorology, one ofits great objects, and an unceasing topic,--namely,
Climate.

The term Climate, in its general sense, indicates the changes andcondition of the atmosphere,
such as we have been considering. It hassomething to do with all of them; it is not entirely
controlled byany. Thus, places having the same mean annual temperature often differmaterially
in climate. In some (we quote Mrs. Somerville) the wintersare mild and the summers cool,
whereas in others the extremes of heatand cold prevail.

Climates are not found coincident with lines of latitude; they arequite as often found parallel to
lines of longitude. If you connectthe extreme points of the mean annual temperatures by a line
passinground the earth, you have a zone, but never a true circle. The curvesare longitudinal.

Climate is dependent on temperature, winds, the elevation of land,soil, ranges of mountains,
and proximity of bodies of water; and it isalso the expression, if we may so term it, of the
changes in theatmosphere sensibly affecting our organs. Humboldt refers it tohumidity,
temperature, changes in barometric pressure, calmness oragitation of the air, amount of electric
force, and transparency ofthe sky.

When mountains range themselves in lines of latitude across acontinent, they are barriers to
civilization, to the mingling ofraces, and the union of states. Thus, the Pyrenees have always
keptFrance and Spain apart, the Alps and the Apennines have secludedSwitzerland from its
neighbors. In our own country, Providence hasplaced our great mountains on a northern and
southern axis; theslopes, the direction, the prevailing winds, the facilities fortransportation and
travel favor no one of our northern, southern, andwestern States more than another.

Climate affects vegetation and the distribution of animal life, andthus greatly modifies
commerce.

Whatever of importance is accomplished in those countries whereclimate has overpowered a
race is best and principally done by the menof the temperate zones, who carry with them
perseverance, courage, andability, and maintain their ascendency, true to their type, while
theyhave their life to live.

But with our own eyes we may perceive how much climate affectsagriculture. The humidity or
dryness of soils, their natural oracquired heat or cold, the prevailing winds, the quantity of rain,
thesnows, the dews, all affect the planter of the seed and the tiller ofthe ground; they increase
or diminish the aggregate of the products ofcountries, the value of their imports and exports,--in
short, theirmaterial power, their resources, their influence, their veryexistence.

The climate of our own country is exceedingly variable. Thetransitions from heat to cold are very
sudden, the range of themercury is very great. In the North, we have almost the Arcticwinters; in
the South, almost the peculiarities of the tropics. Of theState of Pennsylvania it has been said,
that in this respect it is acompound of all the countries in the world. Mr. Jefferson and Dr.Rush,
as before observed, insisted that our climate has changed; andWilliams, the historian of
Vermont, contends that New England hasdeteriorated in its seasons, temperature, harvests,
and health, sinceits early settlement. Our winds blow from every point of the compass,but a due
north wind is very rare. Our great western lakes have alarge influence on our climate. Some
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learned men have asserted, that,if they were land, their area being about ninety-four thousand
squaremiles, the region would be so cold as to be scarcely inhabitable.

Such is an outline of our subject. The science itself is by no meanssystematized. Many things
are taken for granted which may yet bedisproved. If, says Humboldt, we perceive a want of
connection in thephenomena of certain sciences, we may anticipate the revelation of newfacts,
whose importance will probably be commensurate with theattention directed to other branches
of study. What we want is alarger class of observers, and not only those who are
professionalpersons, but those who would commune with Nature, and seek toinvigorate their
minds by the acquisition of new ideas, and a recourseto rich and pure sources of enjoyment.

But more than this. It is a requirement of the present age, says thesame authority, that there
should be an equal appreciation of allbranches of mathematical and physical science; for the
material wealthand the growing prosperity of nations are principally based upon amore
enlightened employment of the products and forces of Nature.

Much attention has of late years been paid to this subject. Manydistinguished men in Europe
have connected their great reputationsindissolubly with it, and it is absolutely true that more
persons areengaged in a common effort to promote this science than any other ofour time. In
Paris there is a large and flourishing society where themost brilliant of its savans combine their
efforts. In London, thatwhich was established in 1850 has met with remarkable success, and
amost unexpected crowd of supporters. The finest instruments, the mostaccurate observations,
and entire uniformity of purpose have been theresult. In Germany, equal zeal prevails among its
naturalists. Thereare more than eight hundred stations throughout the world whereregular
observations are made, and upwards of three hundred and sixtyof them are in the United
States. The Smithsonian Institution has beenalso a wise patron of this science, by its numerous
publications, itslucid directions for observing meteorological changes, and thebestowal of
standard instruments in large numbers to efficient andwell-placed observers. By a recent
arrangement, a portion of this workis to be performed by the Patent Office.

Observation, and accuracy in observation, are the foundation of thisscience. The results are
compared to the leaves of a book, which willsome day be arranged and bound together in one
volume. The instrumentsin use are delicate, ingenious, and indispensable. Their history,uses,
and importance would be topic enough for a separate article.

While at the first view Meteorology may appear to occupy but a limitedsphere, upon a closer
examination it will be found to embrace almostall the sciences, and to be commensurate with
Nature itself. It iscontinually influencing us, by its agencies appealing to our senses,ministering
to our wants, and governing our conduct.

Its influence upon its votaries is equally remarkable; for, as a rule,they are distinguished among
the learned, their characters are inharmony with their pursuits, and they are recognized
everywhere fordisinterestedness, philanthropy, and public and private virtue. WhileMental
Philosophy, has made but little progress since the times ofPlato, and the world is but little better
for scholastic disputations,Natural Science has civilized man, elevated his condition,
increasedthe circle of his exertions, and, by the development of some of itssimplest principles,
united the intelligent, the learned, theenterprising, and the virtuous of all nations into a
recognized and anoble brotherhood.
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TREASURE-TROVE.

Once, the Castle of Chalus, crownedWith sullen battlements, stood and frownedOn the sullen
plain around it;But Richard of England came one day,And the Castle of Chalus passed awayIn
such a rapid and sure decayNo modern yet has found it.

Who has not heard of the Lion KingWho made the harps of the minstrels ring?Oh, well they
might imagine itHard for chivalry's ranks to showA knight more gallant to face a foe,With a
firmer lance or a heavier blow,Than Richard I. Plantagenet;

Or gayer withal: for he loved his joke,As well as he loved, with slashing stroke,The haughtiest
helm to hack at:Wine or blood he laughingly poured;'Twas a lightsome word or a heavy
sword,As he found a foe or a festive board,With a skull or a joke to crack at.

Yet some their candid belief avow,That, if Richard lived in England now,And his lot were only a
common one,He ne'er had meddled with kings or states,But might have been a bruiser of
patesAnd champion now of the "heavy weights,"--A first-rate "Fighting Phenomenon."

A vassal bound in peace and warTo Richard I. was Vidomar,--A noble as proud and needyAs
ever before that monarch bowed,But not so needy and not so proudAs the monarch himself was
greedy.

Vicomte was he of the Limousin,Where stones were thick and crops were thin,And profits small
and slow to come in.But slow and sure, the father's plan, didNot suit the son. Sire lived close-
handed;Became, not rich, but very landed.The only debt that ever he madeWas Nature's debt,
and that he paidAbout the time of the Third Crusade,--A time when the fashion was fully setBy
Richard of running in tilts and debt,When plumes were high and prudence low,And every knight
felt bound to "goThe pace," and just like Richard do,By running his purse and a Paynim
through.Yet do not suppose that VidomarWas ever a knight in the Holy War:For Richard many a
Saracen's headHad lopped before the old Count was dead;And Richard was home from
Palestine,Home from the dungeon of Tiernstein,And many a Christian corpse had made,Ere the
time in which the story is laid.But the fashion he set became so strong,That Vidomar was
hurried along,And did as many a peer has doneOn reaching a title and twenty-one,And met the
fate that will meet a peerWho lives in state on nothing a year.Deserted by all, except some
Jews,Holding old post-obits and IOUs,Who hunted him up and hunted him down,He left
Limoges, the capital town,For his country castle Chalus,(As spendthrift lords to Boulogne
repair,To give their estates a chance to air,)And went to turning fallows;At least, he ordered it,
(much the same,)And went himself in pursuit of gameOr any rural pleasure,Till one fine day, as
he rode away,A serf came running behind to sayThey'd found a crock of treasure.No more he
thought of hawk or hound,But spurred to the spot, and there he found,Beyond his boldest
thoughts,A sum to set him afloat again,--The leading figure, 'twas very plain,Was followed by
several 0s.

Oh, who can tell of the schemes that flewThrough his head, as the treasure met his view,And he
knew that again his note was good?He may have felt as a debtor wouldWho has dodged a
dogging dun,Or a bank-cashier in his hour of dreadWith brokers behind and breakers ahead,Or
a blood with his last "upon the red,"--And each expecting a run.What should he do? 'Twas very
trueThat all of his debts were overdue;But the "real-whole-souled" must use their goldTo run
new scores,--not to pay off old.That night he lay till the break of day,The doubtful question
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solving:Himself in his bed, and that in his head,He kept by turns revolving.

That selfsame day, not very farFrom the country castle of Vidomar,The king had been
progressing:A courtly phrase, when the king was outOn a chivalrous bender; any routeAs good
as another: what aboutWere little good in guessing.

That night, as he sat and drank, he frowned,While courtiers moodily stood around,All wondering
what the journey meant,Till a scout reported, "Treasure found!"--With a rap that made the
glasses bound,He swore, "By Arthur's table round,I'll have another tournament!"

No more, as he sat and drank, he frowned,Or courtiers moodily stood around,But all were
singing, drinking;And louder than all the songs he led,And louder he said, "Ho! pass the red!"Till
he went to bed with a ring in his headThat seemed like gold a-chinking.

'Twere wrong to infer from what you're readThat Richard awoke with an aching head;For nerves
like his resistedWith wonderful ease what we might deemEnough to stagger a Polypheme,And
his spirits would never more than seemA trifle too much "assisted."

And yet in the morn no fumes were there,And his eyes were bright,--almost as a pairOf eyes
that you and I know;For his head, the best authorities write,(See the Story of Tuck,) was always
rightAnd sound as ever after a nightOf _"Pellite curas vino!"_

As soon as the light broke into his tent,Without delay for a herald he sent,And bade him don his
tabard,And away to the Count to say, "By law_That gold_ was the king's: unless he sawThe
same ere noon, his sword he would drawAnd throw away the scabbard."

An hour, for his morning exercise,He swayed that sword of wondrous size,--'Twas called his
great "persuader";Then a mace of steel he smote in two,--A feat which the king would often
do,Since Saladin wondered at that _coup_When he met our stout crusader.

A trifle for him: he "trained to light,"--Grown lazy now: but his appetite,On the whole, was
satisfactory,--As the vanishing viands, warm and cold,Most amply proved, ere, minus the
gold,The herald returned and trembling toldHow the Count had proved refractory:

Had owned it true that his serfs had foundA treasure buried somewhere in the ground,--Perhaps
not strictly a nugget:Though none but Norman lawyers choseTo count it tort, if the finders
"froze"To treasure-trove,--especially thoseWho held the land where they dug it,--

For quits he'd give up half,--down,--cash;And that, for one who had gone to smash,Was a liberal
restitution:His neighbor Shent-per-Shent did sueOn a better claim, and put it
through,--Recovered his suit, but not a _sou_At the tail of an execution.

Coeur gazed around with the ominous glareOf the lion deprived of the lion's share,--A look there
was no mistaking,--A look which the courtiers never sawWithout a sudden desire to drawAway
from the sweep of the lion's pawBefore their bones were aching.

He caught the herald,--'twas by the slackOf garments below and behind his back,--Then twirled
him round for a minute;And when at last he let him free,He shied him at a neighboring tree,A
distance of thirty yards and three,And lodged him handsomely in it:
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Then seized his ponderous battle-axe,And bade his followers mount their hacks,With a look on
his countenance _so_ stern,So little of fun, so full of fight,That, when he came in the Count's full
sight,In something of haste and more of fright,The Count rode out of the postern;

And crowding leagues from his angry liege,He left his castle to storm or siege,--His poor beef-
eaters to hold out,Or save themselves as well as they could,Or be food for crows: what noble
shouldWaste thought on such? As a noble would,He prudently smuggled the gold out.

In the feudal days, in the good old timesOf feudal virtues and feudal crimes,A point of honor
they'd make in it,Though sure in the end their flag must fall,To show stout fight and never to
callA truce till they saw a hole in the wallOr a larder without any steak in it.

The fight began. Shouts filled the air,--"St. George!" "St. Denis!"--as here and thereThe shock of
the battle shifted;There were catapult-shots and shots by hand,Ladders with desperate climbers
manned,Rams and rocks, hot lead, and sandOn the heads of the climbers sifted.

But the sturdy churls would not give way,Though Richard in person rushed to the frayWith all of
his rash proclivityFor knocks; till, despairing of knightly fameIn doughty deeds for a doubtful
claim,The hero of Jaffa changed his gameTo a masterly inactivity.

He stretched his lines in a circle round,And pitched his tent on a rising groundFor general
supervisionOf both the hostile camps, while heCould join with Blondel in minstrel glee,Or drink,
or dice with Marcadee,And _they_--consume provision.

To starve a garrison day by dayYou may not think a chivalrous wayTo take a fortification.The
story is dull: by way of relief,I make a digression, very brief,And leave the "ins" to swallow their
beef,The "outs" their mortification.

Many there were in Richard's trainMore known to fame and of higher degree,But none that
suited his fickle veinSo well as Blondel and Marcadee.Blondel had grown from a minstrel-boyTo
a very romantic troubadourWhose soul was music, whose song was joy,Whose only motto was
_Vive l'amour!_In lady's bower, in lordly hall,From the king himself to the poorest clown,A joyous
welcome he had from all,And Care in his presence forgot to frown.Sadly romantic, fantastic and
vain,His heart for his head still made amends;For he never sang a malicious strain.And never
was known to fail his friends.Who but he, when the captive king,By a brother betrayed, was left
to rot,Would have gone disguised to seek and sing,Till he heard his tale and the tidings
brought?Little the listening sentries dreamed,As they watched the king and a minstrel play,That
what but an idle rhyming seemedWould rouse all England another day!'Twas the timely aid of a
friend in need,And, seldom as Richard felt the powerOf a service past, he remembered the
deedAnd cherished him ever from that hour:He made him his bard, with nought to doBut court
the ladies and court the Nine,And every day bring something newTo sing for the revellers over
their wine;With once a year a pipe of Sherry,A suit of clothes, and a haunch of venison,To make
himself and his fellows merry,--The salary now of Alfred Tennyson.

Marcadee was a stout Brabancon,With conscience weak and muscles strong,Who roamed
about from clime to clime,The side of virtue or yet of crimeReady to take in a regular wayFor
any leader and regular pay;Who trusted steel, and thought it oddTo fear the Devil or honor
God.His _forte_ was not in the field alone,He was no common fighter,For in all
accomplishments he shone,--At least, in all the lighter.To lance or lute alike _au fait_,With grasp
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now firm, now light,He flourished this to knightly lay,And that to lay a knight.Ready in fashion to
lead the _ton_,In the battle-field his men,He danced like a Zephyr, and, harness on,Could walk
his mile in ten.And Nature gave him such a frame,His tailor such a fit,That, whether a head or a
heart his aim,He always made a hit.Wherever he went, the ladies dearWould very soon adore
him,And, quite of course, the lords would sneer,--But never sneer before him!Perhaps it fared
with the ladies worseThan it fared with their gallants;For he broke a vow with as slight
remorseAs he ever broke a lance.Thus, tilting here and jilting there,He fought a foe or he fooled
a fair,But little recking how;So deadly smooth, so cruel and vain,He might have made a capital
Cain,Or a splendid dandy now.In short, if you looked o'er land and sea,From London to the
Niger,You certainly must have said with me,--If Richard was lion, MarcadeeMight well have
been the tiger.

A month went by. They lay there still,And chafed with nothing but time to kill,--A tough old foe.
Observe the wayThey laid him out, as thus:--One day,--'Twas after dinner and afternoon,When
the noise was over of knife and fork,And only was heard an occasional corkAnd Blondel idly
thrumming a tune,--King Richard pushed the wine along,And rapped the table, and cried, "A
song!Dulness I hold a shame, a sinAgainst good wine. Come, Blondel, begin!"Blondel
coughed,--was "half afraid,"--Was "out last night on a serenade,And caught a cold,"--his "voice
was gone,--And really, just now, his head"--"Go on!"He bowed, and swept the
chords--"Brrrrang"--With a handful of notes, and thus he sang:--

BLONDEL.

Life is fleeting,--make it pleasant;Care for nothing but the present;For the past we leave behind
us,And the future may not find us.Though we cannot shun its troubles,Care and sorrow we may
banish;Though its pleasures are but bubbles,Catch the bubbles ere they vanish.

There is joy we cannot measure,--Joy we may not win with treasure.When the glance of Beauty
thrills us',When her love with rapture fills us,Let us seize it ere it passes;Be our motto, "Love is
mighty."Fill, then, fill your brimming glasses!Fill, and drink to Aphrodite!

Of course they drank with a right good will,For they never missed a chance "to fill."And yet a
few, I'm sorry to own,Made side-remarks in an undertone,Like those we hear, when,
nowadays,Good-natured friends, with seeming praise,Contrive to damn. In the midst of the
humThey heard a loud and slashing thrum:'Twas the king: and each his breath drew inTill you
might have heard a falling pin.Some little excuse, at first, he made,While over the lute his
fingers strayed:--"You know my way,--as the fancies come,I improvise."--There was ink on his
thumb.That morning, alone, good hours he spentIn writing despatches never sent.

RICHARD.

There is pleasure when bright eyes are glancingAnd Beauty is willing; but moreWhen the war-
horse is gallantly prancingAnd snuffing the battle afar,--When the foe, with his banner
advancing,Is sounding the clarion of war.

Where the battle is deadly and gory,Where foeman 'gainst foeman is pressed,Where the path is
before me to glory,Is pleasure for me, and the best.Let me live in proud chivalry's story,Or die
with my lance in its rest!
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The plaudits followed him loud and freeAs he tossed the lute to Marcadee,Who caught it featly,
bowing low,And said, "My liege, I may not knowTo improvise; but I'll give a song,The song of
our camp,--we've known it long.It suits not well this tinkle and thrum,But needs to be heard with
a rattling drum.Ho, there! Tambour!--He knows it well,--'The Brabancon!'--Now make it tell;Let
your elbows now with a spirit wagIn the outside roll and the double drag."

MARCADEE.

I'm but a soldier of fortune, you see:Huzza!Glory and love,--they are nothing to me:Ha,
ha!Glory's soon faded, and love is soon cold:Give me the solid, reliable gold:Hurrah for the gold!

Country or king I have none, I am free:Huzza!Patriot's quarrel,--'tis harvest for me:Ha, ha!A
soldier of fortune, my creed is soon told,--I'd fight for the Devil, to pocket his gold:Hurrah for the
gold!

He turned to the king, as he finished the verse,And threw on the table a heavy purseWith a pair
of dice; another, I trow,Still lurked _incog._ for a lucky throw:--"'Tis mine; 'twas thine. If the king
would play,Perchance he'd find his revenge to-day.Gambling, I own, is a fault, a sin;I always
repent--unless I win."_Le jeu est fait._--"Well thrown! eleven!My purse is gone.--Double-six, by
heaven!"

At this unlucky point in the gameA herald was ushered in. He cameWith a flag of truce,
commissioned to sayThe garrison now were willing to layThe keys of the castle at his feet,If he'd
let them go and let them eat:They'd done their best; could do no moreThan humbly wait the
fortune of warAnd Richard's word. It came in tonesThat grated harshly:--"D--n the bonesAnd
double-six! Marcadee, you've won.--Take back my word to each mother's son,And tell them
Richard swore it:Be the smoke of their den their funeral pall!By the Holy Tomb, I'll hang them
all!They've hung out so well behind their wall,They'll hang out well before it."Then Richard
laughed in his hearty way,Enjoying his joke, as a monarch may;He laughed till he ached for
want of breath:If it lacked in life, it was full of death:Like many, believing the next best thingTo a
joke with a point is a joke with a sting.Loud he laughed; but he laughed not longEre he leaped to
the back of his charger strong,And bounded forward, axe on high,Circling the tents with his
battle-cry,--"Away! away! we shall win the day:In the front of the fight you'll find me:The first to
get in my spurs shall win,--My boots to the wight behind me!"

* * * They have reached the moat;The draw is up, but a wooden floatIs thrust across, and
onward they run;The bank is gained and the barbican won;The outer gate goes down with a
crash;Through the portcullis they madly dash,And with shouts of triumph they now assailThe
innermost gate. The crushing hailOf rocks and beams goes through the mass,Like the summer-
hail on the summer-grass;--They falter, they waver. A stalwart formBreaks through the ranks,
like a bolt in the storm:'Tis the Lion King!--"How, now, ye knaves!Do ye look for safety? Find
your graves!"--One blow to the left, one blow to the right,--Two recreants fall;--no more of
flight.One stride to the front, and, stroke on stroke,His curtle-axe rends the double oak.Down
shower the missiles;--they fall in vain;They scatter like drops from the lion's mane.He is
down,--he is up;--that right arm! how'Tis nerved with the strength of twenty, now!The barrier
yields,--it shivers,--it falls."Huzza! Saint George! to the walls! to the walls!Throw the rate to the
moat! cut down! spare not!No quarter! remember----_Je--su!_ I'm shot!"

On a silken pallet lying, under hangings stiff with gold,Now is Coeur-de-Lion sighing, weakly
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sighing, he the bold!For with riches, power, and glory now forever he must part.They have told
him he is dying. Keen remorse is at his heartLife is grateful, life is glorious, with the pulses
bounding highIn a warrior frame victorious: it were easy so to die.Yet to die is fearful ever; oh,
how fearful, when the sumOf the past is lengthened murder,--and a fearful world to come!Where
are now the wretched victims of his wrath? The deed is done.He has conquered. They have
suffered. Yonder, blackening in the sun,From the battlements they're hanging. Little joy it gives
to himNow to see the work of vengeance, when his eye is growing dim!One was saved,--the
daring bowman who the fatal arrow sped;He was saved, but not for mercy; better numbered
with the dead!Now, relenting, late repenting, Richard turns to Marcadee,Saying, "Haste, before I
waver, bring the captive youth to me."He is brought, his feet in fetters, heavy shackles on his
hands,And, with eye unflinching, gazing on the king, erect he stands.He is gazing not in anger,
not for insult, not for show;But his soul, before its leaving, Richard's very soul would know.Death
is certain,--death by torture: death for him can have no sting,If that arrow did its duty,--if he
share it with the king.Were he trembling or defiant, were he less or more than bold,Once again
to vengeful fury would he rouse the fiend of oldThat in Richard's breast is lurking, ready once
again to spring.Dreading now that vengeful spirit, with a wavering voice, the kingQuestions
impotently, wildly: "Prisoner, tell me, what of illEver I have done to thee or thine, that me thou
wouldest kill?"Higher, prouder still he bears him; o'er his countenance appear,Flitting quickly,
looks of wonder and of scorn: what does he hear?

"And dost thou ask me, man of blood, what evil thou hast done?Hast thou so soon forgot thy
vow to hang each mother's son?No! oft as thou hast broken vows, I know them to be
strong,Whene'er thy pride or lust or hate has sworn to do a wrong.But churls should bow to right
divine of kings, for good or ill,And bare their necks to axe or rope, if 'twere thy royal will?Ah,
hadst thou, Richard, yet to learn the very meanest thingThat crawls the earth in self-defence
would turn upon a king?Yet deem not 'twas the hope of life which led me to the deed:I'd freely
lose a thousand lives to make thee, tyrant, bleed!--Ay! mark me well, canst thou not see
somewhat of old Bertrand?My father good! my brothers dear!--all murdered by thy hand!Yes,
one escaped; he saw thee strike, he saw his kindred die,And breathed a vow, a burning vow of
vengeance;--it was I!I've lived; but all my life has been a memory of the slain;I've lived but to
revenge them,--and I have not lived in vain!I read it in thy haggard face, the hour is drawing
nighWhen power and wealth can aid thee not,--when, Richard, thou must DIE!What mean those
pale, convulsive lips? What means that shrinking brow?Ha! Richard of the lion-heart, thou art a
coward now!Now call thy hireling ruffians; bid them bring the cord and rack,And bid them strain
these limbs of mine until the sinews crack;And bid them tear the quivering flesh, break one by
one each bone;--Thou canst not break my spirit, though thou mayst compel a groan.I die, as I
would live and die, the ever bold and free;And I shall die with joy, to think I've rid the world of
thee."

Swords are starting from their scabbards, grim and hardened warriors waitRichard's slightest
word or gesture that may seal the bowman's fate.But his memory has been busy with the deeds
of other times.In the eyes of wakened conscience all his glories turn to crimes,And his crimes to
something monstrous; worlds were little now to giveIn atonement for the least. He cries, in
anguish, "Let him live.He has reason; never treason more became a traitor bold.Youth, forgive
as I forgive thee! Give him freedom,--give him gold.Marcadee, be sure, obey me; 'tis the last,
the dying hestOf a monarch who is sinking, sinking fast,--oh, not to rest!Haply, He above,
remembering, may relieve my dark despairWith a ray of hope to light the gloom when I am
suffering--there!"
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The captain neared the royal bedAnd humbly bowed his helmed head,And laid his hand upon
the plateThat sheathed his breast, and said, "Though lateThy mercy comes, I hold it stillMy duty
to do thy royal will.If I should fail to serve thee fair,May I be doomed to suffer--there!"

I've often met with a fast young friendMore ready to borrow than I to lend;I've heard smooth men
in election-timeProve every creed, but their own, a crime:Perhaps, if the fast one wished to
borrow,I've taken his word to pay "to-morrow";Perhaps, while Smooth explained his creed,I've
thought him the man for the country's need;Perhaps I'm more of a trusting moodThan you
suppose; but I think I wouldHave trusted that man of mail,If I had been the dying king,About as
far as you could slingAn elephant by the tail!

Good subjects then, as now, no doubt,When a king was dead, were eager to shoutIn time, "God
save" the new one!One trouble was always whom to chooseAmongst the heirs; for it raised the
deuseAnd ran the subject's neck in a noose,Unless he chose the true one.

Another difficult task,--to judgeIf the coming king would bear a grudgeFor some old breach of
concord,And take the earliest chance to sendA trusty line by a trusty friendTo give his
compliments at the endOf a disagreeable strong cord.

And whoever would have must seize his own.Thus a dying king was left alone,With a sad
neglect of manners;Ere his breath was out, the courtiers ran,With fear or zeal for "the coming
man,"In time to escape from under his ban,Or hurry under his banners.

So Richard was left in a shabby wayTo Marcadee, with an abbot to prayAnd pother with
"consolation,"Reminding 'twas never too late to searchFor mercy, and hinting that Mother
ChurchWas never known to leave in the lurchA king with a fat donation.But the abbot was
known to Richard well,As one who would smoothen the road to hell,And quite as willing to
revelAs preach; and he always preached to "soothe,"With a mild regard for "the follies of
youth,"--Himself, in epitome, proving the truthOf the world, the flesh, and the Devil.

This was the will that Richard made:--"My body at father's feet be laid;And to Rouen (it loved me
most)My heart I give; and I give my ins-Ides to the rascally Poitevins;To the abbot I give my
darling--sins;And I give "--He gave up the ghost.

The abbot looked grave, but never spoke.The captain laughed, gave the abbot a poke,And,
without ado or lingering,"Conveyed" the personals, jewels, and gold,Omitting the formal To
Have and to HoldFrom the royal finger, before it was cold,He slipped the royal finger-ring.

There might have been in the eye of the lawA something which lawyers would call a flawOf title
in such a conversion:But if weak in the law, he was strong in the hand,And had the "nine
points."--He summoned his band,And ordered before him the archer Bertrand,Intending a little
diversion.

He called the cutter,--no cutter of clothes,But such as royalty kept for thoseWho happened to
need correcting,--And told him that Richard, before he died,Desired to have a scalpel appliedTo
the traitor there. With professional pride,The cutter began dissecting.

Now Bones was born with a genius to flay:He might have ranked, had he lived to-day,As a
capital taxidermist:And yet, as he tugged, they heard him say,Of all the backs that ever
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layBefore him in a professional way,That was of all backs the firmest.

Kind reader, allow me to drop a veilIn pity; I cannot pursue the taleIn the heartless tone of the
last strophe.'Tis done, and again I'll be the same.They triumphed not, if they felt no shame:No
muscle quivered, no murmur came,Until the final catastrophe.

The captain jested a moment, thenHe waved his hand and bowed to his menWith a single word,
"Disbanded,"And galloped away with three or fourStout men-at-arms to the nearest
shore,Where a gallant array not long beforeWith the king in pride had landed.

He coasted around, went up the Rhine,So famous then for robbers and wine,So famous now as
a ramble.The wine and the robbers still are there;But they rob you now with a bill of fare,And
gentlemen bankers "on the square"Will clean you out, if you gamble.

He built him a Schloss on--something-Stein,And became the first of as proud a lineAs e'er took
toll on the river,When barons, perched in their castles high,On the valley would keep a watchful
eye,And pounce on travellers with their cry,"The Rhine-dues! down! deliver!"

And crack their crowns for any delayIn paying down. And that, by the way,About as correctly as
I know,Is the origin true of an ancient phraseSo frequently heard in modern days,When a
gentleman quite reluctantly pays,--I mean, "To come down with the rhino."

A LEGEND OF MARYLAND

"AN OWRE TRUE TALE."

The framework of modern history is, for the most part, constructedout of the material supplied
by national transactions described inofficial documents and contemporaneous records. Forms of
governmentand their organic changes, the succession of those who haveadministered them,
their legislation, wars, treaties, and thestatistics demonstrating their growth or decline,--these
are theelements that furnish the outlines of history. They are the drytimbers of a vast old edifice;
they impose a dry study upon theantiquary, and are still more dry to his reader.

But that which makes history the richest of philosophies and the mostgenial pursuit of humanity
is the spirit that is breathed into it bythe thoughts and feelings of former generations, interpreted
inactions and incidents that disclose the passions, motives, andambition of men, and open to us
a view of the actual life of ourforefathers. When we can contemplate the people of a past
ageemployed in their own occupations, observe their habits and manners,comprehend their
policy and their methods of pursuing it, ourimagination is quick to clothe them with the flesh and
blood of humanbrotherhood and to bring them into full sympathy with our individualnature.

History then becomes a world of living figures,--a theatre thatpresents to us a majestic drama,
varied by alternate scenes of thegrandest achievements and the most touching episodes of
humanexistence.

In the composing of this drama the author has need to seek hismaterial in many a tangled
thicket as well as in many an open field.Facts accidentally encountered, which singly have but
littleperceptible significance, are sometimes strangely discovered toillustrate incidents long
obscured and incapable of explanation. Theyare like the lost links of a chain, which, being
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found, supply themeans of giving cohesion and completeness to the heretofore
uselessfragments. The scholar's experience is full of these reunions ofillustrative incidents
gathered from regions far apart in space, andoften in time. The historian's skill is challenged to
its highesttask in the effort to draw together those tissues of personal andlocal adventure which,
at first without seeming or suspecteddependence, prove, when brought into their proper
relationship witheach other, to be unerring exponents of events of highest concern.

It is pleasant to fall upon the course of one of these currents ofadventure,--to follow a solitary
rivulet of tradition, such as bychance we now and then find modestly flowing along through
theobscure coverts of time, and to be able to trace its progress to theconfluence of other
streams,--and finally to see it grow, by the aidof these tributaries, to the proportions of an ample
river, whichwaters the domain of authentic history and bears upon its bosom aclear testimony to
the life and character of a people.

The following legend furnishes a striking and attractiveexemplification of such a growth, in the
unfolding of a romanticpassage of Maryland history, of which no annalist has ever given
morethan an ambiguous and meagre hint. It refers to a deed of bloodshed,of which the only
trace that was not obliterated from living rumor solong as a century ago was to be found in a
vague and misty relic ofan old memory of the provincial period of the State. The facts bywhich I
have been enabled to bring it to the full light of anhistorical incident, it will be seen in the perusal
of thisnarrative, have successively, and by most curious process ofdevelopment, risen into view
through a series of accidentaldiscoveries, which have all combined, with singular coincidence
andadaptation, to furnish an unquestionable chapter of Maryland history,altogether worthy of
recital for its intrinsic interest, and stillmore worthy of preservation for the elements it supplies
towards acorrect estimate of the troubles which beset the career and formedthe character and
manners of the forefathers of the State.

CHAPTER I.

TALBOT'S CAVE.

It is now many years ago,--long before I had reached manhood,--that,through my intimacy with
a friend, then venerable for his years andmost attractive to me by his store of historical
knowledge, I becameacquainted with a tradition touching a strange incident that hadreference
to a mysterious person connected with a locality on theSusquehanna River near Havre de
Grace. In that day the tradition wasrepeated by a few of the oldest inhabitants who dwelt in the
region.I dare say it has now entirely run out of all remembrance amongsttheir descendants, and
that I am, perhaps, the only individual in theState who has preserved any traces of the facts to
which I allude.

There was, until not long ago, a notable cavern at the foot of arocky cliff about a mile below the
town of Port Deposit. It was ofsmall compass, yet sufficiently spacious to furnish some rude
shelteragainst the weather to one who might seek refuge within its solitarychamber. It opened
upon the river just where a small brook comesbrattling down the bank, along the base of a hill of
some magnitudethat yet retains the stately name of Mount Ararat. The visitor ofthis cavern
might approach it by a boat from the river, or by arugged path along the margin of the brook and
across the ledges ofthe rock. This rough shelter went by the name of Talbot's Cave downto a
very recent period, and would still go by that name, if it wereyet in existence. But it happened,
not many years since, that PortDeposit was awakened to a sudden notion of the value of the
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graniteof the cliff, and, as commerce is a most ruthless contemner of allromance, and never
hesitates between a speculation of profit and aspeculation of history, Talbot's Cave soon began
to figureconspicuously in the Price Current, and in a very little whiledisappeared, like a witch
from the stage, in blasts of sulphur fireand rumbling thunder, under the management of those
effectivescene-shifters, the quarrymen. A government contract, more potent thanthe
necromancy of the famed wizard Michael Scott, lifted this massiverock from its base, and, flying
with it full two hundred miles,buried it fathoms below the surface of the Atlantic, at the Rip
Raps,near Hampton Roads; and thus it happens that I cannot vouch theocular proof of the Cave
to certify the legend I am about to relate.

The tradition attached to this spot had nothing but a misty andspectral outline. It was indefinite
in the date, uncertain as topersons, mysterious as to the event,--just such a tradition as towhet
the edge of one's curiosity and to leave it hopeless ofgratification. I may relate it in a few words.

Once upon a time, somewhere between one and two hundred years ago,there was a man by
the name of Talbot, a kinsman of Lord Baltimore,who had committed some crime, for which he
fled and became an outlawand was pursued by the authorities of the Province. To escape
these,he took refuge in the wilderness on the Susquehanna, where hefound this cave, and used
it for concealment and defence for sometime,--how long, the tradition does not say. This region
was theninhabited by a fierce tribe of Indians, who are described on Captain JohnSmith's map
as the "Sasquesahannocks," and who were friendly to theoutlaw and supplied him with
provisions. To these details was addedanother, which threw an additional interest over the
story,--thatTalbot had a pair of beautiful English hawks, such as were mostprized in the sport of
falconry, and that these were the companionsof his exile, and were trained by him to pursue
and strike the wildduck that abounded, then as now, on this part of the river; and hethus found
amusement to beguile his solitude, as well as sustenancein a luxurious article of food, which is
yet the pride of gastronomicscience, and the envy of _bons vivants_ throughout this continent.

These hawks my aged friend had often himself seen, in his own boyishdays, sweeping round
the cliffs and over the broad expanse of theSusquehanna. They were easily distinguished, he
said, by theresidents of that district, by their peculiar size and plumage, beingof a breed not
known to our native ornithology, and both being males.For many years, it was affirmed,--long
after the outlaw had vanishedfrom the scene,--these gallant old rovers of the river still
pursuedtheir accustomed game, a solitary pair, without kindred oracquaintance in our woods.
They had survived their master,--no onecould tell how long,--but had not abandoned the haunts
of his exile.They still for many a year saw the wilderness beneath their dailyflight giving place to
arable fields, and learned to exchange theirwary guard against the Indian's arrow for a sharper
watch of theAnglo-Saxon rifle. Up to the last of their appearance thecountry-people spoke of
them as Talbot's hawks.

This is a summary of the story, as it was told to me. No inquirybrought me any addition to these
morsels of narrative. Who thisTalbot was,--what was his crime,--how long he lived in this cave,
andat what era,--were questions upon which the oracle of my traditionwas dumb.

Such a story would naturally take hold of the fancy of a lover ofromance, and kindle his zeal for
an enterprise to learn somethingmore about it; and I may reasonably suppose that this short
sketchhas already stirred the bosoms of the novel-reading portion, atleast, of my readers with a
desire that I should tell them what, inmy later researches, I have found to explain this legend of
the Cave.Even the outline I have given is suggestive of inferences to furnishquite a plausible
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chapter of history.

First, it is clear, from the narrative, that Talbot was a gentlemanof rank in the old Province,--for
he was kinsman to the LordProprietary; and there is one of the oldest counties of Maryland
thatbears the name of his family,--perhaps called so in honor of himself.Then he kept his hawks,
which showed him to be a man of condition,and fond of the noble sport which figures so
gracefully in the annalsof Chivalry.

Secondly, this hawking carries the period of the story back to thetime of one of the early Lords
Baltimore; for falconry was not commonin the eighteenth century: and yet the date could not
have been muchearlier than that century, because the hawks had been seen by oldpersons of
the last generation somewhere about the period of ourRevolution; and this bird does not live
much over a hundred years. Sowe fix a date not far from sixteen hundred and eighty for
Talbot'ssojourn on the river.

Thirdly, the crime for which he was outlawed could scarcely have beena mean felony,
perpetrated for gain, but more likely some act ofpassion,--a homicide, probably, provoked by a
quarrel, and enacted inhot blood. This Talbot was too well conditioned for a sordid crime;and his
flight to the wilderness and his abode there would seem toinfer a man of strong purpose and
self-reliance.

And, lastly, as he must have had friends and confederates on thefrontier, to aid him in his
concealment, and to screen him from thepursuit of the government officers, and, moreover, had
made himselfacceptable to the Indians, to whose power he had committed himself,we may
conclude that he possessed some winning points of character;and I therefore assume him to
have been of a brave, frank, andgenerous nature, capable of attracting partisans and enlisting
thesympathies and service of bold men for his personal defence.

So, with the help of a little obvious speculation, founded upon thecircumstantial evidence, we
weave the network of quite a naturalstory of Talbot; and our meagre tradition takes on the form,
andsomething of the substance, of an intelligible incident.

CHAPTER II.

STRANGE REVELATIONS.

At this point I leave the hero of my narrative for a while, in orderthat I may open another
chapter.

Many years elapsed, during which the tradition remained in thisunsatisfactory state, and I had
given up all hope of furtherelucidation of it, when an accidental discovery brought me once
moreupon the track of inquiry.

There was published in the city of Baltimore, in the year 1808, abook whose title was certainly
as little adapted to awaken theattention of one in quest of a picturesque legend as a treatise
onAlgebra. It was called "The Landholder's Assistant," and wasintended, as its name imported,
to assist that lucky portion ofmankind who possessed the soil of Maryland in their pursuit
ofknowledge touching the mysteries of patents, warrants, surveys, andsuch like learning,
necessary to getting land or keeping what theyhad. The character and style of this book, in its
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exterior aspect,were as unpromising as it's title. It was printed by Messrs. Dobbin &Murphy, on
rather dark paper, in a muddy type,--such as no Mr.Dobbin nor Mr. Murphy of this day would
allow to bear hisimprimatur,--though in 1808, I doubt not, it was considered a verycreditable
piece of Baltimore typography. This unpretending volume wascompiled by Chancellor Kilty.

It is a very instructive book, containing much curious matter, is worthy of better adornment in the
form of itspresentation to the world, and ought to have a title more suggestiveof its antiquarian
lore. I should call it "Fossil Remains of OldMaryland Law, with Notes by an Antiquary."

It fell into my hands by a purchase at auction, some twenty yearsafter I had abandoned the
Legend of the Cave and the Hawks as ahopeless quest. In running over its contents, I found
that a ColonelGeorge Talbot was once the Surveyor-General of Maryland; and in twoshort
marginal notes (the substance of which I afterwards found inChalmers's "Annals") it was said
that "he was noted in the Provincefor the murder committed by him on Christopher Rousby,
Collector ofthe Customs,"--the second note adding that this was done on board avessel in
Patuxent River, and that Talbot "was conveyed for trial toVirginia, from whence he made his
escape; and after being retaken,and" (as the author expresses his belief) "tried and convicted,
wasfinally pardoned by King James the Second."

These marginal notes, though bringing no clear support to the storyof the Cave, were embers,
however, of some old fire not entirelyextinct,--which emitted a feeble gleam upon the path of
inquiry. Thename of the chief actor coincided with that of the tradition; thetime, that of James
the Second, conformed pretty nearly to myconjecture derived from the age of the hawks; and
the nature of thecrime was what I had imagined. There was just enough in this briefrevelation to
revive the desire for further investigation. But wherewas the search to be made? No history that
I was aware of, no sketchof our early time that I had ever seen, nothing in print was known tobe
in existence that could furnish a clue to the story of theOutlaw's Cave.

And here the matter rested again for some years. But after thislapse, chance brought me upon
the highway of further development,which led me in due time to a strange realization of the old
proverbthat "Murder will out,"--though, in this case, its discovery couldbring no other retribution
than the settlement of an historicaldoubt, and give some posthumous fame to the subject of
thedisclosure.

In the month of May, 1836, I had a motive and an opportunity to makea visit to the County of St.
Mary's. I had been looking into thehistories of our early Maryland settlement, as they are
recounted inthe pages of Bozman, Chalmers, and Grahame, and found there someinducements
to persuade me to make an exploration of the whereaboutsof the old city which was planted
near the Potomac by our firstpilgrims. Through the kindness of a much valued friend,
whoseacquirements and taste--both highly cultivated--rendered him a mosteffective auxiliary in
my enterprise, I was supplied with anopportunity to spend a week under the hospitable roof of
Mr.Carberry, the worthy Superior of the Jesuit House of St. Inigoes onthe St. Mary's River,
within a short distance of the plain of theancient city.

Mr. Campbell and myself were invited by our host to meet him, on anappointed day, at the
Church of St. Nicholas on the Patuxent, nearthe landing at Town Creek, and we were to travel
from there across toSt. Inigoes in his carriage,--a distance of about fifteen miles.
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Upon our arrival at St. Nicholas, we found a full day at our disposalto look around the
neighborhood, which, being the scene of muchhistorical interest in our older annals, presented
a pleasanttemptation to our excursion. Our friendly guide, Mr. Carberry, tookus to Drum Point,
the southern headland of the Patuxent at itsentrance into Chesapeake Bay. Here was, at that
time, and perhapsstill is, the residence of the Carroll family, whose ancestorsoccupied the
estate for many generations. The dwelling-house was acomfortable wooden building of the style
and character of the presentday, with all the appurtenances proper to a convenient and
pleasantcountry homestead. Immediately in its neighborhood--so nearthat it might be said to be
almost within the curtilage of thedwelling--stood an old brick ruin of what had apparently been
asubstantial mansion-house. Such a monument of the past as this, ofcourse, could not escape
our special attention, and, upon inquiry, wewere told that it was once, a long time ago, the
family home of theRousbys, the ancestors of the present occupants of the estate; thatseveral
generations of this family, dating back to the early days of theProvince, had resided in it; and
that when it had fallen into decay,the modern building was erected, and the old one suffered to
crumbleinto the condition in which we saw it. I could easily understand andappreciate the
sentiment that preserved it untouched as part andparcel in the family associations of the place,
and as a relic of theolden time which no one was willing to disturb.

The mention of the name of the Rousbys, here on the Patuxent River,was a sudden and vivid
remembrancer to me of the old story of Talbot,and gave new encouragement to an almost
abandoned hope of solvingthis mystery.

CHAPTER III.

A GRAVEYARD AND AN EPITAPH.

Within a short distance of this spot, perhaps not a mile from DrumPoint, there is a small creek
which opens into the river and bearsthe name of Mattapony. In early times there was a notable
fort here,and connected with it a stately mansion, built by Charles Calvert,Lord Baltimore, for his
own occasional residence. The fort andmansion are often mentioned in the Provincial records
as the placewhere the Council sometimes met to transact business; and accordinglymany public
acts are dated from Mattapony.

Calvert was doubtless attracted to this spot by the pleasant sceneryof the headland which here
looks out upon the noble water-view of theChesapeake, and by its breezy position as an
agreeable refuge fromthe heats of summer.

Our party, therefore, determined to set out upon a search for somerelics of the mansion and
fort; and as a guide in this enterprise, weengaged an old negro who seemed to have a fair claim
in his ownconceit to be regarded both as the Solomon and the Methuselah of theplantation. He
was a wrinkled, wise-looking old fellow, with a wateryeye and a grizzled head, and might,
perhaps, have been about eighty;but, from his own account, he left us to infer that he was not
muchbehind that great patriarch of Scripture whose years are described asone hundred and
threescore and fifteen.

Finding that he was native to the estate, and had lived here all hislife, we interrogated him with
some confidence in his ability tocontribute something useful to the issue of our pursuit. Amongst
allthe Solomons of this world, there is not one so consciously impressedwith the unquestionable
verity of his wisdom and the intensity of hisknowledge as one of these veterans of an old family-
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estate upon whichhe has spent his life. He is always an aristocrat of the mostuncompromising
stamp, and has a contemptuous disdain and intolerancefor every form of democracy. Poor white
people have not the slightestchance of his good opinion. The pedigree and history of his
master'sfamily possess an epic dignity in his imagination; and the liberty hetakes with facts
concerning them amounts to a grand poeticalhyperbole. He represents their wealth in past times
to have amountedto something of a fabulous superfluity, and their magnificence sounbounded,
that he stares at you in describing it, as if its excessastonished himself.

When we now questioned our venerable conductor, to learn what hecould tell us of the old
Proprietary Mansion, he said, in his way, he"membered it, as if it was built only yesterday: he
was fotch up sonear it, that he could see it now as if it was standing before him:if _he_ couldn't
pint out where it stood, it was time for him to giveup: it was a mighty grand brick house,"--laying
an emphasis on_brick_, as a special point in his notion of its grandeur; and thenhe added, with
all the gravity of which his very solemn visage was acopious index, that "Old Master Baltimore,
who built it, was a realfine gentleman. He knowed him so well! He never gave anything butgold
to the servants for tending on him. Bless you! he wouldn't eventhink of silver! Many a time has
he given me a guinea for waiting onhim."

This account of Old Master Baltimore, and his magnificent contempt ofsilver, and the intimacy of
our patriarch with him, rather startledus, and I began to fear that the story of the house might
turn out tobe as big a lie as the acquaintance with the Lord Proprietary,--forMaster Baltimore
had then been dead just one hundred and twenty-oneyears. But we went on with him, and were
pleasantly disappointed whenhe brought us upon a hill that sloped down to the Mattapony,
andthere traced out for us, by the depression of the earth, the visiblelines of an old foundation of
a large building, the former existenceof which was further demonstrated by some scattered
remains of theold imported brick of the edifice which were imbedded in the soil.

This spot had a fine outlook upon the Bay, and every advantage oflocality to recommend its
choice for a domestic establishment. Wecould find nothing to indicate the old fort except the
commandingcharacter of the hill with reference to the river, which mightwarrant a conjecture as
to its position. I believe that the house wasincluded within the ramparts of the fortification, as I
perceive insome of the old records that the fortification itself was called theMattapony House,
which was once beleaguered and taken by Captain JohnCoode and Colonel Jowles.

After we had examined all that was to be seen here, our next point ofinterest was a graveyard,
which, we had been informed by some of thehousehold at Mrs. Carroll's, had been preserved
upon the estate froma very early period. Our old gossip professed to know all about this,from its
very first establishment. It was in another direction fromthe mansion-house, about a mile distant,
on the margin of an inletfrom the Bay, called Harper's Creek; and thither we accordingly
went.Before we reached the spot, the old negro stopped at a cabin that layin our route and
provided himself with a hoe, which, borne upon hisshoulder, gave a somewhat mysterious
significance to the office hehad assumed. He did not explain the purpose of this equipment to
us,and we forbore to question him. After descending to the level of thetide and passing through
some thickets of wild shrubbery, we arrivedupon a grassy plain immediately upon the border of
the creek; andthere, in a quiet, sequestered nook of rural landscape, the smoothand sluggish
little inlet begirt with waterlilies and reflecting woodand sky and the green hill-side upon its
surface, was the chosenresting-place of the departed generations of the family. A few
simpletombstones--some of them darkened by the touch of Time--lay clusteredwithin an old
inclosure. The brief memorials engraved upon them toldus how inveterately Death had pursued
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his ancient vocation andgathered in his relentless tribute from young and old in times pastas he
does to-day.

Here was a theme for a sermon from the patriarch, who now leaned uponhis hoe and shook his
head with a slow ruminative motion, as if hehoped by this action to disengage from it some
profound moralreflections, and then began to enumerate how many of these goodpeople he had
helped to bury; but before he had well begun thisdiscourse we had turned away and were about
leaving the place, whenhe recalled us by saying, "I have got one tombstone yet to show you,as
soon as I can clear it off with the hoe: it belongs to old MasterRousby, who was stobbed aboard
ship, and is, besides that, thegrandest tombstone here."

Here was another of those flashes of light by which my story seemedto be preordained to a
prosperous end. We eagerly encouraged the oldman to this task, and he went to work in
removing the green sod froma large slab which had been entirely hidden under the soil, and in
abrief space revealed to us a tombstone fully six feet long, uponwhich we were able to read, in
plainly chiselled letters, aninscription surmounted by a carved heraldic shield with its
properquarterings and devices.

Our group at this moment would have made a fine artistic study. Therewas this quiet landscape
around us garnished with the beauty of May;there were the rustic tombs,--the old negro, with a
countenancesurcharged with the expression of solemn satisfaction at hisemployment, bending
his aged figure over the broad, carved stone, andscraping from it the grass which had not been
disturbed perhaps for aquarter of a century; and there was our own party looking on witheager
interest, as the inscription every moment became more legible.That interest may be imagined,
on reading the inscription, which,when brought to the full light of day, revealed these words:--

"Here lyeth the body of Xph'r Rousbie Esquire, who was taken out ofthis world by a violent
death received on board his Majesty's shipThe Quaker Ketch, Capt. Tho's. Allen Commander,
the last day ofOctober 1684. And also of Mr. John Rousbie, his brother, who departedthis
naturall life on board the Ship Baltimore, being arrived inPatuxen the first day of February
1685."

This was a picturesque incident in its scenic character, but a stillmore engaging one as an
occurrence in the path of discovery. Here wasmost unexpectedly brought to view a new link in
the chain of ourstory. It was a pleasant surprise to have such a fact as thisbreaking upon us
from an ambuscade, to help out a half-formednarrative which I had feared was hopeless of
completion. Theinscription is a necessary supplement to the marginal notes. As aninsulated
monument, it is meagre in its detail, and stands in need ofexplanation. It does not describe
Christopher Rousby as the Collectorof the Customs; it does not affirm that he was murdered; it
makes noallusion to Talbot: but it gives the name of the ship and itscommander, along with the
date of the death. "The Landholder'sAssistant" supplies all the facts that are wanting in this
briefstatement. These two memorials help each other and enlarge the commoncurrent of
testimony, like two confluent streams coming from oppositesources. From the two together we
learn, that Colonel Talbot, theSurveyor-General in 1684, killed Mr. Christopher Rousby on board
of aship of war; and we are apprised that Rousby was a gentleman of rankand authority in the
Province, holding an important commission fromthe King. The place at which the tomb is found
shows also that he wasthe owner of a considerable landed estate and a near neighbor of
theLord Proprietary.
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The story, however, requires much more circumstance to give it theinterest which we hope yet
to find in it.

CHAPTER IV.

DRYASDUST.

I have now to change my scene, and to pursue in another quarter moreimportant investigations.
I break off with some regret from my visitto St. Mary's, because it had many attractions of its
own, whichwould form a pleasant theme for description. Some of the results ofthat visit I
embodied, several years ago, in a fiction which I fearthe world will hardly credit me in saying has
as much history in itas invention. [Footnote: _Rob of the Bowl._] But my journey had nofurther
connection with the particular subject before us, after thediscovery of the tomb. I therefore take
my leave, at this juncture,of good Father Carberry and St. Inigoes, and also of my companion
inthis adventure,--pausing but a moment to say, that the Superior ofSt. Inigoes has, some time
since, gone to his account, and that I amnot willing to part with him in my narrative without a
gratefulrecognition of the esteem I have for his memory, in which I sharewith all who were
acquainted with him,--an esteem won by the simple,unostentatious merit of his character, his
liberal religioussentiment, and his frank and cordial hospitality, which had the bestflavor of the
good old housekeeping of St. Mary's,--a commendationwhich every one conversant with that
section of Maryland willunderstand to imply what the Irish schoolmaster, in one of
Carleton'stales, calls "the hoighth of good living."

After my return from this excursion, I resolved to make a searchamongst the records at
Annapolis, to ascertain whether any memorialsexisted which might furnish further information in
regard to theevents to which I had now got a clue. And here comes in a morsel ofofficial history
which will excuse a short digression.

The Legislature had, about this time, directed the Executive to causea search through the
government buildings, with a view to thediscovery of old state papers and manuscripts, which,
having beenconsigned, time out of mind, to neglect and oblivion, were known onlyas heaps of
promiscuous lumber, strewed over the floors of dampcellars and unfrequented garrets. The
careless and unappreciativespirit of the proper guardians of our archives in past years
hadsuffered many precious folios and separate papers to be disposed ofas mere rubbish; and
the not less culpable and incurious indolence oftheir successors, in our own times, had treated
them with equalindifference. The attention of the Legislature was awakened to theimportance of
this investigation by Mr. David Ridgely, the StateLibrarian, and he was appointed by the
Executive to undertake thelabor. Never did beagle pursue the chase with more steady foot
thandid this eager and laudable champion of the ancient fame of the Statehis chosen duty. He
rummaged old cuddies, closets, vaults, andcocklofts, and pried into every recess of the
Chancery, the LandOffice, the Committee-Rooms, and the Council-Chamber, searchingup-
stairs and down-stairs, wherever a truant paper was supposed to lurk.Groping with lantern in
hand and body bent, he made his way throughnarrow passages, startling the rats from their
fastnesses, where theyhad been intrenched for half a century, and breaking down the
thickdrapery--the Gobelin tapestry I might call it--woven by successivefamilies of spiders from
the days of the last Lord Proprietary. Thevery dust which was kicked up in Annapolis, as the old
newspaperstell us, at the passage of the Stamp Act, was once more set in motionby the foot of
this resolute and unwearied invader, and everywheresomething was found to reward the toil of
the search. But the mostvaluable discoveries were made in the old Treasury,--made, alas!
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toolate for the full fruition of the Librarian's labor. The Treasury,one of the most venerable
structures in the State, is that lowly andquaint little edifice of brick which the visitor never fails
tonotice within the inclosure of the State-House grounds. It wasoriginally designed for the
accommodation of the Governor and hisCouncil, and for the sessions of the Upper House of the
ProvincialLegislature; the Burgesses, at that time, holding their meetings inthe old State House,
which occupied the site of the present moreimposing and capacious building: this latter having
been erectedabout the year 1772.

In some dark recess of the Treasury Office Mr. Ridgely struck upon amine of wealth, in a
mouldy wooden box, which was found to containmany missing Journals of the Provincial
Council, some of which boredate as far back as 1666. It was a sad disappointment to him,
whenhis eye was greeted with the sight of these folios, to see themcrumble, like the famed
Dead-Sea Apples, into powder, upon everyattempt, to handle them. The form of the books was
preserved and thecharacter of the writing distinctly legible, but, from the effect ofmoisture, the
paper had lost its cohesion, and fell to pieces atevery effort to turn a leaf. I was myself a witness
to thistantalizing deception, and, with the Librarian, read enough to showthe date and character
of the perishing record.

Through this accident, the Council Journals of a most interestingperiod, embracing several
years between 1666 and 1692, wereirretrievably lost. Others sustained less damage, and were
partiallypreserved. Some few survived in good condition.

Our Maryland historians have had frequent occasion to complain of thedeficiency of material for
the illustration of several epochs in theProvincial existence, owing to the loss of official records.
Noresearch has supplied the means of describing the public events ofthese intervals, beyond
some few inferences, which are onlysufficient to show that these silent periods were marked by
incidentsof important interest. The most striking of these privations occurstowards the end of the
seventeenth century,--precisely that period towhich the crumbling folios had reference.

This loss of the records has been ascribed to their frequent removalsduring periods of trouble,
and to the havoc made in the rage ofparties. The Province, like the great world from which it
was so farremote, was distracted with what are sometimes called religiousquarrels, but what I
prefer to describe as exceedingly irreligiousquarrels, carried on by men professing to be
Christians, andgenerated in the heat of disputes concerning the word of the greatTeacher of
"peace on earth." Out of these grew any quantity ofrebellion and war, tinctured with their usual
flavor of persecution.For at this era the wars of Christendom were chiefly waged in supportof
dogmas and creeds, and took a savage hue from the fury ofreligious bigotry. The wars of
Europe since that period have arisenupon commercial and political questions, and religion has
been freedfrom the dishonor of promoting these bloody strifes so incompatiblewith its high
office. In these quarrels of the fathers of Maryland,the archives of government were seized more
than once, and, perhaps,destroyed. On one occasion they were burnt. And so, amongst all
thesedisorders, it has fallen out that the full development of the Statehistory has been rendered
impossible.

Mr. Ridgely's foray, however, into this domain of dust and darknesshas happily rescued much
useful matter to aid the future chroniclerin supplying the deficiency of past attempts to trace the
path of ourmodest annals through these silent intervals. Incidentally theLibrarian's work has
assisted my story; for, although the recoveredfolios did not touch the exact year of my search,
the pursuit of themled me to what I may claim as a discovery of my own. I found what Icould not
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say was wholly lost, but what, until Mr. Ridgely'sexploration drew attention to the records, might
have been said tohave shrunk from all notice of the present generation, and to be fastfalling a
prey to the tooth of time and the visit of the worm. A fewyears more of neglect and the ill usage
of careless custodians, andit would have passed to that depository of things lost upon theearth,
which fable has placed in the moon. It was my good fortune, inthis upturning of relics of the
past, to lay my hand upon a sadlytattered and decayed MS. volume,--unbound, without
beginning andwithout end, coated with the dust which had been gathering upon itever since
Chalmers and Bozman had done their work of deciphering itsquaint old text. It lay in the state of
rubbish, in an old case,where many documents of the same kind had been consigned to the
sameoblivion, and with it had been sleeping for as many years, perhaps,as the Beauty in the
fairy tale,--happily destined, at last, to beawakened, as she was, by one who by his
perseverance had won a titleto herself.

This manuscript was now, in this day of revival, brought out from itshiding-place, and, upon
inspection, proved to be a Journal of theCouncil for some few years including the very date of
the death ofthe Collector on the Patuxent.

The record was complete, neatly written in the peculiar manuscriptcharacter of that age, so
difficult for a modern reader to decipher.Its queer old-fashioned spelling suggested the idea that
ourancestors considered both consonants and vowels too weak to standalone, and that
therefore they doubled them as often as they could;and there was such an actual identification
of its antiquity in itsexterior aspect as well as in its forms of speech, that, when I havesat poring
over it alone at midnight in my study, as I have oftendone, I have turned my eye over my
shoulder, expecting to see theapparition of Master John Llewellin--who subscribes his name
with avery energetic nourish as Clerk of the Council--standing behind me ingrave-colored
doublet and trunk-hose, with a starched ruff, awide-awake hat drawn over his brow, and a short
black feather fallingamongst the locks of his dark hair towards his back.

This Journal lets in a blaze of light upon the old tradition ofTalbot's Cave. The narrative of what
it discloses it is now mypurpose to make as brief as is compatible with common justice to
mysubject.

CHAPTER V.

A FRAGMENT OF HISTORY.

Charles Calvert, Lord Baltimore, the son of Cecilius, was, accordingto the testimony of all our
annalists, a worthy gentleman and anupright ruler. He was governor of Maryland, by the
appointment of hisfather, from 1662 to 1675, and after that became the Lord Proprietaryby
inheritance, and administered the public affairs in person. Hisprudence and judgment won him
the esteem of the best portion of hispeople, and the Province prospered in his hands.

All our histories tell of the troubles that beset the closing yearsof his residence in Maryland.
They arose partly out of his religion,and in part out of the jealousy of the crown concerning
theprivileges of his charter.

He was a Roman Catholic; but, like his father, liberal and tolerantin opinion, and free from
sectarian bias in the administration of hisgovernment. Apart from the influence of his father's
example, thetraining of his education, his real attachment to the interests ofthe Province, and
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his own natural inclination,--all of which pointedout to him the duty as well as the advantage of
affording the utmostsecurity to the freedom of religious opinion,--the conditions underwhich he
held his proprietary rights rendered a departure from thispolicy the most improbable accusation
that could be made against him.The public mind of England at that period was fevered to a state
ofmadness by the domestic quarrel that raged within the kingdom againstthe Catholics. The
people were distracted with constant alarms ofPopish plots for the overthrow of the government.
The King, aheartless profligate, absorbed in frivolous pleasures, scarcelyentertained any grave
question of state affairs that had not someconnection with his hatreds and his fears of Catholics
andDissenters. Then, also, the Province itself was composed, in far thegreater part, of a
Protestant population,--computed by somecontemporary writers at the proportion of thirty to
one,--apopulation who were guarantied freedom of conscience by the Charter,and who
possessed all necessary power both legal and physical toenforce it.

Under such circumstances as these, how is it possible to imputedesigns against the old
established toleration, which had marked thehistory of Maryland from its first settlement to that
day, to soprudent and careful a ruler as Charles Calvert, without imputing tohim, at the same
time, a folly so absurd as to belie every opinionthat has ever been uttered to his advantage?

Yet, notwithstanding these improbabilities, the accusation was madeand affected to be believed
by the King and his Council; the resultof which was that a royal order was sent to the
Proprietary,commanding him to dismiss every Catholic from employment in theProvince, and to
supply their places by the appointment ofProtestants.

The most plausible theory upon which I can account for this harshproceeding is suggested by
the fact that parties in the Province tookthe same complexion with those in the mother country
and ran parallelwith them,--that the same excitements which agitated the minds of thepeople in
England were industriously fomented here, where no similarreason for them existed, as the
volunteer work of demagogues who sawin them the means of promoting their own
interest,--that, in fact,this opposition to the Proprietary grew out of a failing in ourancestors
which has not yet been cured in their descendants, aweakness in favor of the loaves and fishes.
The party in the majoritycarried the elections, and felt, of course, as all parties do whoperform
such an exploit, that they had made a very gigantic sacrificefor the good of the country and
deserved to be remunerated for suchan act of heroism, and thereupon set up and asserted that
venerabledoctrine which has been erroneously and somewhat vaingloriouslyclaimed as the
conception of a modern statesman, namely,--"that tothe victors belong the spoils." I rejoice in
the discovery that adogma so profound and so convenient has the sanction of antiquity
tocommend it to the platform of the patriots of our own time.

I must in a few words notice another charge against Lord Baltimore,which was even more
serious than the first, and to which the cupidityof the King lent a willing ear. Parliament had
passed an act forlevying certain duties on the trade of the Southern Colonies, whichwere very
oppressive to the commerce of Maryland. These duties weregathered by Collectors specially
appointed for the occasion, who heldtheir commissions from the Crown, and who were stationed
at theseveral ports of entry of the Province. The frequent evasion of theseduties gave rise to
much ill-will between the Collectors and thepeople. Lord Baltimore was charged with having
connived at theseevasions, and with obstructing the collection of the royal revenue.His chief
accusers were the Collectors, who, being Crown officers,seemed naturally to array themselves
against him. Although there wasreally no foundation for this complaint, yet the King, who
neverthrew away a chance to replenish his purse, compelled the Proprietaryto pay by way of
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retribution a large sum into the Exchequer.

I have no need to dwell upon this subject, and have referred to itonly because it explains the
relation between Lord Baltimore andChristopher Rousby, and has therefore some connection
with my story.Rousby was an enemy to the Proprietary; and from a letter preservedby Chalmers
it appears there was no love lost between them. LordBaltimore writes to the Earl of Anglesey,
the President of the King'sCouncil, in 1681,--"I have already written twice to your Lordshipabout
Christopher Rousby, who I desired might be removed from hisplace of Collector of his Majesty's
Customs,--he having been a greatknave, and a disturber of the trade and peace of the
Province"; whichletter, it seems, had no effect,--as Christopher Rousby was continuedin his
post. He was doubtless emboldened by the failure of thisremonstrance against him to exhibit his
ill-will towards theProprietary in more open and more vexatious modes of annoyance.

All these embarrassments threw a heavy shadow over the latter yearsof Lord Baltimore's life,
and now drove him to the necessity ofmaking a visit to England for the purpose of personal
explanation anddefence before the King. He accordingly took his departure in themonth of June,
1684, intending to return in a few months; but a tideof misfortune that now set in upon him
prevented that wish, and henever saw Maryland again.

In about half a year after Calvert's arrival in England, King Charlesthe Second was gathered to
his fathers, and his brother, the Duke ofYork, a worse man, a greater hypocrite, and a more
crafty despot,reigned in his stead.

James the Second was a Roman Catholic, and Calvert, on that scorealone, might have
expected some sympathy and favor: he might, atleast, have expected justice. But James was
heartless and selfish.The Proprietary found nothing but cold neglect, and a
contemptiblejealousy of the prerogatives and power conferred by his charter.James himself
claimed to be a proprietary on this continent by virtueof extensive royal grants, and was directly
interested with WilliamPenn in defeating the claims of the Baltimore family to the countryupon
the Delaware; he was, therefore, in fact, the secret andprepossessed enemy of Calvert. Instead
of protection from the Crown,Calvert found proceedings instituted in the King's Bench to annul
hischarter, which, but for the abrupt termination of this short,disgraceful reign in abdication and
flight, would have beenconsummated under James's own direction. The Revolution of
1688brought up other influences more hostile still to the Proprietary;and the Province, which
was always sedulous to follow the fashions ofLondon, was not behindhand on this occasion, but
made, also, itsrevolution, in imitation of the great one. The end of all was theutter subversion of
the Charter, and a new government of Marylandunder a royal commission. How this was
accomplished our historiansare not able to tell. From 1688 to 1692 is one of our dark intervalsof
which I have spoken. It begins with a domestic revolution and endswith the appointment of a
Royal Governor, and that is pretty nearlyall we know about it. After this, there was no
Proprietary dominionin Maryland, until it was restored upon the accession of George theFirst in
1715, when it reappears in the second Charles Calvert, aminor, the grandson of the late
Proprietary. This gentleman was theson of Benedict Leonard Calvert, and was educated in the
Protestantfaith, which his father had adopted as more consonant with theprosperity of the family
and the hopes of the Province.

Before Lord Baltimore took his departure, he made all necessaryarrangements for the
administration of the government during hisabsence. The chief authority he invested in his son
Benedict Leonard,to whom I referred just now,--at that time a youth of twelve orfourteen years
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of age. My old record contains the commission issuedon this occasion, which is of the most
stately and royal breadth ofphrase, and occupies paper enough to make a deed for the route of
thePacific Railroad. In this document "our dearly beloved son BenedictLeonard Calvert" is
ordained and appointed to be "Lieutenant General,Chief Captain, Chief Governor and
Commander, Chief Admiral both bysea and land, of our Province of Maryland, and of all our
Islands,Territories, and Dominions whatsoever, and of all and singular ourCastles, Forts,
Fortresses, Fortifications, Munitions, Ships, andNavies in our said Province, Islands, Territories,
and Dominionsaforesaid."

I hope to be excused for the particularity of my quotation of thisyoung gentleman's titles, which I
have given at full length only byway of demonstration of the magnificence of our old Palatine
Provinceof Maryland, and to excite in the present generation a becoming prideat having fallen
heirs to such a principality; albeit BenedictLeonard's more recent successors to these princely
prerogatives mayhave reason to complain of that relentless spirit of democracy whichhas shorn
them of so many worshipful honors. But we republicans arephilosophical, and can make
sacrifices with a good grace.

As it was quite impossible for this young Lieutenant General to goalone under such a staggering
weight of dignities, the samecommission puts him in leading-strings by the appointment of
nineDeputy or Lieutenant Governors who are charged with the execution ofall his duties. The
first-named of these deputies is "our dearlybeloved Cousin," Colonel George Talbot, who is
associated with "ourwell-beloved Counsellor," Thomas Tailler, Colonel Vincent Low,Colonel
Henry Darnall, Colonel William Digges, Colonel WilliamStevens, Colonel William Burgess, Major
Nicholas Sewall, and JohnDarnall, Esquire. These same gentlemen, with Edward Pye and
ThomasTruman, are also commissioned to be of the Privy Council, "for and inrelation to all
matters of State."

These appointments being made and other matters disposed of, CharlesCalvert took leave of
his beautiful and favorite Maryland, never tosee this fair land again.

CHAPTER VI.

A BORDER CHIEFTAIN.

I have now to pursue the narrative of my story as I find thenecessary material in the old Council
Journal. I shall not incumberthis narrative with literal extracts from these proceedings, but
givethe substance of what I find there, with such illustration as I havebeen able to glean from
other sources.

Colonel George Talbot, whom we recognize as the first-named in thecommission of the nine
Deputy Governors and of the Privy Council,seems to have been a special favorite of the
Proprietary. He was thegrandson of the first Baron of Baltimore, the Secretary of State ofJames
the First. His father was an Irish baronet, Sir George Talbot,of Cartown in Kildare, who had
married Grace, one of the youngersisters of Cecilius, the second Proprietary and father of
CharlesCalvert. He was, therefore, as the commission describes him, thecousin of Lord
Baltimore, who had now invested him with a leadingauthority in the administration of the
government.

He was born in Ireland, and from some facts connected with hishistory I infer that he did not
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emigrate to Maryland until after hismarriage, his wife being an Irish lady.

That he was a man of consideration in the Province, with largeexperience in its affairs, is shown
by the character of theemployments that were intrusted to him. He had been, for some
yearsbefore the departure of Lord Baltimore on his visit to England, aconspicuous member of
his Council. He had, for an equal length oftime, held the post of Surveyor-General, an office of
highresponsibility and trust. But his chief employment was of a militarynature, in which his
discretion, courage, and conduct were inconstant requisition. He had the chief command, with
the title andcommission of Deputy Governor, over the northern border of theProvince, a region
continually exposed to the inroads of the fierceand warlike tribe of the "Sasquesahannocks."

The country lying between the Susquehanna and the Delaware, thatwhich now coincides with
parts of Harford and Cecil Counties inMaryland and the upper portion of the State of Delaware,
was known inthose days as New Ireland, and was chiefly settled by emigrants fromthe old
kingdom whose name it bore. This region was included withinthe range of Talbot's command,
and was gradually increasing inpopulation and in farms and houses scattered over a line of
someseventy or eighty miles from east to west, and slowly encroachingupon the thick
wilderness to the north, where surly savages lurkedand watched the advance of the white man
with jealous anger.

The tenants of this tract held their lands under the Proprietarygrants, coupled with a condition,
imposed as much by their ownnecessities as by the law, to render active service in the defence
ofthe frontier as a local militia. They were accordingly organized on amilitary establishment, and
kept in a state of continual preparationto repel the unwelcome visits of their hostile neighbors.

A dispute between Lord Baltimore and William Penn, founded upon theclaim of the former to a
portion of the territory bounding on theDelaware, had given occasion to border feuds, which had
imposed uponour Proprietary the necessity of building and maintaining a fort onChristiana
Creek, near the present city of Wilmington; and there werealso some few block-houses or
smaller fortified strongholds along theline of settlement towards the Susquehanna.

These forts were garrisoned by a small force of musketeers maintainedby the government. The
Province was also at the charge of a regimentof cavalry, of which Talbot was the Colonel, and
parts of which wereassigned to the defence of this frontier.

If we add to these a corps of rangers, who were specially employed inwatching and arresting all
trespassers upon the territory of theProvince, it will complete our sketch of the military
organization ofthe frontier over which Talbot had the chief command. The whole orany portion
of this force could be assembled in a few hours to meetthe emergencies of the time. Signals
were established for the musterof the border. Beacon fires on the hills, the blowing of horns,
andthe despatch of runners were familiar to the tenants, and often calledthe ploughman away
from the furrow to the appointed gathering-place.Three musket-shots fired in succession from a
lonely cabin, atdead of night, awakened the sleeper in the next homestead; the threeshots,
repeated from house to house, across this silent waste offorest and field, carried the alarm
onward; and before break of day ahundred stout yeomen, armed with cutlass and carbine, were
on foot tocheck and punish the stealthy foray of the Sasquesahannock againstthe barred and
bolted dwellings where mothers rocked their childrento sleep, confident in the protection of this
organized and effectivesystem of defence.
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In this region Talbot himself held a manor which was called NewConnaught, and here he had
his family mansion, and kept hospitalityin rude woodland state, as a man of rank and command,
with hisretainers and friends gathered around him. This establishment wasseated on Elk River,
and was, doubtless, a fortified position. Ipicture to my mind a capacious dwelling-house built of
logs from thesurrounding forest; its ample hall furnished with implements of war,pikes, carbines,
and basket-hilled swords, mingled with antlers ofthe buck, skins of wild animals, plumage of
birds, and other trophiesof the hunter's craft; the large fireplace surrounded with
hardywoodsmen, and the tables furnished with venison, wild fowl, and fish,the common luxuries
of the region, in that prodigal profusion towhich our forefathers were accustomed, and which
their descendantsstill regard as the essential condition of hearty and honesthousekeeping. This
mansion I fancy surrounded by a spacious picketedrampart, presenting its bristling points to the
four quarters of thecompass, and accessible only through a gateway of ponderous
timberstudded thick with nails: the whole offering defiance to the grimsavage who might chance
to prowl within the frown of its midnightshadow.

Here Talbot spent the greater portion of the year with his wife andchildren. Here he had his
yacht or shallop on the river, and oftenskimmed this beautiful expanse of water in pursuit of its
abundantgame,--those hawks of which tradition preserves the memory hiscompanions and
auxiliaries in this pastime. Here, too, he had hishounds and other hunting-dogs to beat up the
game for which the banksof Elk River are yet famous.

This sylvan lodge was cheered and refined by the presence of his wifeand children, whose daily
household occupations were assisted bynumerous servants chosen from the warm-hearted
people who had lefttheir own Green Isle to find a home in this wilderness.

Amidst such scenes and the duties of her station we may suppose thatMrs. Talbot, a lady who
could not but have relinquished many comfortsin her native land for this rude life of the forest,
found sufficientresource to quell the regrets of many fond memories of the home andfriends she
had left behind, and to reconcile her to the fortunes ofher husband, to whom, as we shall see,
she was devoted with an ardorthat no hardship or danger could abate.

Being the dispenser of her husband's hospitality,--the bread-giver,in the old Saxon phrase,--the
frequent companion of his pastime, andthe bountiful friend, not only of the families whose
cottages threwup their smoke within view of her dwelling, but of all who came andwent on the
occasions of business or pleasure in the commonintercourse of the frontier, we may conceive
the sentiment of respectand attachment she inspired in this insulated district, and theservice
she was thus enabled to command.

This is but a fancy picture, it is true, of the home of Talbot,which, for want of authentic elements
of description, I am forced todraw. It is suggested by the few scattered glimpses we get in
therecords of his position and circumstances, and may, I think, bereceived at least as near the
truth in its general aspect andcharacteristic features.

He was undoubtedly a bold, enterprising man,--impetuous, passionate,and harsh, as the
incidents of his story show. He was, most probably,a soldier trained to the profession, and may
have served abroad, asnearly all gentlemen of that period were accustomed to do. That hewas
an ardent and uncompromising partisan of the Proprietary in thedissensions of the Province
seems to be evident. I suppose him, also,to have been warm-hearted, proud in spirit, and hasty
in temper,--aman to be loved or hated by friend or foe with equal intensity. It ismaterial to add to
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this sketch of him, that he was a RomanCatholic,--as we have record proof that all the Deputy
Governorsnamed in the recent commission were, I believe, withoutexception,--and that he was
doubtless imbued with the dislike andindignation which naturally fired the gentlemen of his faith
againstthose who were supposed to be plotting the overthrow of the Proprietarygovernment, by
exciting religious prejudice against the Baltimorefamily.

[To be continued.]

HUNTING A PASS.

A SKETCH OF TROPICAL ADVENTURE.

[Continued.]

CHAPTER II.

On the 18th of April, having collected such information bearing onour purposes as it was
possible to obtain, we left La Union, andfairly commenced the business of "Hunting a Pass." To
reach thevalley of the Goascoran, on the extent and character of which so muchdepended, it
was necessary to go round the head of the Bay of LaUnion. For several miles our route
coincided with that of the _caminoreal_ to San Miguel, and we rode along it gayly, in high and
hopefulspirits. The morning was clear and bright, the air cool andexhilarating, and the very
sense of existence was itself a luxury. Atthe end of four miles we struck off from the high road,
at rightangles, into a narrow path, which conducted us over low grounds,three miles farther, to
the Rio Sirama, a small stream, scarcelytwenty feet across, the name of which is often
erroneously changed inthe maps for that of Goascoran or Rio San Miguel. Beyond this
streamthe path runs over low hills, which, however, subside into plainsnear the bay, where the
low grounds are covered with water at hightide. The natives avail themselves of this
circumstance, as did theIndians before them, for the manufacture of salt. They
incloseconsiderable areas with little dikes of mud, leaving openings for theentrance of the water,
which are closed as the tide falls. The waterthus retained is rapidly evaporated under a tropical
sun, leaving themud crusted over with salt. This is then scraped up, dissolved inwater, and
strained to separate the impurities, and the saturatedbrine reduced in earthen pots, set in long
ranges of stone and clay.The pots are constantly replenished, until they are filled with asolid
mass of salt; they are then removed bodily, packed in dryplantain-leaves, and sent to market on
the backs of mules. Sometimesthe pots are broken off, to lighten the load, and great piles
oftheir fragments--miniature _Monti testacci_--are seen around the_Salinas_, as these works
are called, where they will remain longafter this rude system of salt-manufacture shall be
supplanted by abetter, as a puzzle for fledgling antiquaries.

Six miles beyond the Rio Sirama we came to another stream, called theSiramita or Little
Sirama, for the reason, probably, as H. suggested,that it is four times as large as the Sirama. It
flows through a bedtwenty feet deep and upwards of two hundred feet wide, paved withwater-
worn stones, ragged with frayed fragments of trees, andaffording abundant evidence that during
the season of rains it is arough and powerful torrent. Between this stream and the
Goascoranthere is a maze of barren hills, relieved by occasional levelreaches, covered with
acacias and deciduous trees. Through these theroad winds in easy gradients, and there are
numerous passes perfectlyfeasible for a railway, in case it should ever be deemed advisable
tocarry one around the head of the bay to La Union.
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The traveller emerges suddenly from among these hills into the valleyof the Goascoran, and
finds the river a broad and gentle streamflowing at his feet. At the time of our passage, the
water at theford was nowhere more than two feet deep, with gravelly bottom andhigh and firm
banks, without traces of overflow. We had now passedthe threshold of the unknown region on
which we were venturing, andalthough we had a moral conviction that the valley before us
affordedthe requisite facilities for the enterprise which we had in hand, yetit was not without a
deep feeling of satisfaction, almost ofexultation, that, on riding to the summit of a bare knoll
close by,we traced the course of the river, in a graceful curve, along thefoot of the green hills on
our left, and saw that it soon resumed itsgeneral direction north and south, on the precise line
most favorablefor our purposes. In the distance, rising alone in the very centre ofthe valley, we
discerned the castellated Rock of Goascoran, behindwhich, we were told, nestled the village of
Goascoran, where weintended passing the night. We had taken its bearings from the top
ofConchagua, and were glad to find that the intervening country waslevel and open, chiefly
savanna, or covered with scattered trees.There was no need of instrumentation here, and so,
ordering Doloresto bring up the baggage as rapidly as possible, we struck across theplain in a
right line, in total disregard of roads or pathways, forthe Rock of Goascoran. A smart gallop of
two hours brought us to itsfoot, and in a few minutes after we entered the village, and
rodestraight to the _Cabildo_, or House of the Municipality, tied ourmules to the columns of the
corridor, pushed open the door, and madeourselves at home.

And here I may mention that the _Cabildo_, throughout Honduras, isthe stranger's refuge. Its
door is never locked, and every traveller,high or low, rich or poor, has a right to enter it
unquestioned, and"make it his hotel" for the time being. Its accommodations, it istrue, are
seldom extensive and never sumptuous. They rarely consistof more than one or two hide-
covered chairs, a rickety table, and twoor three long benches placed against the wall, with a
_tinaja_ or jarfor water in the corner, and possibly a clay oven or rude contrivancefor cooking
under the back corridor. In all the more importantvillages, which enjoy the luxury of a local court,
the end of the_Cabildo_ is usually fenced off with wooden bars, as a prison.Occasionally the
traveller finds it occupied by some poor devil of aprisoner, with his feet confined in stocks, to
prevent his digging ahole through the mud walls or kicking down his prison-bars, whoexhibits his
ribs to prove that he is "_muy flaco_," (very thin,) andsolicits, in the name of the Virgin and all
the _Santos_, _"algo paracomer"_ (something to eat).

In most of the _cabildos_ there is suspended a rude drum, made bydrawing a raw hide over the
end of a section of a hollow tree, whichis primarily used to call together the municipal wisdom of
the place,whenever occasion requires, and secondarily by the traveller, whobeats on it as a
signal to the _alguazils_, whose duty it is torepair at once to the _Cabildo_ and supply the
stranger with what herequires, if obtainable in the town, at the rates there current. Notan
unwise, nor yet an unnecessary regulation this, in a country wherenobody thinks of producing
more than is just necessary for his wants,and, having no need of money, one does not care to
sell, lest hisscanty store should run short, and he be compelled to go to work orpurchase from
his neighbors.

The people of Goascoran stared at us as we rode through theirstreets, but none came near us
until after we had vigorously poundedthe magical drum, when the _alguazils_ made their
appearance,followed by all the urchins of the place, and by a crowd of lean andhungry
curs,--the latter evidently in watery-mouthed anticipation ofobtaining from the strangers, what
they seldom got at home, a straycrust or a marrow-bone. We informed our _alguazils_ that we
had mulescoming, and wanted _sacate_ for them. To which they responded,--
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_"No hay."_ (There is none.)

"Then let us have some maize."

_"Tampoco."_

"What! no maize? What do you make your _tortillas_ of?"

"We have no _tortillas_."

"How, then, do you live?"

"We don't live."

"But we must have something for our animals; they can't be allowed tostarve."

To which our _alguazil_ made no reply, but looked at us vacantly.

"Do you hear? we _must_ have some _sacate_ or some maize for theanimals."

Still no reply,--only the same vacuous look,--now more stolid, ifpossible, than before.

I had observed that the _Teniente's_ wrath was rising, and that anexplosion was imminent. But I
must confess that I was not a littlestartled, when, drawing his bowie-knife from his belt, he
strodeslowly up to our impassible friend, and, firmly grasping his rightear, applied the cold edge
of the steel close to his head. Thesupplementary _alguazil_ and the rabble of children took to
theirheels in affright, followed by the dogs, who seemed to sympathize intheir alarm. But,
beyond a slight wincing downwards, and a partialcontraction of his eyes and lips, the object of
the _Teniente's_wrath made no movement, nor uttered a word of expostulation. Heevidently
expected to lose his ears, and probably was surprised atnothing except the pause in the
operation. My own apprehensions wereonly for an instant; but, had they been more serious than
they were,they must have given way before the extreme ludicrousness of thegroup. I burst into
a roar of laughter, in which the _Teniente_ couldnot resist joining, but which seemed to be
incomprehensible to the_alguazil_, whose face assumed an expression which I can
onlydescribe as that of astonished inanity. I don't think he is quitecertain, to this day, that the
incident was not altogether an uglydream. At any rate, he lost no time in obeying my order to
gostraight to the first _alcalde_ of the village, and tell him that hewas wanted at the _Cabildo_.

Reassured by seeing the _alguazil_ come out alive, the _muchachos_returned, greatly
reinforced, edging up to the open door timidly,ready to retreat on our slightest movement. We
had not long to waitfor the first _alcalde_, of whose approach we were warned by a
suddenscramble of curs and children, who made a broad lane for his passage.Evidently, our
_alcalde_ was a man of might in Goascoran, and heestablished an immediate hold on our
hearts by stopping on thecorridor and clearing it of its promiscuous occupants by
liberalapplications of his official cane. He was a man of fifty, burly inperson, and wore his shirt
outside of his trousers, but, altogether,carried himself with an air of authority. He was prompt in
speech,and, although evidently much surprised to find a party of foreignersin the _Cabildo_,
rapidly followed up his salutation by puttinghimself and the town and all the people in it "at the
disposition ofour Worships."
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I explained to him how it was that he had been sent for, placing dueemphasis on the stupidity of
the _alguazil_. He heard me withoutinterruption, keeping, however, one eye on the _alguazil_,
andhandling his cane nervously. By the time I had finished, the canefairly quivered; and the
delinquent himself, who had scarcelyflinched under the _Teniente's_ knife, was now uneasily
stealing awaytowards the door. Our _alcalde_ saw the movement, and, with a hurriedbow, and
_"Con permiso, Caballeros"_ (With your permission,gentlemen,) started after the fugitive, who
was saluted with _"Quebestia!"_ (What a beast!) and a staggering blow over his shoulders.He
hurried his pace, but the _alcalde's_ cane followed close, andwith vigorous application, half-way
across the _plaza_. And when the_alcalde_ returned, out of breath, but full of apologies, he
receiveda welcome such as could be inspired only by a profound faith in hisability and
willingness to secure for us not merely _sacate_ andmaize, but everything else that we might
desire. We told him that hewas a model officer and a man after our own hearts, all of which
helistened to with dignified modesty, wiping the perspiration from hisface, meanwhile, with--well,
with the tail of his shirt!

The _alcalde_ was very hard on his constituency, and, from all thatwe could gather, he seemed
to regard them collectively as_"bestias_," and _"hombres sin vergueenza"_ (men without
shame). Weconcurred with him, and regretted that he had not a wider and moreelevated official
sphere, and gave him, withal, a _trago_ of brandy,which he seemed greatly to relish, and then
again approached thesubject of _sacate_ for our mules. To our astonishment, the
_alcalde_suddenly grew grave, and interrupted me with--

_"Pero, no hay, Senor_." (But there is none, Sir.)

"Well, maize will answer."

_"Tampoco_."

"What! no maize? What do you make your _tortillas_ of?"

"We have no _tortillas_."

"How, then, do you live?"

"We don't live."

A general shout of laughter greeted this last reply, in which, aftera moment of puzzled
hesitation, the _alcalde_ himself joined.

"So, you don't live?"

"Absolutely, no!"

"But you eat?"

"Very little. We are very poor."

"Well, what do you eat?"
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"Cheese, _frijoles_, and an egg now and then."

"But, no _tortillas_?"

"No. We planted the last kernel of maize two days ago."

And so it was. The little stock of dried grass and maize-stalksstored up from the present rainy
season had long ago been consumed,and the maize itself, which is here the real staff of life,
had runshort,--and that, too, in a country where three crops a year mighteasily be produced by a
very moderate expenditure of labor in the wayof tillage and irrigation.

Fortunately for our poor animals, Dolores had provided againstcontingencies like this, and taken
in a supply of maize at La Union.As for ourselves, what with a few eggs and _frijoles_, furnished
bythe _alcalde_, in addition to the stock of edibles, pickled oystersand other luxuries, prepared
for us by Dona Maria, we contrived tofare right sumptuously in Goascoran. We afterwards found
out,experimentally, what it was not to live, in the sense intended to beconveyed by the
unfortunate _alguazil_ and the impetuous _alcalde_,and which H. declared logically meant to be
without _tortillas_--Butwe could never make out why the alcalde should call the _alguazil_
"abeast," and beat him over his shoulders with a cane, withal.

Goascoran is a small town, of about four hundred inhabitants, andboasts a tolerably genteel
church and a comfortable _cabildo_. It issituated on the left bank of the river to which it gives its
name,and which here still maintains its character of a broad and beautifulstream. On the
opposite side from the town rises a high, picturesquebluff, at the foot of which the river gathers
its waters in deep,dark pools with mirror-like surfaces, disturbed only by the splash offishes
springing at their prey, or by the sudden dash of water-fowlssettling from their arrowy flight in a
little cloud of spray.

I have alluded to the castellated Rock of Goascoran, which, however,is only a type of the
general features of the surrounding country.The prevailing rock is sandstone, and it is broken up
in fantasticpeaks, or great cubical blocks with flat tops and vertical walls,resembling the mesas
of New Mexico. At night, their dark masses,rising on every hand, might be mistaken for frowning
fortresses ormassive strongholds of the Middle Ages. They seem to mark the linewhere the
volcanic forces which raised the high islands in the Bay ofFonseca had their first conflict with the
sedimentary and primitiverocks of the interior. The river is full of boulders of quartz andgranite
reddened by fire, resembling jasper, and alternating withworn blocks of lava,--further evidences
of volcanic action.Altogether, the country, in its natural aspects, reminds thetraveller of the
district lying between Pompeii and Sorrento, inItaly, and probably owes its essential features to
the same causes.

From Goascoran to Aramacina, a distance of twelve miles, the roadtraverses a slightly broken
country, while the river pursues itscourse, as before, through a picturesque valley, narrowed in
placesby outlying _mesas_, but still regular, and throughout perfectlyfeasible for a railway.
Aramacina itself is prettily situated, in abend of one of the tributaries of the Goascoran, the Rio
Aramacina,and numbers perhaps three hundred inhabitants. Immediately in frontrises a broad
sandstone table or _mesa_, at the foot of which thereare some trickling springs of salt water,
much frequented by cattle,and corresponding to the _saltlicks_ of our Western States.

Behind the town is a high spur of the mountain range of Lepaterique,covered with pines, and
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veined with silver-bearing quartz. We visitedthe abandoned mines of Marqueliso and Potosi, but
the shafts werefilled with water, and only faint traces remained of the ancientestablishments.
Extravagant traditions are current of the wealth ofthese mines, and of the amounts of treasure
which were taken fromthem in the days of the Viceroys. A few specimens of the refuse
ore,which we picked up at the mouth of the principal shaft, proved, onanalysis, to be
exceedingly rich, and gave some color to the localtraditions.

The _cabildo_ of Aramacina was very much dilapidated, and promised usbut poor protection
against the rain, which now began to fall everynight with the greatest regularity. We
nevertheless selected thecorner where the roof appeared soundest, and managed to pass
thenight without a serious wetting. The evening was enlivened by visitsfrom all the leading
inhabitants, whom we found to be far morecommunicative than their neighbors of Goascoran.
Our mostentertaining visitor, however, was a "countryman," as he styledhimself, a negro by the
name of John Robinson, born in New York, andnow a magnate in Aramacina, where he had
resided for upwards ofsixteen years. Although he had fallen into the habits of the
nativepopulation, and wore neither shirt nor shoes, he entertained for thema superlative
contempt, which he expressed in a strange jumble of badEnglish and worse Spanish. He had
been with Perry on Lake Erie, andafterwards on board various vessels of war, in some capacity
which hedid not explain with great clearness, but which he evidently intendedshould be
understood as but little lower than that of commander. Aglass of brandy made him eloquent,
and he took a position in themiddle of the _cabildo_, and gave us an oration on the people
ofHonduras, in a style singularly grotesque and demonstrative. Inbroken and scarcely intelligible
English,--for he had nearlyforgotten the language of his youth,--he denounced them as
"thievesand liars," and then asked them, "Is it not true?" Imagining,doubtless, that he was
declaiming their praises, the enthusiasticassemblage responded, _"Si! si!"_ (Yes! yes!) Not a
crime so gross,nor a trait of character so degraded, but he laid it to their charge,receiving
always the same vehement response, _"Si! Si!"_

We got rid of our _paisano_ with difficulty, and only under a promiseto visit his _chacra_,
somewhere in the vicinity, next morning. Butwe saw no more of him,--not much to our regret; for
John Robinson, Ifear, was sadly addicted to brandy, of which our supply was far toosmall to
admit of honoring many such drafts as he had made thepreceding evening.

One and a half miles to the southeast of Aramacina is a ledge ofsandstone rock, with a smooth
vertical face, which is covered overwith figures, deeply cut in outline. This ledge forms one side
of arural amphitheatre overlooking the adjacent valley, and is by naturea spot likely to be
selected as a "sacred place" by the Indians. Itfaces towards the west, and from all parts of the
amphitheatre, whichmay have answered the purposes of a temple, the morning sun
wouldappear to rise directly over the rock. The engravings in some placesare much defaced or
worn by time, so that they cannot be made out;but generally they are deep and distinct,--so
deep, indeed, that Iused those which run horizontally as steps whereby to climb up theface of
the ledge. I should say that they were two and a half inchesdeep. A portion had been effaced by
a rude quarry which the people ofAramacina had opened here to obtain stone for their church.

Some of the figures are easily recognizable as those of men andanimals, while others appear
entirely arbitrary, or designed simplyfor ornament. Enough can be clearly made out to show the
affiliationof the engravers with the ancient Mexican families of Nicaragua andSan Salvador. The
space covered by these inscriptions is about onehundred feet long, by twelve or fifteen in
height. A quarter of amile to the southward are other smaller rocks with figures, too
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muchdefaced, however, to be traced satisfactorily. Vases of curiousworkmanship, human bones
in considerable quantities, and other relicsand remains, it is said, may be discovered by digging
in the earthanywhere within the natural amphitheatre to which I have referred.This is another
circumstance going to favor the belief that this wasanciently a place of great sanctity; for it is a
universal customamong all nations to bury their dead in the neighborhood of shrinesand
temples.

Although the immediate district in which these aboriginal traces arefound does not seem to
have fallen within the region occupied by theNahuatt or Mexican tribes of Central America at the
time of theConquest, but in what was called the country of the Chontals, yet itis not difficult to
suppose, that, in the various hostile encounterswhich we know took place between the two
nations, the Nahuatts mayhave penetrated as far as Aramacina, and left here some record
oftheir visit,--if, indeed, they did not succeed in effecting atemporary lodgment. At any rate,
there can be but little doubt that aportion of the engravings on the rocks above described,
butparticularly those which seem to record dates, were made by them.

From Aramacina to Caridad, the next town on our course, and fourleagues distant, the road is
laid out on Spanish principles, whichare the very reverse of scientific. Instead of keeping along
theriver-valley, it passes directly over a high, rocky spur of thelateral mountains, through a pass
called _El Portillo_, (The Portal,)elevated fifteen hundred feet above the sea. The view from
itssummit, whence we were enabled to trace our course up to this point,as if on a map, in some
degree compensated us for the labor of theascent. From here we could also look ahead,
beyond the town ofCaridad; and we saw, with some misgivings, that there the lateralranges of
mountains seemed to send down their spurs boldly to theriver, leaving only what the Spaniards
call a _canon_ or narrowgorge, walled in with precipitous rocks, for its passage. A shadowcame
over every face, in view of the possible obstacles in our path;and although we tried to reassure
ourselves by the reflection, that,where so large a stream could pass, there must certainly be
roomenough for a road, yet, it must be confessed, we wound down the hillof El Portillo to
Caridad with spirits much depressed. Moreover, adrizzling rain set in before we reached the
village, and clouds andvapor settled down gloomily on the surrounding hills and
mountains,rendering us altogether more dismal than we had been since leavingNew York. We
rode up to the _cabildo_ of Caridad in silence, andfortunately found it new, neat, and
comfortable, with cover for ourmules, ample facilities for cooking, and an abundance of dry
wood fora fire, now rendered necessary to comfort by the damp, and theproximity of high
mountains. Fortunately, also, we experienced nodifficulty in getting fodder for our animals and
food forourselves,--a bright-eyed Senora, wife of the principal _alcalde_,volunteering to send us
freshly baked and crisp _tortillas_, whichwere brought to us hot, in the folds of the whitest of
napkins. Afterdinner and coffee, and under the genial influences of a fire of thepitch-pine, which
gave us both light and heat, our spirits returned,and we did not refuse a hearty laugh, when H.
read from a dingypaper, which he found sticking on the wall of the _cabildo_, thereport of the
day's transactions on the Caridad Exchange, "marked bya great and sudden decline in railway
shares, caused by the timidityof holders, and by an equally sudden reaction, occasioned by
twodozen of soft-boiled eggs and a peck of _tortillas_."

Caridad is a neat little town, of about three hundred inhabitants,situated on a level plateau
nearly surrounded by high mountains,--thevalley of the river, both above and below, being
reduced to itsnarrowest limits. To the northeastward of the town, and on a shelf ofthe
Lepaterique Mountains, which rise abruptly in that direction, andare covered with pine forests to
their summits, is distinctly visiblethe Indian town of Lauterique,--its position indicating clearly
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thatit had been selected with reference to defensive purposes. We hadseen its white church
from El Portillo, looking like a point ofsilver on the dark green slope of the mountain.

Rain fell heavily during the night; but the morning broke bright andclear. The increased roar of
the river, however, made known to usthat it was greatly swollen, and when we walked down to
its brink wefound it a rapid and angry torrent, with its volume of water morethan double that of
the previous day. This was not an encouragingcircumstance; for we had learned, that, if we
intended following upthe stream, instead of making a grand _detour_ over the mountains,
itwould be necessary to ford the river, about a mile above the town.All advised us against
attempting the passage. _"Manana_,"(Tomorrow,) they said, would do as well, and we had
better wait.Meanwhile the waters would subside. Nobody had ever attempted thepassage after
such a storm; and the river was _"muy bravo"_ (veryangry). I have said that all advised us
against moving; but I shouldexcept the second _alcalde_, who had taken a great fancy to us,
andwanted to enter our service. His dignity did not rebel at theposition of _arriero_ or muleteer;
any place would suit him, so thatwe would agree to take him finally to "El Norte,"--for such is
theuniversal designation of the United States among the people ofCentral America. He shared
in none of the fears of his townsmen, andtold them, that, fortunately, all the world was not as
timid asthemselves, and wound up by volunteering to accompany us and get usacross. We
gladly accepted his offer, and started out with the leastpossible delay. I need not say that we
made rather an anxious party.The unpromising observations of the preceding day, and
thepossibilities of the mountains' closing down on the river so as toforbid a passage, were
uppermost in every mind; but all sought tohide their real feelings under an affectation of
cheerfulness, not tosay of absolute gayety. As we advanced, and rounded the hills whichshut in
the little _plateau_ of Caridad on the north, we saw that thehigh lateral mountains sent down
their rocky spurs towards each otherlike huge buttresses, lapping by, and, so far as the eye
coulddiscern, forming a complete and insurmountable barrier. Over the browof one of these, a
zigzag streak of white marked the line of themule-path. Our guide traced it out to us with his
finger, and assuredus that it traversed a bad _portillo_, over which the wind sometimessweeps
with such force as to take a loaded mule off his feet, anddash him down the steep sides of the
mountain. Half a mile of levelground still intervened between us and the apparent limit of
ouradvance, and we trotted over it in silence, pulling up on the abruptbank of the deep trough of
the river, which foamed and chafed amongthe great boulders in its bed, and against its rocky
shores, nearly ahundred feet below us. A break-neck path wound down to a littlesandpit; and on
the opposite side of the stream another path woundup, in like manner, to a narrow _plateau_,
on which stood a singlehut, with its surroundings of plantain-trees and maize-fields. Ilooked
anxiously up the stream, but a sudden bend, a few hundredyards above, shut off the view; and
there the flinty buttresses ofthe mountain rose sheer and frowning, perpendicularly from
thewater's edge.

The eyes of the Lieutenant had followed mine, and we exchanged aglance which expressed as
plainly as words, that, unless themountain-spur which projected into the bend of the river should
provesufficiently narrow to be tunnelled, or should fall off so as toadmit of a side-cutting in the
rock, our project might be regarded asat an end. To determine that point was our next and most
importantstep. Down the steep descent, scrambling amongst rocks and bushes,where it
seemed a goat would hardly dare to venture,--down we plungedto the water's edge. Here the
stream was not less than a hundredyards broad, flowing over a rocky bed full of rolling stones
andboulders, with a velocity which it seemed impossible for man or beastto stem. But our
_alcalde_ was equal to the emergency.
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Stripping himself naked, he took a long pole shod with iron, whichseemed to be kept here for
the purpose, and started out boldly intothe stream, for the purpose of making a preliminary
survey of theline of passage. Planting his pole firmly down the stream, so as tosupport himself
against the current, he cautiously advanced, step bystep, "prospecting" the bottom with his feet,
so as to ascertain theshallowest ford, and that freest from rocks and stones. Sometimes
heslipped into deep holes and disappeared beneath the surface, but bealways recovered
himself, and went on with his work with the greatestdeliberation and composure. After crossing
and recrossing the riverin this manner three or four times, he succeeded in fixing on aserpentine
line, where the water, except for a few yards near theopposite bank, was only up to his
shoulders, and which he pronounced_"muy factible"_ (very feasible).

"But, _amigo"_ exclaimed H., in an excited tone, "you forget that youare six feet high, and that I
am but five feet five!"

_"No hay cuidado!"_ (Have no care!) was the reassuring reply of thealcalde, as he slapped his
broad chest with his open palm; _"soyresponsable!"_ (I am responsible!)

The mules were now unsaddled, and the trunks taken over, one by one,on the _alcalde's_
head. Next, the animals were forced into thewater, and, after vehement flounderings, now
swimming, now stumblingover rolling stones, they were finally, bruised and bleeding and
theforlornest of animals, got across in safety. Next came our turn, andI led the way, with a thong
fastened around my body below thearmpits, and attached, in like manner, to our stalwart
_alcalde_.Long before we reached the middle of the stream, notwithstanding Icarried a large
stone under each arm by way of ballast, I was sweptfrom my feet out to the length of my tether,
and thus towed over byour guide. When all were snugly across, the laughter was loud andlong
over the ridiculous figure which everybody had cut ineverybody's eyes, except his own. H.
immortalized the transit in whatthe French call _un croquis_, but it would hardly bear
reproductionin the pages of a narrative so staid as this.

Intent on determining, with the least possible delay, the importantquestion, whether the
mountains really opposed an insurmountableobstacle to our project, I left my companions and
Dolores to resaddleand get under way at their leisure, and pushed ahead with the_alcalde_.
Striking off from the mule-path, we climbed up, amongloose rocks and dwarf-trees and bushes,
to the top of the mountain.My excitement gave me unwonted vigor, and my sturdy guide,
streamingwith perspiration long before we reached the summit, prayed me, "inthe name of all
the saints," to moderate my rate of speed, and givehim a _trago_ of Cognac. My suspense was
not of long duration; for,on reaching the crest of the eminence, I found that we were indeed ona
narrow spur, easily tunnelled, or readily turned by galleries inthe rock, and that, beyond, the
country opened out again in a broadtable-land sloping gently from the north, and traversed
nearly in itscentre by the gorge of the river. The break in the Cordilleras wasnow distinct, and I
could look quite through it, and see the bluepeaks of the mountains on the Atlantic slope of the
continent. Asingle glance sufficed to disclose all this to my eager vision, andthe next instant six
rapid shots from my revolver conveyed theintelligence to my companions, who were toiling up
the narrowmule-path, half a mile to my right. The _Teniente_ dismounted, evidentlywith the
intention of joining us, but soon got back again into hissaddle,--having experienced, as H.
explained, "a sudden recurrence ofpalpitation."

Rejoining my companions, I dismissed our guide with a reward whichsurprised him, and we
pursued our way to the _Portillo_. This name isgiven to the point where the path, after winding
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up the side of themountain half-way to its summit, suddenly turns round its brow,
andcommences its descent. It is a narrow shelf, in some places scarcelymore than a foot wide,
rudely worked in the living rock, which fallsoff below in a steep and almost precipitous descent
to the river; andalthough it did not quite realize the idea we had formed of it fromthe description
of our guide, it was sufficiently pokerish to inspirethe most daring mountaineer with caution. At
any rate, most of ourparty dismounted, preferring to lead their mules around the point tohaving
their heads turned in riding past it. Exposed to the fullforce of the winds, which are drawn
through this river-valley asthrough a funnel, and with a foothold so narrow, it was easy tobelieve
that neither man nor beast could pass here during the seasonof the northers, except at great
risk of being dashed down thedeclivity.

A little beyond the _Portillo_, the road diverges from the valleyproper of the river, and is carried
over an undulating country to thevillage of San Antonio del Norte, finely situated on a grassy
plain,of considerable extent, a dependency of the valley of the Goascoran.We had intended
stopping here for the night; but the _cabildo_ wasalready filled with a motley crowd of _arrieros_
and others on theirway to San Miguel. A tall _mestizo_, covered with ulcers, sat in thedoorway,
and two or three culprits extended their claw-like handstowards us through the bars of their
cage and invoked alms in thename of the Virgin and all things sacred. We therefore
contentedourselves with a lunch under the corridor of a neighboring house,and, notwithstanding
it was late in the afternoon, pressed forwardtowards the little Indian town of San Juan, three
leagues distant.

It was a long and rough and weary way, and as night fell without anysign of a village in front, we
began to have a painful suspicion thatwe had lost our road,--if a narrow mule-path, often
scarcelytraceable, can be dignified by that name. So we stopped short, toallow a man on foot,
whom we had observed following on our track forhalf an hour, to come up. He proved to be a
bright-eyed, good-naturedIndian, who addressed us as _"Vuestras Mercedes_," and who
informedus not only that we were on the right road to San Juan, but also thathe himself
belonged there and was now on his way home.

"Good, _amigo!_--but how far is it?"

_"Hay no mas"_ (There is no more,) was the consoling response.

"But where is the town?"

_"Alla!"_ (There!)

And he threw his hand forward, and projected his lips in thedirection he sought to indicate,--a
mode of indication, I may add,almost universal in Central America, and explicable only on
theassumption that it costs less effort than to raise the hand.

Our new friend was communicative, and told us that he had been allthe way to Caridad to bring
a priest to San Juan, _"para hacer cosasde familia_," (to attend to family affairs,) which he
explained asmeaning "to marry, baptize, and catechize." The people of San Juan,he added,
were too poor to keep a priest of their own; they couldn'tpay enough; and, moreover, their
women were all old and ugly. And heindulged in a knowing wink and chuckle.

Meantime we had kept on our course, and it had become quite dark;still there was no sign of
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the village,--not even the flicker oflights or the barking of dogs.

"What did the fellow say about the distance?" inquired H., angrily.

"That there was no more distance."

"Ask him again; he couldn't have understood you."

_"Amigo_, where is your village? You said just now that it was closeby."

_"Hay no masita, Senor!"_

"What's that?"

"He says that the distance was nothing before, and is still lessnow!"

"Bah! he's a fool!" Half an hour later, which to H.'s indignantimagination seemed an age, we
reached the top of a high ridge, andsaw the first glimmer of the lights of the village, on the
fartheredge of a broad plain, a mile and a half distant.

_"Estamos aqui!"_ (Here we are!) exclaimed our guide, triumphantly.

Our mules pricked forward their ears at the welcome sight, and wetrotted briskly over the plain,
and, as usual, straight to the_cabildo_,--a newly constructed edifice of canes plastered with
mud,but, for a tropical country, suffering under the slight defect ofhaving no windows or aperture
for ventilation besides the door. Thedrum brought us the most attentive of _alguazils_, and we
fared by nomeans badly in San Juan; that is to say, we had plenty of milk andeggs.

When supper was over, H. lighted a pine splinter, and put on recordhis "Observations on the
Standard of Measurement in Honduras," whichI am allowed to copy for the information of
travellers.

"Distances here are computed by what may be called Long Measure.League is a vague term,
and, like _x_ in an algebraic equation,stands for an unknown quantity. It may mean ten miles,
more orless,--any distance, in fact, over five miles. The unit of measure,as fixed by law, is
_estamos aqui_, (here we are,) which is a mileand a half; _hay no masita_ (a little less than
nothing) is fivemiles; _hay no mas_ (there is no more) is ten miles; and _muy cerca_(very near)
is a hard day's journey. As regards spirituous liquors, a_trago_ of brandy, or 'a drink,' is
whatever may be in the bottle, bethe same large or small, and the quantity more or less."

San Juan is insignificant in point of size, but its population seemsto be well to do in the world, in
the relative sense in which thatterm is to be interpreted in Central America. Here we found that
theriver forks,--the principal branch, however, which retains the nameof Goascoran, still
preserving its general course north and south.The smaller branch, called Rio de San Juan,
descends from highmountains to the westward, having its rise, we were told, near thesecluded
Indian _pueblos_ of Similaton and Opotoro. We found theelevation of San Juan to be nine
hundred feet above the sea,--analtitude sufficiently great, combined with the proximity of
theCordilleras, to give it a generally cool and delightful climate. Thechange in temperature from
that of the sea-coast, however, is lessmarked than the change in scenery and vegetation. It is
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true, we findthe ever-graceful palm, the orange, plantain, and other tropicalfruit-trees; but the
country is no longer loaded down with forests.It spreads out before the traveller in a succession
of swelling hillsand level savannas, clothed with grass, and clumped over with pines,and
miniature parks of deciduous trees, sufficiently open to permitcattle and horsemen to roam
freely in every direction. During the dryseason, however, this open region becomes dry and
parched, and thetraveller passing over it then would be apt to pronounce the wholecountry
sterile and without cultivation. But in little lateralvalleys and _coves_ among the mountains,
sheltered from the sun, andwatered by springs or running streams, there are many plantations
ofsugar-cane, maize, rice, and other standard products of the tropics,of unsurpassed
luxuriance. We sometimes came on these green placesunexpectedly, far away from any
habitation, and all the more gem-likeand beautiful from their rough setting of sere savanna and
ruggedmountain.

We left San Juan early in the morning, crossing to the left bank ofthe river, still a noble stream, a
hundred and fifty feet broad, andpure as crystal. A government _tambo_, or _rancho_, opposite
thetown, on the bank, indicated that even here the river was sometimesunfordable. Hence the
construction of this public shelter fortravellers obliged to wait for the subsidence of the waters.
Thesegovernment _ranchos_ are common on all the roads, in the lesspopulous parts of the
country, or where the towns are widelyseparated, and are the refuge of the wayfarer benighted
or overtakenby a storm in his journey. They seldom consist of more than fourforked posts
planted in the ground, supporting a roof of _paja_ orthatch. Occasionally one or two sides are
wattled up with canes, orclosed with poles placed closely together. They are usually builtwhere
some spring or stream furnishes a supply of water, and wherethere is an open patch of
pasturage; and although they afford nothingbeyond shelter, they are always welcome retreats to
the weary orbelated traveller. For one, I generally preferred stopping in them topassing the night
in the little villages, where the _cabildos_ areoften dirty and infested with fleas, and where a
horrible concert iskept up by the lean and mangy curs which throughout Central
Americadisgrace the respectable name of dog. In fact, a large part of theromance and many of
the pleasantest recollections of our adventuresin Honduras are connected with these rude
shelters, and with the longnights which we passed in them, far away in dark valleys, or
onmountain-crests, but always amongst Nature's deepest solitudes.

After crossing the river, our path, with the perversity of allSpanish roads, instead of following up
the valley of the stream,diverged widely to the right through a cluster or knot of hills, inwhich we
were involved until we reached a rapid stream called RioGuanupalapa, flowing through a narrow
gorge, over a wild mass ofstones and boulders. Here we breakfasted, picturesquely enough,
and,resuming our course, soon emerged from the hilly labyrinth on aseries of terraces, falling off
like steps to the river on our left.They had been burned over, and the young grass was
sprouting up,under the freshening influence of the early rain, in a carpet oftranslucent green. At
a distance of four leagues from San Juan, afterdescending from terrace to terrace, we again
reached the river, nowflowing through a valley three hundred yards broad, and about fiftyfeet
below the general level of the adjacent _plateau_. Here we foundanother fork in the stream: the
principal body of water descending,as before, from the right, and called Rio Rancho Grande; the
smallerstream, on the left, bearing the name of Rio Chaguiton; and the twoforming the Rio
Goascoran. Half a mile beyond the ford is acollection of three or four huts, called Rancho
Grande. Here westopped to determine our position. We were now at the foot of the"divide," and
close to the pass, if such existed, of which we were insearch. Immediately in front rose a high
peak, destitute of trees,which the people called _El Volcan_. It had deep breaks or valleys
oneither side, evidently those of the streams to which I have alluded.Outside of these, the
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mountains, six or eight thousand feet inheight, swept round in a majestic curve. Were there,
then, two passesthrough the Cordilleras, separated by the conical peak of El Volcan?or did the
great valley of the Goascoran divide here, only to wasteitself away in narrow gorges, leaving a
summit too high to betraversed except by mountain mules?

Strange to say, the occupants of the huts at Rancho Grande could giveus no information on
these points, but to all our inquiries onlyanswered, _"Quien sabe?"_ (Who knows?)--and pointed
out to us theline of the mule-path, winding over the intervening hills and alongthe flank of El
Volcan. Up to this time we had had comparativelysmall experience, and did not quite
understand, what we afterwardscame to know too well, that a Spanish road is perfect only when
itruns over the highest and roughest ground that by any possibility maybe selected between two
given points.

We did not waste much time with the people of Rancho Grande, buturged on our mules as
rapidly as possible. Turning abruptly to theright and leaving the _plateau_ behind us, we
advanced straight upthe high ridge intervening between the two valleys, and thence in azigzag
course to the foot of El Volcan, a mass of igneous rock,protruded through the horizontal
sandstone strata,--the gradualrecession of which gives to the country the terraced character
towhich I have so often alluded. Leaving our mules here, H. and myselfclambered up amongst
rough and angular rocks, strewn in wildestdisorder, to the bare and rugged summit of El Volcan.
From thiscommanding position the view was unobstructed all the way back to thePacific. The
whole valley of the river, and line of our_reconnaissance_, the _Portillo_ of Caridad, the Rock of
Goascoran,the Volcano of Conchagua, and the high islands of the Bay of Fonseca,were all
included in the view. Rancho Grande and the fork of theriver appeared at our feet; and on the
right hand and the left,extending upwards in nearly parallel directions, were the deepvalleys of
the rivers Rancho Grande and Chaguiton,--that of theformer clothed with pines, while that of the
latter presented only asuccession of savannas, with here and there a group of forest-trees.Our
view to the northward, however, was obstructed by hills andforests, and our ascent of El Volcan
failed to give us a view of thePass, which we knew must now be near at hand. We
descended,therefore, and resumed our course,--anxiously, it is true, but withfew of the serious
misgivings which had beset us at Caridad.

The path wound around the base of El Volcan, on the level terrace orshelf from which it springs.
As we advanced, we could distinctlyperceive that the valley to our right rose gradually, with a
gentle,but constant grade. At a distance of three miles it had nearlyreached the level of the
terrace along which we rode, and at the endof our fourth mile the terrace and the valley merged
into each other,and the mule-path dipping into the waters of the stream, now reducedto a
sparkling brook, resumed its direction on the opposite bank. Westopped here, in a natural park
of tall pines, and lunched beneaththeir shade, drinking only the cool, clear water which
murmured amongthe mossy stones at our feet. We needed no artificial stimulus; ourspirits were
high and buoyant; we had almost traced theGoascoran to its source; half an hour more must
bring us to itsfountain-head,--and then? We knew not exactly what then; but onething was
certain, that nothing in the form of a hill or mountainobstructed our advance, for the light,
reflected from a clear sky,streamed horizontally between the tree-trunks in front, while on
eitherhand the vistas were dark, and the outlines of gigantic mountains could bediscerned
towering to mid-heaven.

Half a mile farther on, crossing in the interval a number of littletributary streams, we came where
the pines were more scattered; theysoon disappeared, and we emerged upon an open glade or
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naturalmeadow. A high mountain, dark with forests, rose on our right; on theleft was a long
range of grassy hills; but in front all was clear! Agovernment _rancho_, built under the shade of
a couple of tallfruit-trees, stood in the middle of the savanna, and on its farther edgewere the
cane buildings of a cattle-_hacienda_, just visible throughthe wealth of plantain-trees by which
they were surrounded, while thecattle themselves were dotted over the intervening space,
croppingthe young grass, which here looked brighter and fresher than in thevalley below.
Impulsively my mule pricked her ears forward, and brokeinto a rapid trot. Soon she stepped
across the stream, which we hadfollowed to its birthplace, now reduced to a trickling
rivuletstealing out from a spring, "an eye of water," (_ojo de agua_,) coylyhidden away under a
clump of trees draped with evergreen vines at thefoot of the neighboring hills. I knew that we
were at the "summit";the faint swell of the savanna, scarcely perceptible to the eye,which
supported the government _rancho_, it was clear, was thehighest point between the two great
oceans, and the cool breeze whichfanned our foreheads was the expiring breath of the trade-
windscoming all the way from the Bay of Honduras! My mule halted at the_rancho_; I threw the
bridle over her neck, and went forward on foot;but I had not proceeded a hundred paces before
my attention wasarrested by the cheerful murmur of another little stream, alsodescending from
the foot of the mountain at our right,--but thistime, after traversing half the width of the savanna,
it turned awaysuddenly to the north, and with a merry dash and sparkling leapstarted off on its
journey to the Atlantic! In that direction,however, a forest of tall pines still shut off the view, and
it wasnot until I reached the summit of one of the lateral hills that Icould look over and beyond
them. Then, for the first time, I saw thegreat plain of Comayagua, at a level some hundreds of
feet below us,spreading away for a distance of forty miles, in a rich succession ofsavannas and
cultivated grounds, dotted with villages, andintersected by dark waving lines of forest, marking
the courses ofthe various streams that traverse it like the veins on an out-spreadhand. At its
northeastern extremity, its white walls now gleaminglike silver in the sunlight, and anon subdued
and distant under theshadow of a passing cloud, was the city of Comayagua, unmistakable,from
its size, but especially from the imposing mass of itscathedral, as the principal town of the plain,
and the capital of theRepublic. Circling around this great plain, and, with the exceptionof only a
narrow opening at its northern extremity, literallyshutting it in like an amphitheatre, is a cincture
of mountains,rising to the height of from three to six thousand feet,--a fittingframe-work for so
grand a picture.

I returned slowly to the _rancho_, where my companions were preparingour encampment, and
communicated to them the result of myobservations. Singularly enough, there was no
excitement; even H.forgot to inquire "what was the price of stock." But we took ourdinner in calm
satisfaction,--if four _tortillas_, three eggs, sixonions, and a water-melon, the total results of
Dolores's foragingexpedition to the cattle-_hacienda_, equally divided between eighthungry
men, can be called a dinner.

We spent the evening, a good part of the night, and the next dayuntil afternoon, in determining
our position and altitude, and invarious explorations in both directions from the summit. We
foundthat we were distant seventy-eight miles in a right line from LaUnion, and (barometrically)
2958 feet above mean-tide in the Pacific.We afterwards ascertained that the hut in which we
passed the nightis called Rancho Chiquito, and that name was accordingly given tothis summit,
and to the Pass, as distinguished from another breakthrough the mountains, to the westward,
which we subsequentlydiscovered and designated as the Pass of Guajoca.

After Rancho Chiquito, the first town which is reached in the plainof Comayagua, entering it
from this direction, is Lamani,--a smallvillage, it is true, but delightfully situated in an open
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meadow,relieved only by fruit-trees and the stems of the _nopal_ or palmatedcactus, which here
grows to a gigantic size, frequently reaching theheight of twenty or thirty feet. The _cabildo_
was in a state ofextreme dilapidation, and we called on the first _alcalde_ for
betteraccommodations. He took us to the house of the _padre_, who was awayfrom home, and
installed us there. It was the best house in theplace, whitewashed, and painted with figures of
trees, men, animals,and birds, all in red ochre, and in a style of art truly archaic. The_padre's_
two servants, an old woman and her boy, were the soleoccupants of the establishment, and did
not appear at all delightedto see us. According to their account, there was nothing in thehouse
to eat; they had no _tortillas_, no eggs, no chickens,_"absolutamente nada"_ (absolutely
nothing). All this was affirmedwith the greatest gravity, while a dozen fat fowls were
distinctlyvisible through the open doorway, perched, for the night, among thebare limbs of the
_jocote_ trees in the court-yard. I pointed themout to the old woman, and, producing a handful
of silver, told herthat we were willing to pay for such as we required.

_"Pero no puedo venderles_." (But I can't sell them.)

"Why?"

_"No puedo"_

Dolores meantime took a stick, knocked three of the finest from theirperches, and quietly wrung
their necks. I expected to see the olddame swoon away, or at least go off in a paroxysm of
tears; but,instead of committing any such civilized folly, she silently took upher slaughtered
innocents, dressed and cooked them, and thanked meprofoundly for the _medio_ each, which I
handed her next morning. Thelesson was not lost on us, in our subsequent travels; for we found
italmost universal, that the lower classes are utterly indisposed tosell their domestic
commodities. Their services may be purchased; buttheir chickens are above price. When,
however, you have helpedyourself, you are astonished to find how ridiculously small a sumwill
heal the wound you have made and atone for the loss you haveinflicted.

From Lamani to Comayagua the road is direct, over a slightlyundulating plain, subsiding gently
to the north, and traversed nearlyin its centre by the Rio Hanuya, fed by numerous tributaries
fallingfrom the mountains on either hand. We forded it at a distance of tenmiles from Lamani,
and were surprised to find it already a large anddeep stream, frequently impassable for days
and weeks together,during the season of rains. Half a mile beyond the ford we came tothe Villa
de San Antonio, a considerable place, and, next to thecapital itself and the town of Las Piedras,
the largest in the plain.Here we stopped at the house of the first _alcalde_, who gave us
acordial reception, and an ample dinner, in a civilized fashion,--thatis to say, we had veritable
plates, and knives and forks withal.

In Central America, curiosity is unchecked by our conventional laws,and the traveller soon
ceases to be surprised at any of itsmanifestations, however extraordinary. When, therefore, a
couple ofdozen spectators, of all ages and both sexes, invaded the house ofour host, and
huddled around us while eating, we were in no degreeastonished, but continued our meal as if
unconscious of theirpresence. One yellow dame, however, was determined not to be
ignored,and insisted on speaking English, of which she had a vocabulary offour or five words,
picked up in her intercourse with Americansailors at the port of Truxillo. We were hungry, and
did not muchheed her; whereupon she disappeared, as if piqued, but soon returnedwith what
she evidently regarded as an irresistible appeal to ourinterest, in the shape of a blue-eyed,
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flaxen-haired child, perhapsthree years old, perfectly naked, but which she placed
triumphantlyon the table before us.

_"Mira estos caballeros! son paisanos tuyos, ninito!"_ (See thesegentlemen, child! they are your
countrymen!)

"Yes!" ejaculated the brat, to the infinite entertainment of thespectators, none of whom
appeared to discover the slightestimpropriety in the proceeding.

Of course, we had not come all the way to the Villa de San Antonio toset up our standard of
what is moral or amusing; so we laughed also,and asked the mother to give us the history of the
phenomenon. It wasgiven without circumlocution; and we learned, in most direct phrase,that
Captain ---- of ----, who traded to Truxillo, was responsiblefor this early effort towards what H.
called "the enlightenment ofthe country." So far from feeling ashamed of her _escapade_ with
theCaptain, the mother gloried in it, and rather affected a socialsuperiority over her less
fortunate neighbors, in consequence. It is,however, but right to say, that the freedom with which
matters ofthis sort are talked about in Central America does not necessarilyimply that the people
at large are less virtuous than in othercountries. _Honi soit qui mal y pense_ is a motto
universally actedon; legs are called legs; and even the most delicate relations andcomplaints
are spoken of and discussed without the slightest attemptat concealment or periphrasis. It is no
doubt true, that marriage isfar from general among the middle and lower classes; and a woman
maylive with a man in open concubinage without serious detriment to hercharacter or position,
so long as she remains faithful to him.[1] Itis only when she becomes "light o' love" and
indiscriminate in herconduct, that she is avoided and despised. And although the remarkmay
sound strangely to American ears, I have no question that thisleft-hand compact, on the whole,
is here quite as well kept as thevows which have secured the formal sanction of the law and
theChurch.

[Footnote 1: But few statistics relating to this subject are inexistence; but those few quite bear
out these observations. Accordingto the official returns of the District of Amatitlan in
Guatemala,the whole number of births in that Department for the year 1858 was1394, of which
581 were illegitimate!]

[To be continued.]

THE "CATTLE" TO THE "POET."[Footnote]

How do _you_ know what the cow may know,As under the tasselled bough she lies,When earth
is a-beat with the life below,When the orient mornings redden and glow,When the silent
butterflies come and go,--The dreamy cow with the Juno eyes?

How do _you_ know that she may not knowThat the meadow all over is lettered, "Love,"Or hear
the mystic syllable lowIn the grasses' growth and the waters' flow?How do _you_ know that she
may not knowWhat the robin sings on the twig above?

[Footnote: See "The Poet's Friends,"_Atlantic Monthly_, vol. v., p. 185.]

MORE WORDS ABOUT SHELLEY.
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There is a moral or a lesson to be found in the life of almost everyman, the chief duty of a
biographer being to set forth and illustratethis; and a history of the commonest individual, if
written truly,could not fail to be interesting to his fellows; for the feelings andaspirations of men
are pretty much alike all the world over, and theelements of genius not very unequally
distributed through the mass ofmankind,--the thing itself being a development due to
circumstances,very probably, as much as to anything singular in the man. But thereare few
good biographies extant; the writers, for the most part,contenting themselves with superficial
facts, refusing or unable tofollow the mind and motive powers of the subject,--or following
theseimperfectly. For this reason, they who would read the truest kind ofbiographies must turn
to those written by men of themselves,--thatis, the autobiographies; and these are, in fact, found
to be amongthe most attractive specimens of literature in our language, or anyother.

The life of any man is more or less of a mystery to other men, andone who would write it
effectively must have been intimate with himfrom his youth onward. When the biography is that
of a man of genius,the difficulty is greatly increased, even to the writer who has beenhis life-long
familiar; for genius, by the necessity of its being,implies a departure in a variety of ways from the
thoughts and rulesof that regulated existence which is most favorable to the progressand
welfare of men in the mass,--at least, as these are generallyunderstood. But if the life-long
intimacy be wanting in thisinstance, the task of the writer is the most difficult of all, andalmost
always a failure,--save in some rare case, where the writerand his subject have been men of a
similar stamp.

Few biographies are written by the life-intimates of the dead. Inmost instances they are
composed as tasks or duties by comparativestrangers; or if now and then by the friends or
associates of thesubject, these are very likely the observers of only a part of hislife, the _seri
studiorum_ of his latter or middle career, andunacquainted with that period when the strong
lines of character areformed and the mental tendencies fixed. Boswell's "Life of Johnson"is
considered one of the best performances of its kind in ourlanguage; but it is, after all, only half a
biography, as it were. Wehave the pensioned and petted life of the rough and contemptuous
manof genius,--whose great renown in English literature, by-the-by, isowing far more to that
garrulous admirer of his than to his ownworks,--but we have little or nothing about those days of
study orstruggle when he taught and flogged little boys, or felt all thecontumely excited by his
shabby habiliments, or knocked down hispublisher, or slept at night with a hungry stomach on a
bulkhead inthe company of the poor poet Savage. All the racier and stronger partof the man's
history is slurred over. No doubt he would not encourageany prying into it, and neither cared to
remember it himself norwished others to do so. He had a sensitive horror of having his
lifewritten by an ignorant or unfriendly biographer, and even spoke ofthe justice of taking such a
person's life by anticipation, as theytell us. Others, feeling a similar horror, and some of them
consciousof the enmities they should leave behind them, have themselveswritten the obscurer
portions of their own lives, like Hume, Gibbon,Gifford, Scott, Moore, Southey. These men must
have felt, that, evenat best, and with the fairest intentions, the task of the biographeris full of
difficulties, and open to mistakes, uncertainties, andfalse conclusions without number.

The autobiographies are the best biographies. No doubt, self-love andsome cowardly
sensitiveness will operate on a man in speaking of hisown doings; but all such drawbacks will
still leave his narrative farmore trustworthy, as regards the truth of character, than that of
anyother man: and this is more emphatically the case in proportion tothe genius of the writer; for
genius is naturally bold and true, theantipodes of anything like hypocrisy, and prone to speak
out,--if itwere but in defiance of hatred or misrepresentation, even though thebetter and more
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philosophic spirit were wanting. We should havebetter and more instructive autobiographies, if
distinguished menwere not deterred by the self-denying ordinance so generallyaccepted, that it
is not becoming in any one to speak frankly ofhimself or his own convictions. We have no longer
any of the strong,wayward egotists,--the St. Augustines, the Montaignes, the Rousseaus,the
Mirabeaus, the Byrons; even the Cobbetts have died out. But theCarlyles and the Emersons
preserve amongst us still the evidences ofa stronger time.

There are two sorts of biographies, which may be described, in arough way, as biographies of
thought and biographies of action. Itmay not be a very difficult thing, perhaps, to write the life of
apolitician or a general, or even of a statesman or a great soldier.At any rate, the history of such
a one is an easy matter, comparedwith that of a mere man of thought, of a man of genius. In the
formercase, we have the marked events, which are, as it were, thestepping-stones of
biography,--events belonging to the narrative of thetime,--and the individual receives a reflected
light from many menand things. Dates and facts make the task of statement or
commentarymore easy to the writer, and his work more interesting to the generalreader. But the
case of the mere thinker, the man of inaction, whosesphere of achievement is for the most part
a little room, and whoproduces his effects in a great measure in silence or solitude, is avery
different one. The names of his publications, the dates of them,the number of them, the
publisher's price for them, the critic'sopinion of them, are meagre facts for the biographer; and if
the manof genius be a man of quiet, sequestered life, the record of it willbe only the more
uninteresting to the reader. It is only whensomething painful has been suffered, something
eccentric done andmisunderstood and denounced or derided, that the biography rouses
thelanguid interest of the public. Indeed, so imperfect and false arethe plan and style of the
literary biographies, that such opprobriaare, as it were, necessary to them,--necessary
stimulants ofattention, and necessary shades of what would otherwise be amonotonous and
ineffective picture; and thus the unlucky men ofletters suffer posthumously for the stupidity of
others as well astheir faults or divergencies. When biographers have not facts, theyare not
unwilling to make use of fallacies: they set down "elephantsfor want of towns." Dean Swift is a
case in point. Society hasavenged itself by calumniating the man who spat upon its
hypocrisiesand rascalities; and to appease the wounded feelings of the world, heis attractively
set down as a savage and a tyrant. Mr. Thackeray andothers find such a verdict artistically
suitable to their criticismsor their narratives, (a French author has written a romantic bookabout
the Dean and Stella,) and so the man is still depicted andexplained as the slayer of two poor
innocent women, a sort ofclerical Bluebeard, and the horrid ogre who proposed to kill and
eatthe fat Irish babies. Thackeray's plan of dissertation, indeed, wasinconsistent with any
displacing or disturbing of the preconceivednotions; the success of it was, on the contrary, to be
built upon thecustomary old impressions of the subject. Everybody is pleased tofind his own
idea in Thackeray, liking it all the better for thegraphic way in which it is set forth and illustrated;
and the resultshows the shrewd artistic judgment of the critic, who apparently(especially in the
Dean's case) understands his readers rather betterthan his theme. As for Swift,--though a fair
knowledge of the man maybe gleaned from the several biographies of him that we have, his
lifehas not yet been fairly written and interpreted; and we believe thesame may be said of most
literary men of genius.

It must certainly be said of Shelley,--and this brings us to thebeginning of our remarks. Not one
man in ten thousand would becapable of writing the life of that poet as it should bewritten,--even
supposing the biographer were one of his intimate friends.Shelley went entirely away from the
ranks of society,--farther awaythan Byron, and was a man harder to be understood by the
generalityof men. An autobiography of such a man was more needed than that ofany other; but
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we could not expect an autobiography from Shelley. Hefelt nothing but pain and sorrow in the
retrospect of his life, and,like Byron, shrank from the task of explaining the mixture of self-
will,injustice, falsehood, and impetuous defiance that made up thegreater part of his history; and
when he died, he left everything atsixes and sevens, as regarded his place and acts in the
world.Accordingly, until lately, no one ventured forward with a biographyof the departed poet,
who has been for more than a generation lookedon, as it were, through the medium of two
lights: one, that of hispoetry, which represents him as the loftiest and gentlest of minds;and the
other, the imperfect notices of his life, which show himforth a cruel, headstrong, and reckless
outlaw,--hooted at,anathematized, (and by his own father first,) driven out, like aleper in the
Middle Ages, and deprived of the care of his children.In his case, however, the tendency to
dwell upon and bring out thedarker traits of biography does not exhibit itself in any
remarkableway; and, on the whole, Shelley's character wears a mild and retiringrather than a
defiant or fiendish aspect. The world is inclined tomake allowances for him, on account of his
beautiful poetry; and thisis something of the justice which, on other grounds also, is
probablydue to him. Still, nobody has come forward to write his biography asit should be written;
and we are yet to seek for the illustratedmoral of a sensitive, unaccommodating, and impulsive
being, rebellingagainst the rules of life and the general philosophy of hisfellow-creatures, and
shrinking with a shy, uncomprehended pride from thecompanionship of society. Shelley's
disposition was a marked and rareone, but there is nothing of the riddle in it; for thousands, of
histemperament, may always be found going strangely through the world,here and there, and
the interpretation of such a character could bemade extremely interesting, and even instructive,
by any one capableof comprehending it.

After a considerable interval, some notices of Shelley have appeared,without, however,
throwing much additional light on the wayward heartand pilgrimage of the poet. Mr. C.S.
Middleton has published a bookupon Shelley and his writings; Mr. T.J. Hogg has given a sketch
ofhis life; and E.J. Trelawny some recollections of him, as well as ofByron. None of these
pretends to explain that eccentric nature, orharmonize in any way his acts and his feelings;
though a few thingsmay be gathered that tend to make the biography somewhat moredistinct
than before, in some particulars. On the subject of hisfirst unfortunate marriage, we are made
aware that his wife was aself-willed, ill-taught young woman, who set her own father atdefiance,
and threw herself on the protection of such a wanderingoddity as Percy Shelley. She was strong-
minded, and brought with herinto her husband's house her elder sister, also strong-minded,
aridiculous and insufferable duenna, whom Shelley hated with allhis heart and soul, and wished
dead and buried out of hissight,--finding, no doubt, his unsteady disposition controlled
andthwarted by the voice and authority of his sister-in-law, who, knowingthat her father
furnished the young couple with their chief means oflivelihood, would be all the more resolute in
advising them ordomineering over the migratory household. At last, these women grewtired of
the moping and ineffectual youth who still remained poor andunsettled, with a father desperately
healthy and inexorable, and allhope of the baronetcy very far off indeed; they grew tired of him
andwent away,--the wife, like Lady Byron, refusing to go back to such anaimless, rhapsodizing
vagabond. With her natural decision of mind,aided and encouraged, very likely, by her astute
relatives, shethought she saw good reasons for breaking and setting aside thecontract which
had united them; and no doubt the poor woman must havefelt the hardship of living with such a
melancholy outlaw. Havingnothing in common with the devoted Emma, drawn in the ballad of
"TheNut-brown Maid," she must have hated that wandering about from, placeto place, living in
lonely country-houses, under perpetual terror ofrobbers in the night, and subsisting for the most
part on potatoesand Platonism; and she must have especially hated the Latin Grammar.She
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naturally thought, that, when she was married, she should havenothing more to say to exercises
and lessons; but she found apedagogue in Shelley, and the honeymoon saw her "attacking
Latin" forthe purpose of construing the poet Horace. How she must have hatedall poets! She
had other ideas,--ideas of ease, respectability,baronetcy; and her disappointment was greater
than she could bear.Mr. Hogg says, she had a propensity to strong courses, and would talkof
suicide in a speculative way. It is not difficult to discover thetruth of that unfortunate union and
disunion. Shelley, betrayed bythe impulses of his enthusiast nature and the ignorant and
deplorablecredulity of a bookworm, allowed himself to be imposed upon by adesigning boarding-
school girl and her relatives, and everythingfollowed as a matter of course. The unhappy wife
recklessly broke thebond which she had as recklessly formed, and which the poet wouldhave
honorably and truly respected all his life; and then herpassionate regret reacted fatally on
herself,--and on him also, by aNemesis not so very strange or unnatural, as the world goes.[1]

[Footnote 1: Since this article was written, Mr. Peacock, an earlyfriend of Shelley, has published
a very different estimate of thecharacter of Harriet Shelley. See _Fraser's Magazine_ for
March,1860.]

The subject of Shelley's character is a delicate and a difficult one,and Mr. Hogg and Mr.
Trelawny, especially, show their inability tounderstand it, by the way in which they put forward
and dwell uponthe poet's peculiarities. Trelawny, a hard-minded, thorough-paced manof the
world, publishing garrulously in his old age what he wassilent about in his better period, talks of
the poet's oddity,awkwardness, and want of punctuality,--as if Percy were some clerklyman on
'Change; and Hogg, hilariously clever, says Shelley was soerratic, fragmentary, and unequal,
that his character cannot be shownin any way but as the figures of a magic-lantern are shown
on awall,--Mr. Hogg's own style of description being the wall,--"O wall,O wall, O sweet and
lovely wall!" He also tells us, to instance thepoet's familiarity with the sex, a story of Shelley
sitting with oneof his lady friends and being plied with cups of tea by that fairsympathizer,--the
poet talking and letting his saucer fall, and thelady wiping his perspiring face with a pocket-
handkerchief. Suchscraps of silly gossip are not biography; they may do for tea-tablechit-chat,
but show very feebly in the place where one looks forsomething like a philosophical criticism on
the mind of soextraordinary a man as Shelley.

Genius alone can do justice to genius; and kindred genius alone willdo it. There have been, no
doubt, a great many writers of biographywho had no objection to compensate their feelings for
bygone slightsor discourtesies, suffered from some wayward or inattentivesuperiority, some
stroke of ridicule or malice. Literary antipathiesdo not die with the dead. The posthumous
impression of MargaretFuller Ossoli has been colored by some who sneer at her ways
andpretensions, because there was probably something in her manner whichdispleased them in
a personal way. She had certainly a very awkwardfashion of blinking her eyes, and also "a
mountainous _me_." It isvery probable poor Edgar Poe has had his faults exaggerated by
thosewho suffered from the critical superiority of his intellect; sincesome of those notices of him
which tend most to fix his character asa reprobate, and appear in a laggard way in the English
periodicals,were probably written by some of his own countrymen. It was a
painfulconsciousness of this literary revenge that made H.W. Herbert, in hislast agony, call on
his brother-penmen for mercy on his remains, andthat induces many of our public men to bring
out their own memoirs orencourage others to do so. It looks like vainglory, but it isnot such. The
memoirs show a mortal dread of calumny ormisrepresentation. Mr. Barnum, for instance, was
more just to himselfthan anybody else would be. He showed that his doings were only of apiece
with those of thousands around him in society; and this notunreasonable extenuation is one that
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few of his critics are apt tomake use of in commenting on him and his dexterities of living. Asfor
Shelley, he might have shunned or slighted or overlooked Mr.Trelawny in some painful or
preoccupied moment, or offended therobust man of the world by the mere delicate shyness of
his look; hemight also have puzzled and bewildered Mr. Hogg, being, perhaps,puzzled and
bewildered himself, by some subtile mentalspeculation,--unconscious that for these things he
was yet to be broughtto judgment and turned into ridicule, for the coming generation, bythese
familiar men,--these drilled and pipe-clayed familiar men. Hemight have tossed up a paradox or
two to keep the muscles of his mindin exercise on a cold day, and his rapid intellect may have
run awayfrom his hearer, trampling on the conventions and platitudes in itscourse; but Mr. Hogg
does not think he had fixed notions concerninganything. The poet did not nail his colors with a
cheer to the mastof any of the great questions of the day, ethical or social, andtherefore
suffered the disparagements of those intelligent friends ofhis who have been taught to consider
a well-defined rigidity ofconviction and maintenance, in the midst of all these phenomena ofour
universe, telluric and uranological, as the test of everythingvaluable in human character and
morals. And thus it has come about,that genius, with its native instincts of reason, truth, and
commonsense, is doomed to pay the penalty of its preeminence and itsdivergencies, and suffer
at the hands of friends and enemies alike,from the show of those false appearances,
insincerities,equivocations, which are its natural and proper antipathies.

Since the foregoing observations were written, the writer has seen acertain corroboration of
them in the interesting "Memorials ofShelley," recently edited by Lady Shelley, and published by
Ticknorand Fields. For, in the preface of this book, she takes occasion tospeak of the
misstatements of all those who have hitherto written onthe subject of the poet, instancing the
fallacies of Captain Medwin'sbook, and also, in an especial manner, though vaguely enough,
theincorrectness, amounting to caricature, put forth by a laterbiographer, one of Shelley's oldest
friends,--by which she evidentlymeans to indicate Mr. Hogg. At the same time, the nature of
herLadyship's book is, involuntarily, an additional evidence of thedifficulty that seems fated to
attend all attempts to set forth orset right the character of Shelley. Indeed, she appears to be in
somedegree conscious of this; for she says, apologetically, that she haspublished the
"Memorials" for the special purpose of neutralizing themisstatements and spirit of Mr. Hogg's
work, and also lets us knowthat the time is not yet come for the publication of other and
moreimportant matter calculated to do justice to the character of PercyBysshe Shelley.

It is only natural to think that Lady Shelley is not the person towrite the biography of the poet,
whose relationship to her is such aclose one. She would far more willingly leave the events of
histroubled life forever unremembered. Indeed, when we find, that, inher long widowhood of
thirty years, Mrs. Shelley shrank from the taskof writing the life of her husband, we can the more
easily understandwhy any member of his family, especially a lady, should be the mostunfit to
undertake the task. Nobody could expect Lady Shelley toenter into those painful explanations
necessary to it. Accordingly,in the work before us, we do not find any light thrown on
thoseplaces where a person would be most anxious to see it. Lady Shelleyslurs over the
undutiful boyhood of the poet and the terriblesternness of his Mirabeau-father. She merely
glances across the firstfoolish marriage and the catastrophe that closed it, as a bird fliesover an
abyss. On such subjects she cannot set about contradictinganybody.

But it is an ungrateful task to go on speaking of short-comings in acase like this, where the
hardest critic in the world must sympathizewith the feelings of the author, whatever becomes of
the book. Andyet the book will be very welcome to every one who regards it as afeminine
offering of tender admiration and grief laid upon the graveof departed genius. Though not
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exactly the sort of personal historyone would wish for from another hand, it is still valuable,
asfurnishing very interesting matter for a future biography. We have init several new letters of
Shelley's, some letters of Godwin's, andothers of Mrs. Shelley's, together with a number of
touching extractsfrom the diary of the latter. There are also two papers from thepoet's pen: one
an "Address to Lord Ellenborough" in defence of a manpunished for having published Paine's
"Age of Reason," and another an"Essay on Christianity." In the first, with all a boy's
enthusiasm,he opposes the high abstract logic of truth and toleration to thehard government
policy which tries to keep a reckless kind ofsemi-civilization in order, and cannot bring itself to
believe, that, asyet, the broad principle of license is the one that can serve thecosmogony best.
In the next he rather surprises the reader byexhibiting himself as the eulogist and expounder of
JesusChrist,--but not after the manner of Saint Paul. No doubt, the secularand semi-pagan tone
of this dissertation will jar against the orthodoxyof a great many readers,--to whom, however, it
will be interesting asa literary curiosity. But it is meant to show the character ofShelley in a more
amiable light than that in which it is contemplatedby the generality of people.

To explain Percy Bysshe Shelley, by telling us he was inconsequent,absurd, and odd in his
manners, is as futile as to explain him bysaying he was a strange, wonderful genius, of the
Platonic orPythagorean order, always soaring above the atmosphere of common men.To call a
man of genius an inspired idiot or an inspired oddity is aneasy, but false way of interpreting him.
The truth of Shelley'scharacter may be found by a more matter-of-fact investigation. He
wasnaturally of a feeble constitution from childhood, and not addictedto the amusements of
stronger boys; hence he became shy, and, whenbullied or flouted by the others, sensitive and
irritable, and givento secret reading and study, instead of play with those "littlefiends that
scoffed incessantly." These habits gave him the name ofan oddity, and what is called a "Miss
Molly," and the persecutionthat followed only made him more recluse and speculative,
anddisgusted with the ways and feelings of others. He began to havethoughts beyond his years,
and was happy to think he had, in these, acompensation for what he suffered from his
schoolfellows. With hishermit habits grew naturally a strong egotistical vanity, which hecould as
little repress as the other youths could repress theirmuscular propensities to exercise; and
hence his eagerness to setforth the threadbare heretical theories he had found among his
books.For supporting these with an insolent show of importunity, he wasturned away from
college, and soon left his father's home, with hisfather's curse to bear him company. Had the
baronet been in the wayof a _lettre de cachet_, like Mirabeau's father, he would certainlyhave
had Percy put into Newgate and kept there.

The malediction of the old man seems to have clung to Shelley's mindto the end, and made him
rebellious against everything bearing thepaternal name. He assailed the Father of the Hebrew
theocracy withamazing bitterness, and joined Prometheus in cursing and dethroningZeus, the
Olympian usurper. With him, tyrant and father weresynonymous, and he has drawn the old
Cenci, in the play of that name,with the same fierce, unfilial pencil, dipped in blood and
wormwood.Shelley was by nature, self-instruction, and inexperience of life,impatient and full of
impulse; and the sharp and violent measures bywhich they attempted to reclaim him only
exasperated him the moreagainst everything respected by his opponents and persecutors.
Geniusis by nature aggressive or retaliatory; and the young poet, writhingand laughing
hysterically, like Demogorgon, returned the scorn ofsociety with a scorn, the deeper and loftier
in the end, that it grewcalm and became the abiding principle of a philosophic life. It wasthe act
of his father which drove Shelley into such open rebellionagainst gods and men. Very probably,
though he might have lived aninfidel in religious matters, like tens of thousands of his fellows,he
would not have written, or, at least, published, such shockingthings, if his father had been more
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patient with a youth soorganized. But parents have a right to show a terrible anger
whenthwarted by their children, and in this case the father too muchresembled the son in wilful
impetuosity of temper. Turned out of hisfirst home, Shelley went wandering forth by land and
sea,--a reedshaken by the wind, a restless outcast yearning for repose and humansympathy,
and in this way encountering the questionable accidents ofhis troubled, unguarded life, and
gathering all the feverishinspiration of his melancholy and unfamiliar poetry.

With a sense of physical infirmity or defect which shaped thesequestered philosophy of the
Cowpers, the Berangers, and others, themanlier minds of literature, including Byron himself, in
somemeasure, Shelley felt he was not fit for the shock and hum of men andthe greater or lesser
legerdemain of life, and so turned shyly awayto live and follow his plans and reveries apart, after
the law of hisbeing, violating in this way what may be called the common law ofsociety, and
meeting the fate of all nonconformists. He was slightedand ridiculed, and even suspected; for
people in general, when theysee a man go aside from the highway, maundering and talking
tohimself, think there must be a reason for it; they suppose himinsane, or scornful, or meditating
a murder,--in any case, one to bevisited with hard thoughts; and thus baffled curiosity will
growuneasily into disgust, and into calumny, if not into some species ofoutrage,--and very
naturally, after all; for man is, on the whole,made for society, and society has a sovereign right
to takecognizance of him, his ways and his movements, as a matter ofnecessary
_surveillance_.

The world will class men "in its coarse blacks and whites." Some markShelley with charcoal,
others with chalk,--the former considering hima reprobate, the latter admiring him as a high-
souled lover of humanhappiness and human liberty. But he was something of
bothtogether,--and would have been nothing without that worst part of him.He ran perversely
counter to the lessons of his teachers, and acted indefiance of the regular opinions and habits
of the world. He was tooout-spoken, like all genius; whereas the world inculcates the
highpractical wisdom of a shut mouth and a secretive mind. Fontenelle,speaking according to
the philosophy of the crowd, says, "A wise man,with his fist full of truths, would open only his
little finger."Shelley opened his whole hand, in a fearless, unhappy manner; and wasaccordingly
punished for ideas which multitudes entertain in a quietway, saying nothing, and living in the
odor of respectable opinion.With a mind that recoiled from anything like falsehood and
injustice,he wanted prudence. And as, in the belief of the matter-of-factRomans, no divinity is
absent, if _Prudentia_ be present, so it stillseems that everything is wanting to a man, if he
wants that. Shelleydenied the commonly received Divinity, as all the world knows,--anAtheist of
the most unpardonable stamp,--and has suffered inconsequence; his life being considered a life
of folly and vagary,and his punishment still enduring, as we may perceive from the toneand
philosophy of his biographers, or rather his critics, who, notbeing able to comprehend such a
simple savage, present his characteras an oddity and a wonder,--an _extravaganza_ that
cannot beunderstood without some wall of the world's pattern and plastering toshow it up
against.

It is, to be sure, much easier and safer to regard Shelley's careerin this way than to justify it,
since the customs and opinions of thegreat majority must, after all, be the law and rule of the
world.Shelley's apologist would be a bold man. Whether he shall ever haveone is a question. At
all events, he has not had a biographer as yet.His widow shrank from the task. Of those familiar
friends of his, wecan say that "no man's thought keeps the roadway better than theirs,"and all to
show how futile is the attempt to measure such a man withthe footrule of the conventions.
Shelley was a mutineer on boardship, and a deserter from the ranks; and he must, therefore,
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wait fora biographer, as other denounced and daring geniuses have waited fortheir audience or
their epitaph.

CLARIAN'S PICTURE.

A LEGEND OF NASSAU HALL.

"Turbine raptus ingenii."--Scaliger

[concluded.]

The next morning there was queer talk about Clarian. Mac and I staredat each other when we
heard it at breakfast, but still kept our owncounsel in silence. Some late walkers had met him in
the moonlight,crossing the campus at full speed, hatless, dripping wet, and flyinglike a ghost.

"I tell you," said our informant, a good enough fellow, and one notprone to be violently startled,
"he scared me, as he flitted past.His eyes were like saucers, his hair wet and streaming behind
him,his face white as a chalk-mark on Professor Cosine's blackboard.Depend on it, that boy's
either going mad or has got into somedesperate scrape."

"Pshaw!" growled Mac, "you were drunk,--couldn't see straight."

"Mr. Innocence was returning from some assignation, I suspect",remarked Zoile.

"If he had been, _you'd_ have encountered him, Mr. Zoile," said Mac,curtly.

But I noticed my chum did not like this new feature in the case.

After this, until the time of my receiving the lad's invitation, Ineither saw nor had communication
with Clarian, nor did any others ofus. If he left his room, it was solely at night; he had his
mealssent to him, under pretence of illness, and admitted no one, excepthis own servant. This
fellow, Dennis, spoke of him as lookingexceedingly feeble and ill; and also remarked that he
had apparentlynot been to bed for some days, but was mixing colors, or painting,the whole time.
I went to his door several times; but was invariablyrefused admittance, and told, kindly, but
firmly, that he would notbe interrupted. Mac also tried to see him, but in vain.

"I caught a glimpse of that boy's face at his window just now," saidhe, one day, coming in after
recitation. "You may depend upon it,there's something terribly wrong. My God, I was horrified,
Ned! Didyou ever see any one drown? No? Well, I did once,--a woman. She felloverboard from
a Chesapeake steamboat in which I was coming up theBay, and sank just before they reached
her. I shall never forget herlooks as she came up the last time, turned her white,
despairing,death-stricken face towards us, screamed a wild nightmare scream, andwent down.
Clarian's face was just like hers. Depend upon it, there'ssomething wrong. What can we do?"

Nothing, indeed, save what we did,--wait, until that pleasant morningcame round and brought
me Clarian's note. I could scarcely brook theslow laziness with which the day dragged by, as if it
knew its ownbeauty, and lingered to enjoy it. At last, however, the night came,the hour also, and
punctually with it came Dr. Thorne, a kindlyyoung physician, and a man of much promise, well-
read, prompt,clear-headed, resourceful, and enthusiastically attached to his professionMac
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tucked a volume of Shakspeare under his arm, and we made our wayto Clarian's room
forthwith. Here we found about a dozen students,all known to us intimately. They were seated
close to one another,conversing in low tones, and betraying upon their faces quite ananxiety of
expectation. The door of the bedroom was closed, thecurtain was lowered, and the only light in
the room came from ashaded lamp, which was placed upon a small table in the recess to
theright of the picture.

"What is this for?" inquired Dr. Thorne, pointing to a sort of salverresting upon a low tripod
directly in front of the picture.

"Where is Clarian?" asked I.

"He looks awful," someone began in a whisper, when the lad's feeblevoice called out from the
bedroom,--

"Is it Ned and Mac?"

The door was pulled open, and Clarian came towards us.

"I am glad to see you, my friends. Dr. Thorne, you are truly welcome.Pray, be seated. Mac, here
is your place, you and your Shakspeare,"said he, indicating the chair and table in the recess.

I had held out my hand to the lad, but he turned away without takingit, and began to adjust the
cords that moved the curtain.

"The tripod, Dr. Thorne," said he, with a sickly smile, "is a--a merefancy of mine,--childish,--but
in the salver I shall burn somepyrotechnic preparations, while the picture is being exhibited,
byway of substitute for daylight. Excuse me a moment," added he, as hewent into the bedroom
again.

"Blount," said Dr. Thorne, in my ear, "why have you permitted this?What ails that boy? If he is
not cared for soon, he will go crazy.Hush!--here he comes,--keep your eye on him."

Then, as Clarian came out, and stood in the bedroom doorway, quitenear me, I remarked the
terrible change since I had last seen him. Heleaned against the door-frame, as if too weak to
support himselferect; and I saw that his knees shook, his hands jerked, and hismouth twitched
in a continual nervous unrest. He had on a handsome_robe de chambre_ of maroon velvet,
which he seldom wore aboutcollege, though it was very becoming to him, its long skirts
fallingnearly to his feet, while its ample folds were gathered about hiswaist, and secured with
cord and tassel. His feet were thrust intoneat slippers, and his collar rolled over a flowing black
cravat _ala Corsaire_. His long hair, which was just now longer than usual,was evenly parted in
the middle, like a girl's, and, combed outstraight, fell down to his shoulders on either side. All
this careand neatness of dress made the contrast of his face stand out themore strikingly. Its
pallor was ghastly: no other word conveys theidea of it. His lips kept asunder, as we see them
sometimes inpersons prostrated by long illness, and the nether one quiveredincessantly, as did
the smaller facial muscles near the mouth. Hiseyes were sunken and surrounded by livid circles,
but they themselvesseemed consuming with the dry and thirsty fire of fever: hot, red,staring,
they glided ever to and fro with a snake-like motion, asuncertain, wild, and painful, in their
unresting search, as those ofa wounded and captive hawk. The same restlessness,
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approaching inviolence the ceaseless spasmodic habit of a confirmed Chorea,betrayed itself in
all his movements, particularly in a way he had ofglancing over his shoulder with a stealthy look
of apprehension, andthe frequent starts and shivers that interrupted him when talking.His voice
also was changed, and in every way he gave evidence notonly of disease of mind and body, but
of a nervous system shatteredalmost beyond hope of reaction and recovery. Trembling for him,
Irose and attempted to speak with him aside, but he waived me off,saying, with that sickly smile
which I had never before seen himwear,--

"No, Ned,--you must not interrupt me to-night, neither you nor therest,--for I am very weak and
nervous and ill, and just now need allmy strength for my picture, which, as it has cost me labor
andpain,--much pain,--I wish to show in its best light. Macbeth'sterror--it means more than it did
the other night, Ned--but"--

Here he murmured an inarticulate word or two, recovering himselfalmost instantly, however, and
resuming in a stronger voice,--

"Macbeth's doom is my picture. You will wonder I preferred the solidwall to canvas,
perhaps,--but so did the genuine old artists. LippoLippi, and Giotto, and--why, Orcagna painted
on graveyard walls; andI can almost fancy, sometimes, that this room is a vault, a tomb,
adungeon, where they torture people. Turn to the place, good Mac,Shakespeare's tragedy of
'Macbeth,' Act Third, Scene Fourth, and readthe scene to us, as you know how to read; I will
manage theaccompaniments."

As he spoke, he touched the salver with a lighted match, so that ablue alcoholic flame flickered
up before the curtain, making the poorlad's face seem more ghastly than ever.

"You must sit down, Clarian," cried Dr. Thorne, resolutely.

Clarian smiled again, that dim, uncertain smile, and answered,--

"Nay, Doctor, let me have my own way for an hour, and after that youshall govern me as your
learned skill suggests. And do not be uneasyabout my 'creamfaced' aspect, as I see Ned is:
there is plentifulcause for it, beyond the feebleness of this very present, andto-night is not the
first time I have worn these 'linen cheeks.' Readon, Mac."

We sat there in the dim light, breathless, awed,--for all of us sawthe boy's agony, and were the
more shocked that we were unable tounderstand it,--until, at last, in a voice made more
impressive byits tremor, Mac began to read the terrible text,--to read as I hadnever heard him
read before, until a fair chill entered our veins andran back to our shuddering hearts from
sympathy. Then, as he read onand painted the king and murderer together, while his voice
waxedstronger and fuller, we saw Clarian step forward to the salver andbusy with its lambent
flame, till it blazed up with a broad, redlight, that, shedding a weird splendor upon all around,
and lending asupernatural effect to the room's deep shadows, the picture'sfunereal aspect, and
the unearthly pallor of the boy's countenance,startled our eyes like the painful glare of midnight
lightning.

"Thou canst not say, I did it! Never shake Thy gory locks at me!"

As the reader thrust the terror of these words upon us, all startedback, for the curtain was
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plucked suddenly away, and there before us,not in Clarian's picture, it seemed, but in very truth,
stoodMacbeth, conscious of the murdered presence. Even the reader,absorbed as he was in
his text, paused short, amazed; and I forgotthat I had seen this picture, only knew that it was a
living scene ofterror. Doubtless much of this startling effect was the result ofassociation, the
agitation of anxiety, the influence of theimpressive text, the suddenness of the apparition, the
unusual light;but in the figure of Macbeth, at which alone we gazed, there was alife, a terrible
significance, that outran all these causes. It wasnot in the posture, grand as that was,--not in the
sin-stamped brow,rough with wrinkles like a storm-chafed sea,--not in the wiry hair,gray and half
rising in haggard locks, like adders that in vain tryto escape the foot that treads them down,--nor
in the mouth, for thatwas hid behind the impotent guard of the upraised arm and
clenchedfist,--but in those painted eyes, into which, all-fascinated, we evergazed, reading in
them all that crouching terror, all the punishmentof that spectral presence, all the poignant
consciousness of his fateto whom such things could happen, to whom already his victims
riseagain,

"With twenty mortal murders on their crowns And push us from ourstools!"

While I yet gazed, a sickening terror pervading me in the presence ofthese ghastly eyes, there
came a voice, as if from afar,--"Readon!"--so consonant with the tone of my emotions, that I
looked to seethe figure itself take speech, until Mac, with a gasp, resumed.Still, as he read, the
nightmare-spell possessed me, till aconvulsive clutch upon my arm roused me, and instinctively,
with thereturning sense, I turned to Clarian.

Not too soon,--for then, in his own person, and in that strangeglare, he was interpreting the
picture to us. He stood, not thrownback like Macbeth, but drawn forward, on tiptoe, with neck
reachedout, form erect, but lax, one arm extended, and one long diaphanousfinger pointing over
our heads at something he saw behind us, buttowards which, in the extremity of our terror, we
dared not turn oureyes. _He saw it_,--more than saw it,--we knew, as we noted thescream
swelling in his throat, yet dying away into an inarticulatebreath ere it passed the blue and
shaken lips,--he saw it, and thoseeyes of his, large enough in their wont, waxed larger still,
wilder,madder with desperate affright, till every one of us, save theabsorbed reader, recognized
in them the nightmare horror of thepicture,--knew that in Macbeth Clarian had drawn his own
portrait!There he stood, drawn on, staring, pointing--

"Stop!" shouted Dr. Thorne, his voice hoarse and strident withemotion; but Mac, absorbed in his
text, still read, flinging a fineand subtile emotion of scorn into the words,--

"O proper stuff! This is the very painting of your fear:This"----

"Triple fool! be silent!" cried Dr. Thorne again, springing to hisfeet,--while we, spell-bound, sat
still and waited for the end."Cease! do you not see?" cried he, seizing Mac.

But there stood Clarian yet, that red light upon his cheek and brow,that fixed stare of a real,
unpainted horror in his speechless face,that long finger still pointing and trembling not,--there he
stood,fixed, while one might count ten. Then over his blue lips, like aghost from its tomb, stole a
low and hissing whisper, that curdledour blood, and peopled all the room with dreadful things,--a
lowwhisper that said,--

"Prithee, see there! behold! it comes! it comes!" Now he beckoned inthe air, and called with a
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shuddering, smothered shriek,--"Come! Idid it! come! Ha!" yelled he, plucking the spell from his
limbs likea garment, and springing madly forward towards the door,--"Ha! touchme not! Off, I
say, off!" He paused, gazed wildly round, flung hishand to his brow, and, while his eyes rolled till
nothing but theirwhites were seen, while the purple veins swelled like mole-tracks inhis
forehead, and a bubbling froth began to gather about his lips, hetossed his arms in the air, gave
shrieking utterance to the cry,--"OChrist! it is gone! it is gone!" and fell to the floor with a bound.

We sprang to him,--Thorne first of any.

"This is my place, gentlemen," said he, in quick, nervous tones.Then, taking the prostrate child
into his arms, he carried him to hisbed, laid him down, felt his pulse, and placed his head in
Mac'sarms. Returning then, he veiled the picture, flung the salver out ofthe window, and
dismissed the huddled throng of frightened students,warning them to be silent as to the night's
events. "Very likelyClarian will never see to-morrow; so be careful, lest you soil hismemory."

"What does it mean, Thorne?" asked Mac, as the Doctor and I cameagain to the bedside. "It is
nothing more than an overdose of_cannabis_ or opium upon an excited nervous system, is it?"

Thorne looked at the delicate-limbed child who lay there in Mac'sstrong arms, wiped away the
gathering froth from the lips, replacedthe feebly quivering limbs, and, as he lingered over the
pulse,replied,--

"He has been taking _hashish_?"

"He _has_ taken it,--I do not say he is under its influence now."

"No,--he has not touched any stimulant. This is much worse thanthat,--this means epilepsy,
Mac, and we may have to choose betweendeath and idiocy."

He was still examining the boy, and showing Mac how to hold him mostcomfortably.

"If I could only get at the _causes_ of this attack,--those, I mean,which lie deeper than the mere
physical disorder,--if I could onlyfind out what it is he has been doing,--and I could, easily, were
Inot afraid of directing suspicion towards him, or bringing about someunfortunate
embarrassment"--

"What is it you suspect?" thundered Mac.

"Either some cruel trick has been played upon the boy, or he has beenguilty of some act of
madness"--

"Impossible!" cried we in a breath; "Clarian is as pure as Heaven."

"Look at him, Thorne!" said my good chum,--"look at the child'sbaby-face, so frank and
earnest!--look at him! You dare not say an impurethought ever awoke in that brain, an impure
word ever crossed thoselips."

Dr. Thorne smiled sadly.
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"There is no standard of reason to the enthusiast, my dear Mac; andhere is one, of a surety.
However, time will reveal; I wish I knew.Come, Ned, help me to mix some medicines here. Be
careful to keep hishead right, Mac, so as to have the circulation as free as possible."

While we were occupied in the front room, there came a stout doubleknock at the door, and
when I opened it, Hullfish, the weather-beatenold constable of the borough, made his hesitating
appearance. TheDoctor gave me a quick glance, as if to say, "I told you so," andthen returned
the old man's bluff salutation. As soon as Hullfish sawhim, he came forward with something like
a sigh of relief, andsaid,--

"Ah, Doc, you here? 'Tar'n't a hoax, then, though I was mightily'feared it was. Them students is
the Devil for chivying of afeller,--beggin' your pardon, Mr. Blount. Have you got him
yonder,Doctor?" said he, his keen eye noticing Mac and Clarian in the backroom.

"What do you mean, Hullfish? Got whom?" asked Thorne, making me asign to be quiet.

"The party, Sir, that was to be copped. I've got a blank warranthere, all right, and a pair of
bracelets, in case of trouble."

"What fool's errand is this, old man?" asked the Doctor, sternly.

"What! you don't know about it? Lord! p'raps it's a sell, after all,"said he, quite chopfallen. "But
I've got my pay, anyhow, and there'sno mistake in a V on the Princeton Bank. And here's the
papers," saidhe, handing a note to the Doctor. "If that's slum, I'm done, that'sall."

The Doctor glanced at the scrap of paper, then handed it to me,asking, "Is that his handwriting?"

It was a note, requiring Mr. Hullfish. to privately arrest a personguilty of a capital offence, until
now concealed. If he was notbrought to Hullfish's house between nine and ten that night,
thenHullfish was to proceed to No.--North College, where he would becertain to find the party.
The arrest must be made quietly. Thehandwriting was undoubtedly Clarian's, and I told Thorne
as much.

"You see, gentlemen," said Hullfish, "I wouldn't 'a' taken no noticeof it, ef it hadn't been for the
money; but, thinks I, them studentsa'n't in the habit of sech costly jokes, and maybe there'll be
somepinching to do, after all. So you mean to say it's a gam, do you,Doctor? May I be so bold
as to inquire what yonder chap's holding onto 'tother about?"

"'Tother' is dangerously ill,--has a fit, Hullfish. He is the authorof that note,--very probably was
out of his mind when he wrote it."

"So? Pity! Very sick? Mayn't I see him?"

But, as he stepped forward, Thorne stood in the way and effectuallyintercepted his view. The
constable smiled cunningly, as he drewback, and said,--

"You're sure 'ta'n't nothing else, then? Nobody's been getting rappedon the' head? Didn't see no
blood, though,--that's true. Well, Idon't like to be sold, that's a fact,--but there's no help for
it.Here's the young man's change, Doctor,--warrant sixty-six, my feesone dollar."
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Thorne carelessly asked if there had been any rows lately,--if he hadheard of any one being
hurt,--if they had been quiet recently alongthe canal; and being assured that there had been no
disturbance ofmoment,--"only a little brush between Arch and Long Tobe, down toGibe's,"--he
handed the money back to Hullfish.

"Keep that yourself,--it is yours by rights. And, look you, mum's theword in this case, for two
reasons: there's danger that the poorlittle fellow there is going to croak before long, and you'd
be sorryto think you'd given trouble to a dead man; and what's more, if theboys get hold of this,
there'll be no end of their chaffing. There'snot a few of them would like to cook your goose for
you,--I needn'ttell you why; so, if you don't want them to get the flashest kind ofa pull over you,
why, you'll take my advice and keep dark."

"Nothing like slang, Ned, with the police or the prigging gentry. Itgives them a wonderful respect
for your opinion," said the Doctor,when Hullfish was gone. But his serious, almost stern look
returnedimmediately, as he continued,--"Now to solve this mystery, and findout what this
wretched boy has been doing. Come, you and Mac, help meto understand him."

When we had told the Doctor all we knew of the lad, he pondered longover our recital.

"One thing is certain," said he: "the boy is innocent in intention,whatever he has done, and we
must stand by him,--you twoparticularly; for you are to blame, if he has got himself into
anypredicament."

"The boy has done nothing wrong, Thorne," said Mac, sturdily; "he mayhave been trapped, or
got himself involved somehow, but he nevercould have committed any crime capable of
superinducing such anattack as this."

The Doctor shook his head.

"You may be right, my friend,--and I hope you are, for the child'ssake, for it will certainly kill him,
if he has. But I never trust anintense imagination when morbidly excited, and I have read of
somestrange freaks done by persons under the influence of that infernal_hashish_. However,
trust me, I shall find out what is the matterbefore long, and bring the boy round nicely. He is
improving fastnow, and all we have to do is to avert another attack."

Thank Heaven, in a day or two Clarian was pronounced to be out ofdanger, and promising rapid
recovery. We had removed him to ourrooms, as soon as the violence of the convulsion left him,
in orderto spare him the associations connected with his own abode. Still,the lad continued very
weak, and Thorne said he had never seen soslight an attack followed by such extreme
prostration. Then it did myheart good to see how my chum transformed himself into the
tenderest,the most efficient of nurses. He laid aside entirely his brusquemanner, talked in the
softest tones, stole noiselessly about ourrooms, and showed all the tender solicitude, all the
quiet"handiness" of a gentle woman. I could see that Clarian loved to havehim at his bedside,
and to feel his caressing hand.

"You see, Ned," Mac would say, in a deprecatory tone that amused mevastly, "I really pity the
poor little devil, and can't help doingall in my power for him. He's such a soft little
ass,--confoundThorne! he makes me mad with his cursed suspicions!--and then the boyis out of
place here in this rough-and-tumble tiltyard. Reminds me ofa delicate wineglass crowded in
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among a ruck of ale flagons andbattered quart-cups."

But, though we rejoiced to see that Clarian's health promised to bebetter than it had been for
months, we did not fail to notice withregret and apprehension, that, as he grew physically better
andmentally clearer, a darkening cloud settled over his whole being,until he seemed on the
point of drowning in the depths of anirremediable dejection and despair. Besides this, he was
ever on thepoint of telling us something, which he yet failed of courage to putinto words; and
Thorne, noticing this, when, one day, we were allseated round the bed, while the lad fixed his
shaded, large, mournfuleyes upon us with a painfully imploring look, said suddenly, hisfingers
upon Clarian's pulse,--

"You have something to say to us,--a confession to make, Clarian."

The boy flushed and shuddered, but did not falter, as he replied,"Yes."

"You must withhold it until you are well again. I know what it is."

Clarian quickly withdrew his hand from the Doctor's grasp.

"You know it, and yet here, touching me? Impossible! entirelyimpossible!"

"Oh, as to that," said Thorne, with a cool shrug of the shoulders,"you must remember that _our_
relations are simply those of physicianand patient. Other things have nought to do with it. And,
as yourphysician, I require you to withhold the matter until you are wellenough to face the
world."

"No,--I must reap where I have sown. I have no right to impose uponmy friends any longer."

"Bad news travel fast enough, Clarian, and there is no wisdom inlosing a friend so long as you
can retain him."

"I do not see the force of your reasoning, Dr. Thorne. I have enoughto answer for, without the
additional contumely of being called animpostor."

"For your mother's sake, Clarian, I command you to wait. Spare _her_what pain you can, at
least."

"My mother! Oh, my God, do not name her! do not name her!"

And he burst into the only tears I ever saw him shed, hiding his facein the bed-clothes, and
sobbing piteously.

"What does this mean?" said Mac, as soon as we were where Clariancould not hear us. "What
have you found out?"

"Positively nothing more than you know already," answered Thorne.

"Nothing?" echoed Mac, very indignantly; "you speak very confidentlyfor one having such poor
grounds."
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"My dear Mac," said Thorne, kindly, "do you think I am not as muchconcerned about Clarian as
you are? Positively, I would give half Iown to arrive at a satisfactory solution of this mystery. But
whatcan we do? The boy believes himself a great criminal. Do you not seeat once, that, if we
permit him to confess his crime, he will insistupon taking himself out of our keeping,--commit
suicide, get himselfsent to the madhouse, or anyhow lose our care and our soothinginfluence?
We cannot relieve him until we restore his strength andcomposure. All we can do now is to
watch him, soothe him, and by allmeans stave off this confession until he is stronger. It would
killhim to face a charge now. I am inquiring quietly, and, if anythingserious has happened, shall
be sure to find out his connection withit."

Though we rebelled against the Doctor's conclusions, we could not butsee the prudence of the
course he advised, and so we sat down towatch our poor little friend, gnawed with bitter anxiety,
and feelinga sad consciousness that the disease itself under which he sufferedwas beyond our
skilfullest surgery, and one that inevitablythreatened the saddest consequences. A man has
grand powers ofrecovery, so long as his _spirit_ is free; but let him once bepersuaded that his
soul is chained down forever in adamantinefetters, and, though, like Prometheus, he may
endure with silence,patience, even divinely, he is nevertheless utterly incapable of anypositive
effort towards recuperation. His faith becomes, by a subtilelaw of our being, his fact; the
mountain is gifted with actualmotion, and rewards the temerity of his zeal by falling upon him
andcrushing him forever. Such a person moves on, perchance, like a deep,noble river, in calm
and silence, but still moves on, inevitablydestined to lose himself in the common ocean. And this
was thepromise of Clarian's case. Whatever was his hidden woe, howevertrivial its rational
results, or baseless its causes, it had beyondremedy seized upon his soul, and we knew, that,
unless it could bedone away with at the source, the end was certain: first the fury,then the
apathy of madness. He was no longer tortured with a visiblehaunting presence, such as had
borne him down on that fatal night,but we saw plainly that he had taken the spectre into his own
breast,and nursed it, as a bosom serpent, upon his rapidly exhaustingenergies.

Happily for us,--ere Clarian was quite beyond recovery, while Macstill tore his hair in rage at his
own impotence, while the Doctorstill pursued his researches with the sedateness of a
philosopher,and I was using what power I had to alleviate my little friend'smisery,--that subtile
and mysterious agency, which, in our blindnessand need, we term Chance, interposed its
offices, rolled away thecloud from the mystery, and, like a good angel, rescued Clarian, evenas
he was tottering upon the very brink of the dismal precipice towhose borders he had innocently
strayed.

I shall never forget that pleasant June day. It was the first timethat Clarian had been out since
his illness; and I was his singlecompanion, as he strayed slowly along through the college
grounds,leaning tremulously upon my arm, dragging his feet languidly over thepebbled walks,
and drinking in the warm, fresh, quivering air with amanner that, although apathetic, still spoke
of some power ofenjoyment. It was during the hour for the forenoon recitation, andthe elm-
shaded campus was entirely free of students. As Clarianwalked along, his eyes bent down, I
heard him murmuring thatdelicious verse of George Herbert's,--

"Sweet day! so cool, so calm, so bright,The bridal of the earth and sky!The dew shall weep thy
fall to-night,For thou must die!"

"'For thou must die,'--so sad! And yet the thought itself of death isnot that which saddens us so,
do you think, Ned?" he went on, Ihearing his words without heeding them,--for I was looking just
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thentowards the outer gate next the President's house, through which Isaw Dr. Thorne coming
rapidly, accompanied by a stout, middle-agedman, having the dress and appearance of a well-
to-do farmer,--"Notthe thought, simply, 'Thou must die,'" repeated Clarian, in hisplaintive
murmur, "but the feeling that all this decay and death isof ourselves, and could be averted by
ourselves, had we onlyself-control, could we only keep ourselves pure, and so be ever near
Godand _of_ Him. _There's_ cause for a deeper melancholy, poignantertears than ever
Jacques shed."

Dr. Thorne and his companion were now quite near, coming towards uson the same path, when
I saw the stranger slap his thighenergetically and catch Thorne by the arm, while he exclaimed
intones of boisterous surprise,--

"Why, there's the very little chap, as I'm alive!"

I had half a glimpse of the Doctor's seizing his companion andclapping one hand over his
mouth, as if to prevent him from sayingmore,--but it was too late. At the sound of the man's
voice I feltClarian bound electrically. He looked up,--over his face began tocome again that
terrible anguish of the night of the picture, but themuscles seemed too weak to bring it all
back,--he grew limp againstme,--his arms hung inert at his side,--a word that sounded
like"Spare me!" gurgled in his throat,--a feeble shudder shook him, and,ere I could interpose my
arm, he sank in a heap at my feet, white,and cold, and lifeless. Before I had raised him, Thorne
and the mansprang to my aid, and the latter, bending over with eager haste, tookthe thin white
hands in his own, half caressing them, half fearing tograsp them, speaking to him the while in
tones of frightenedentreaty, that, on any other occasion, would have been ludicrousenough.

"Come, now, my little man," said he,--"come, don't be afeard, _don't_be afeard of me! Dan
Buckhurst won't harm ye, not for the world, poorchild! Come, stand up! 'Twas all a joke. Come,
come!--My God! Doctor,he a'n't dead, is he?" cried he to Thorne, in horror.

"If he is, you have killed him, you damned old fool, you!" respondedThorne, impetuously,
thrusting the man aside with an angry gesture,and bending down to examine the lad's inert
form. "Thank God, Ned,"said he at last, "it is only a swoon this time, and we'll soon havehim all
right. We must get him to bed, though. Here, Buckhurst, youare the strongest; stop whimpering
there, you old jackanapes, andbring him along."

Buckhurst quickly obeyed, lifting Clarian up in his arms as gentlyand tenderly as if he had been
an infant, and following Thorne, wholed the way to our rooms. There the lad was placed upon
the bed withwhich he had become only too familiar, and the Doctor, by means ofhis restoratives,
soon had the satisfaction of recalling breath andmotion. As soon as the boy's sighs gave
evidence of returningvitality, Thorne thrust us all from the room, including Mac, who hadnow
come in from class, saying to Buckhurst,--

"Now, Sir, tell them all about it,--and wait here; I shall want youpresently." With which words he
closed the door upon us, and returnedto his patient.

Mr. Buckhurst refused the chair tendered him by Mac, and paced up anddown the room in a
state of immense perturbation.

"Well, I never!" said he, "well, I never! It taken me all aback,Sir," added he, turning to me. "Did
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you ever see anything like it?Why, he's jest like a gal! Dang it, Sir! my Molly a'n't half asnervous
as he is. I hope he'll get well,--I raelly do, now. Iwouldn't hev had it happen for I dunno what,
now, indeed!" And heresumed his walk, repeating to himself, "Well, I never! Who'd 'a'judged
'twas a child like that?"

"May I beg to know what you refer to, Mr. Buckhurst?" asked Mac, withconsiderable impatience
in his tones.

"Eh,--what? He's mighty delicate, a'n't he?" said the man, with histhumb indicating the next
room.

"Very delicate indeed, Sir,--perhaps you can explain the cause of hispresent attack," said I,
angrily; for I had begun to think, fromBuckhurst's manner, that he had been guilty of some
practical jokeupon Clarian. I saw the fire of a similar suspicion blazing in Mac'seyes; and I fear,
had our conclusions been verified, the worthy Mr.Buckhurst would have fared very badly at our
hands, spite the laws ofhospitality.

"What! did he never tell you? Of course not, though, being sick eversence, and thinking me
dead, too. Well, I'll tell you: but mind, youmustn't banter the child about it, for he can't stand
it,--thoughit's only a joke. Might have been serious, to be sure, but, as thingsturns out, a pretty
good joke, to my notion,--though I'm rael sorry_he's_ been so bad about it."

Mac rose, removed his coat, and marched deliberately up to our guest."See here, Sir," said he
in his deepest bass voice, which his darkfrown made still more ominous, "do you mean us to
infer that you havebeen making that child Clarian the victim of any of your infernal_jokes_, as
you style them?"

Buckhurst stared a moment, and then, seeming to comprehend the driftof Mac's words, burst
into a hearty laugh.

"No, Sir!" he shouted, "the shoe's on the other foot, thank the Lord!The boy himself played the
joke, or trick, whatever it was. Dr.Thorne tells me he was kind of crazy, from drinking laudanum,
or somesech pisonous matter. Howsever that was, I'm sure he didn't do it inairnest,--thought so
from the very first,--and now I've had a goodlook at his face, I'd swear to it"

"What did he do?" asked Mac, hurriedly.

Buckhurst laughed in that hearty way of his. Said he,--

"I'll wager you a stack of hay agin them books yander you couldn'tguess in a week now. What
d'ye think it was? Ho! ho! Why, why, thelittle rascal shoved me into the canawl!"

"Shoved you into the canal!" echoed I, while Mac, looking first athim, then at me, finally burst
into a peal of laughter, shouting thewhile,--

"Bravo! There's your 'experience' philosophy, Ned Blount! Catch meteaching milksops again!
Go on, Buckhurst, tell us all about it."

"Yes," said Mr. Buckhurst, apparently quite pleased to see that welaughed with him. "It don't
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look like it was in the nature of things,somehow, does it? Fact, though, he did indeed. Shoved
me right in, soquick I didn't know what the Devil was the matter, until I sousedkersplash! and
see him taking out over the drawbridge like mad."

"When was that, Mr. Buckhurst?"

"Jest inside of a month ago, Sir, one night."

"_Sapperment_, Ned! that was the time of the 'herb Pantagruelion'!--Well, what were you doing
on the canal at that hour?" asked Mac,slyly.

"No, you needn't, now,--I see you wink at him,--honor bright. I'dbeen up to town, to take a mess
o' clams at Giberson's, with maybe asprinklin' of his apple-jack,--nothing else,--and I was on my
wayhome,--to Skillman's tavern at the _depot_, you know,--and I'd jeststopped a piece, and was
a-standing there, looking at the moon in thewater, when he tipped me over. I tell you, I was mad
when I crawledout wet as a rat; and if I'd ketched him then, you may depend uponit, I'd 'a' given
his jacket a precious warming. As I said, he runoff, but jest as I turned towards the tavern, I see
him a-comingback, kinder wild-like; so I slipped behind a lumber-pile, hoping hemight come over
the bridge, so I could lay my fingers on him. Themoon was about its highest, so I could see his
face, plain as day,--white,--skim-milk warn't a circumstance to it,--and his eyes wideopen as
they could stretch. I tell you, he was wild! He looked up anddown a bit, mumbled somethin' I
couldn't make out, and then what doyou think that boy did? Why, he jumped in, clothes and all,
bold as alion,--plainly to save me from drowning, and me all the time a-spyin'at him from behind
a lumber-pile! He was sarching for me, I knowed,for he swum up and down jest about there for
the space maybe of aquarter of an hour. And when he give it up at last, and come out, hekinder
sunk down on the tow-path, and I heard him say plain enough,though he only whispered it,--jest
like a woman actor I see down toYork oncet, playin' in Guy something or other,--she was a sort
of anold gypsy devil,--says he, 'I am a murderer, then!' Thinks I, 'Sonny,all but the murderer!'
And as he stood up again, he 'peared to sufferso, his face was so white, and his knees so
shaky, that I says tomyself, 'Dan, you've carried the joke far enough.' So I sings out tohim, and
comes out from behind the lumber-stack, but, Lord bless ye!he jest peeped round over his
shoulder oncet, gave a kind of chokin'scream like, and put out up the road as if the Devil was
after him. Iknowed it warn't no use to follow him, so I got on a dry shirt andwent to bed. The next
day I went home, and I'd mighty near forgot allabout it, only today I came to see Dr. Thorne for
somethin' to do mycold good, and he wantin' to know how I ketched it brought the wholematter
back again."

"You're an old brick, Buckhurst!" cried Mac, giving the jovial farmera thundering slap on the
back, and a hearty grasp of his hand; "andyou shall drink the boy's health with Ned and me this
day, or I'llknow the reason why. Ned Blount, a'n't it glorious? Said I not, youill-omened bird, said
I not, _'Il y a toujours un Dieu pour lesenfans et pour les ivrognes'_?--So you came down with
Thorne to easethe poor little fellow's mind, did you, Buckhurst? That's right, andyou shall see
the picture, by Jove! And you'll say, when you see it,that such a picture were cheap at the cost
of duckings for a dozenBuckhursts. Now tell me truly, what do you think made him push youin?

"Of course, it was the pison, Sir,--a baby like that wouldn't harm aflea. I thought maybe, until I
see Dr. Thorne, that he done it out ofmischieviousness, as boys will do, you know,--jest as they
steal afeller's apples, and knock his turkeys of'n the roost,--but yander'snot one of them kind; so
he must 'a' been crazy, and I'm rael sorryhe's been so bad put to about it,--I am, indeed."
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Here the inner door was opened, and Thorne joined us, with a moistureabout his eyes that he
used afterwards to deny most vehemently.

"Buckhurst, he wants to see you; go in there," said he,--adding, in alower tone, "Now, mind you,
the child's delicate as spun glass; so becareful."

"Come in, Mr. Buckhurst," called Clarian.

The worthy farmer looked to right and left, as if he would muchrather have made his escape,
but, impelled by a shove from theDoctor, he ran his fingers through his coarse hair, and, with a
veryred and "I-wish-I-was-out-of-this" face, went in, closing the doorbehind him.

"Phew!" said Thorne, seating himself somewhat testily, after havingfilled and lighted a
pipe,--"Phew! So that's over, and I a'n't sorry;it's as bad as reading the 'Diary of a Physician.'
The boy will beall right now, and the lesson won't hurt him, though it has been arough one. But
no more metaphysics for him, Ned Blount! And, boys,let this be a warning to you. He's too brittle
a toy to be handled inyour rough fashion."

"You needn't tell us that, Thorne," said Mac, drawing a long breath."Catch me kicking over
children's baby-houses again, or telling 'emghost-stories in the dark!"

"He vows never again to touch brush, crayon, or pencil; and if he isthe devotee you describe
him to be, Ned, I would not advise you tooppose him in his determination. You must keep him
here tillvacation, and next term he can exchange his room. Macbeth's companywill never be
very agreeable to him, I should judge; and it will notdo to let him destroy the picture."

Thorne puffed away vigorously for a minute or two.

"That boy ought to turn preacher, Mac. He touched me nearer just nowthan I have been
touched for an age.

"'His voice was a sweet tremble in mine ear,Made tunable with every saddest grief,Till those sad
eyes, so spiritual and clear,'

almost persuaded me to follow the example of divine Achilles and'refresh my soul with tears.'
He has that tear-bringing privilege ofgenius, to a certainty."

And so it seemed, indeed; for presently the worthy Mr. Buckhurst madehis reappearance in
quite a sad state, mopping his red face andswollen eyes most vigorously with a figured cotton
handkerchief, andproclaiming, with as much intelligibility as the cold in his head andthe peculiar
circumstances of the case would admit of, that he'd "bedagg'd ef he hadd't raver be chucked
idto _two_ cadawls dad 'ave datiddocedt baby beggid his pardod about de codfouded duckid!
Wat dehell did _he_ care about gittid wet, he'd like to kdow?Dodsedse!--'twad all dud id fud,
adyhow!"

----"And now _you_, my dear, dear friends," said Clarian, turning hissad, full eyes upon us, and
calling us to his side, and to his arms.

But I shall draw a veil over that interview.
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That night, after we had talked long and lovingly together, and werenow sitting, each absorbed
in his own thoughts, and emulating thequiet that reigned around college, Clarian softly joined
us, andplaced an open book in Mac's hands.

"Will you, dear Mac?" murmured he.

Then Mac, all full of solemn emotion, read through the grand periodsof the Church Litany, and
when he had finished, Clarian, with athrilling "Let us pray," offered up such a thanksgiving as I
hadnever heard, praying to the kind Father who had so mercifullyextricated him, that our paths
might still be enlightened, and ourwalks made humble and righteous.

"Clarian," said Mac, after a pause, when we were again on our feet,--he laid his hands on the
boy's shoulders, as he spoke, and lookedinto his eyes,--"Clarian, would it have happened, if you
had nottaken that foul drug?"

Clarian shuddered, and covered up his face in his hands.

"Do not ask me, dear Mac! do not ask me! Oh, be sure, my aims, Ithought, were noble, and
myself I thought so pure!--but--I cannotsay, Mac, I cannot say.

"'We are so weak, we know our motives least In their confusedbeginning.'"

"At least, Clarian," said Mac, after a while, his deep voicewonderfully refined with strong
emotion, "at least, the picture wasnot painted in vain. Even as it is in the play, Banquo died that
hisissue might reign after him; and this lesson of ours will bear fruitfar mightier than the trifling
pains of its parturition. Ay, Clarian,your picture has not been vainly painted.--And now, Ned,"
said he,rising, "we must put our baby to bed; for he is to wake earlyto-morrow, and know himself
a man!"

SPRING.

Doves on the sunny eaves are cooing,The chip-bird trills from the apple-tree,Blossoms are
bursting and leaves renewing,And the crocus darts up the spring to see.

Spring has come with a smile of blessing,Kissing the earth with her soft warm breath,Till it
blushes in flowers at her gentle caressing,And wakes from the winter's dream of death.

Spring has come! The rills, as they glisten,Sing to the pebbles and greening grass;Under the
sward the violets listen,And dream of the sky as they hear her pass.

Coyest of roses feel her coming,Swelling their buds with a promise to her,--And the wild bee
hears her, around them humming,And booms about with a joyous stir.

Oaks, that the bark of a century covers,Feel ye the spell, as ye groan and sigh?Say,--does her
spirit that round you hoversWhisper of youth and love gone by?

Windows are open,--the pensive maidenLeans o'er the sill with a wistful sigh,Her heart with
tender longings o'erladen,And a happy sadness, she knows not why.
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For we and the trees are brothers in nature;--We feel in our veins the season's thrillIn hopes that
reach to a higher stature,In blind dim longings beyond our will.

Whence dost thou come, O joyous spirit?From realms beyond this human ken,To paint with
beauty the earth we inherit,And soften to love the hearts of men?

Dear angel! that blowest with breath of gladnessThe trump to waken the year in its grave,Shall
we not hear, after death's deep sadness,A voice as tender to gladden and save?

Dost thou not sing a constant promiseThat joy shall follow that other voice,--That nothing of
good shall be taken from us,But all who hear it shall rise, to rejoice?

RUFUS CHOATE.

Mr. Choate's mind was so complex, peculiar, and original,--so foreignin temperament and spirit
to the more representative traits of NewEngland character,--so large, philosophic, and
sagacious in visionand survey of great questions, and so dramatic and vehement in
theirexposition and enforcement,--so judicial and conservative in alwaysmaintaining in his
arguments the balance and relation ofinterdependent principles, and so often in details marring
the mostexquisite poetry with the wildest extravagancies of style,--so freefrom mere vulgar tricks
of effect, and so full of imaginativetricksiness and surprises,--so mischievous, subtle,
mysterious,elusive, Protean,--that it is no wonder he has been more admired andmore
misunderstood than any eminent American of his time. It wasbecause of these unaccustomed
qualities of mind that matter-of-factlawyers and judges came slowly but surely to Mr.
Webster'sconclusion, that he was "the most accomplished of American lawyers,"whether
arguing to courts or juries. In the same way, criticallycorrect but unimaginative scholars, who
"can pardon anything but afalse quantity,"--who "see the hair on the rope, but not the rope,"and
detect minute errors, but not poetic apprehension,--admitted atlast the fulness and variety of his
scholastic attainments. Andperhaps the finest tribute to the power and subtlety of his
influencewas, that, to the last, juries, who began cases by steelingthemselves against it, and
who ended by giving him their verdicts,maintained that they were not at all influenced by
him,--so profound,so complete, and so unconscious had been the spell this man of geniushad
woven around them.

When it is remembered that a great lawyer in the United States iscalled upon (as he is not in
England) to practise in all our courts,civil and criminal, law, equity, and admiralty, and, in
addition toall the complicated questions between parties, involving life,liberty, and property,
arising therein, that he is to know anddiscuss our whole scheme of government, from questions
under itspatent laws up to questions of jurisdiction and constitutionallaw,--it will be seen what a
field there is for the exhibition of thehighest talents, and how few lawyers in the country can
becomeeminent in all these various and important departments of mentallabor. In their whole
extent Mr. Choate was not only thoroughlyinformed as a student and profound as a reasoner,
but his geniusproduced such a fusion of imagination and understanding as to givecreativeness
to argumentation and philosophy to treatment of facts.

We propose to try to give some idea of those mental characteristicsand peculiarities in which he
differed from other lawyers, and toindicate some salient points of his genius and nature which
went tomake up so original and interesting an individuality. Immense laborand talent will no
more produce genius or its results, than merenatural genius, without their aid and
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instrumentality, can reach andmaintain the highest rank in any of the great departments of life
orthought. With true genius, imagination is, to be sure, paramount togreat and balanced
faculties; but genius is always demonstrating itssuperiority to talent as well by its greater rapidity
and certaintyin seizing, arranging, and holding facts, and by the extent of itsacquisitions, as by
its superior philosophic and artistic grasp andvision.

Though Mr. Choate was so much more than a mere lawyer, it was incourt that he displayed the
full force and variety of his powers._Hic currus et arma_. We shall, however, speak more
especially of hisjury-trials, because in them more of his whole nature was broughtinto play, and
because of them and of his management of them there isand can be no full record. The
arguments and triumphs of the greatadvocate are almost as evanescent and traditionary as
theconversation of great talkers like Coleridge. In what we have to saywe cannot be expected to
call up the arguments and cases themselves,and we must necessarily be confined to a
somewhat general statementof certain mental qualities and characteristics which were of
thesecret of his power. We shall be rewarded, if we succeed in giving inmere outline some
explanation of the fact, that so much of interestand something of mystery attach themselves
throughout the country tohis name and genius.

A jury-trial is in itself dramatic; but mere eloquence is but a smallpart of what is demanded of a
great advocate. Luther Martin andJeremiah Mason were the most eminent American examples
of the verymany great jury-lawyers who were almost destitute of all that makesup popular
eloquence. A jury-lawyer is of course greater with it, buthe can do entirely without it. Almost all
great trials appeal to theintellects rather than to the passions of jurors. What an advocateneeds
first is thorough knowledge of law, and that adaptiveness andreadiness of faculty which are
never surprised into forgetfulness orconfusion, so that he can instantly see, meet, reason upon,
and applyhis legal learning to the unexpected as well as the expected pointsof law and
evidence as they arise in a case. Secondly, he must havethorough knowledge of human nature:
he must not only profoundlydiscuss motives in their relations to the laws of the human mind,
andpractically reconcile motives with conduct as they relate to theparties and witnesses in his
cases, but he must prepare, present,develop, guide, and finally argue his case, within the rules
of law,with strict reference to its effect upon the differing minds oftwelve men. It would be
difficult to name any other field of publicmental effort which demands and gives scope for such
variety offaculty and accomplishment.

Whatever may have been Mr. Choate's defects of character or of style,no competent judge ever
saw his management of any case in court, fromits opening to its close, without recognizing that
he was a man ofgenius. It mattered not whether the amount involved was little orgreat, whether
the parties were rich or poor, wise or ignorant,whether the subject-matter was dry or
fertile,--such were hisimaginative insight, his knowledge of law and of human nature,
hisperfection of arrangement, under which every point was treated fully,but none unduly, his
consummate tact and tactics, his command oflanguage in all its richness and delicacy to
express the fullestforce and the nicest shades of his meaning, and his haggard beauty ofperson
and grace of nature, that every case rose to dramatic dignityand to its largest relations to law,
psychology, and poetry; andthus, while giving it artistic unity and completeness, he all themore
enforced his arguments and insured his success. How widelydifferent in method and
surroundings from the poet's exercise of thecreative faculty in the calm of thought and
retirement, on a selectedtopic and in selected hours of inspiration, was his entering, withlittle
notice or preparation, into a case involving complicatedquestions of law and fact, with only a
partial knowledge of the caseof his antagonist! met at point after point by unexpected
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evidenceand rulings of law, often involving such instantaneous decisions asto change his whole
combinations and method of attack; examiningwitnesses with unerring skill, whom he was at
once too chivalrous andtoo wise to browbeat; arguing to the court unexpected questions oflaw
with full and available legal learning; carrying in his mind thecase, and the known or surmised
plan of attack of his antagonist, andshaping his own case to meet it; holding an exquisitely
sensitivephysical and mental organization in such perfect control as never tobe irritated or
disturbed; throwing his whole force on a given point,and rising to a joyousness of power in
meeting the great obstacles tohis success; and finally, with little or no respite for
preparation,weaving visibly, as it were, before the mental eye, from all theseelicited materials,
his closing argument, which, as we have said, wasall the more effective, because profound
reasoning and exquisite tactand influence were involved in it as a work of art.

He had the temperament of the great actors,--that of the elder Keanand the elder Booth, not of
Kemble and Macready,--and, like them, hadthe power of almost instantly passing into the nature
and thought andemotion of another, and of not only absolutely realizing them, but ofrealizing
them all the more completely because he had at the sametime perfect self-direction and self-
control. The absurd question isoften asked, whether an actor is ever the character he
representsthroughout a whole play. He could be so, only if insane. But everygreat actor and
orator must be capable of instantaneous abandonmentto his part, and of as instantaneous
withdrawal from it,--like theelder Booth, joking one minute at a side-scene and in the next
havingthe big tears of a realized Lear running down his cheeks. An eminentcritic says,--"Genius
always lights its own fire,"--and this constantdouble process of mind,--one of self-direction and
self-control, theother of absolute abandonment and identification,--each the morecomplete for
the other,--the dramatic poet, the impassioned orator,and the great interpretative actor, all
know, whenever the whole mindand nature are in their highest action. Mr. Choate, therefore,
frompure force of mental constitution, threw himself into the life andposition of the parties and
witnesses in a jury-case, and theynecessarily became _dramatis personae_, and moved in an
atmosphere ofhis own creation. His narrative was the simplest and most artisticexhibition of his
case thus seen and presented from the point oftheir lives and natures, and not from the dry
facts and points of hiscase; and his argument was all the more perfect, because notexhibited in
skeleton nakedness, but incorporated and intertwinedwith the interior and essential life of
persons and events. It was inthis way that he effected the acquittal of Tirrell, whom anymatter-of-
fact lawyer, however able, would have argued straight to thegallows; and yet we have the
highest judicial authority for sayingthat in that case he did his simple technical duty,
withoutinterposing his own opinions or convictions. We shall say a word,before we close, of the
charge that he surrendered himself toocompletely to his client; but to a great degree the
explanation andthe excuse at once lie in this dramatic imagination, which was of theessence of
his genius and influence, and through which he lived thelife, shared the views, and identified
himself with a great actor'srealization, in _the part_ of his client.

In making real to himself the nature, life, and position of hisclient,--in gathering from him and his
witnesses, in the preparationand trial of his case, its main facts and direction, as colored
orinflamed by his client's opinions, passions, and motives,--and inseeking their explanation in
the egotism and idiosyncrasy which hisown sympathetic insight penetrated and harmonized into
a consistentindividuality,--he, of course, knew his client better than his clientknew himself; he
conceived him as an actor conceives character, and,in a great measure, saw with his eyes from
his point of view, and, inthe argument of his case, gave clear expression and
consistentcharacterization to his nature and to his partisan views in theirrelations to the history
of the case. We have seen his clients sitlistening to the story of their own lives and conduct,
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held off inartistic relief and in dramatic relation, with tears running downcheeks which had not
been moistened by the actual events themselves,re-presented by his arguments in such
coloring and perspective.

As a part of this power of merging his own individuality in that ofhis client was his absolute
freedom from egotism, conceit,self-assertion, and personal pride of opinion. Such an instance
is, ofcourse, exceptional. Nearly all the eminent jury-lawyers we haveknown have been,
consciously or unconsciously, self-asserting, andtheir individuality rather than that of their clients
has beenimpressed upon juries. An advocate with a great jury-reputation hastwo victories to
win: the first, to overcome the determination of thejury to steel themselves against his influence;
the second, toconvince their judgments. Mr. Choate's self-surrender was so completethat they
soon forgot him, because he forgot himself in his case;nothing personally demonstrative or
antagonistic induced obstinacy oropposition, and every door was soon wide open to sympathy
andconviction. If an advocate is conceited, or vain, or self-important,or if he thinks of producing
effects as well for himself as for hisclient, or if his nature is hard and unadaptive,--great
abilitiesdisplay these qualities, instead of hiding them, and they make arefracting medium
between a case and the minds of a jury. Mr. Choatewas more completely free from them than
any able man we ever knew.Any one of them would have been in complete contradiction to
thewhole composition and current of his nature. Though conscious of hispowers, he was
thoroughly and lovingly modest. It was because hethought so little of himself and so much of his
client that he nevermade personal issues, and was never diverted by them from his strictand full
duty. Instead of "greatly finding quarrel in a straw," wheresome supposed honor was at stake,
he would suffer himself rather thanthat his case should suffer. Early in his practice, when a
friendtold him he bore too much from opposing counsel without rebukingthem, he said: "Do you
suppose I care what those men say? I want toget my client's case." Want of pugnacity too often
passes for want ofcourage. We have seen him in positions where we wished he could
havebeen more personally demonstrative, and (to apply the language of thering to the contests
of the court-room) that he could have stoodstill and struck straight from the shoulder; but when
we remember howperfectly he saw through and through the faults and foibles of men,how his
mischievous and genial irony, when it touched personalcharacter, stamped and characterized it
for life, and how keen wasthe edge and how fine the play of every weapon in his full armory
ofsarcasm and ridicule, (of which his speech in the Senate in reply toMr. McDuffie's
personalities gives masterly exhibition,) we arethankful that his sensibility was so exquisite and
his temper sosweet, that he was a delight instead of a terror, and that he wasloved instead of
feared. Delicacy should be commensurate to power,that each may be complete. It would seem
almost impossible that alawyer with a practice truly immense, passing a great part of hislife in
public and heated contests and in discussing and oftenseverely criticizing the motives and
conduct of parties andwitnesses, should not make many enemies; but he was so
essentiallymodest, simple, gentlemanly, and tender, so considerate of thefeelings of others, so
evidently trying to mitigate the pain which itwas often his duty to inflict, that we never heard of
his searchingand subtile examination of witnesses, or his profound and exhaustiveanalysis of
character and motive, or his instantaneous andirresistible retorts upon counsel, creating or
leaving behind him, inthe bar or out of it, malice or ill-will in a human being. One of themost
touching and beautiful things we ever saw in a court-room wouldhave been in other hands
purely painful and repulsive. It was hisexamination of the wretched women who were witnesses
in the Tirrellcase. His tact in eliciting what was necessary to be known, and whichthey would
have concealed, was forgotten and lost in his chivalrousand Christian recognition of their
common humanity, and in hisgentlemanly thoughtfulness that even they were still women,
withfeelings yet sensitive to eye and word.
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In jury-trials it would be foolish to judge style by severe orclassic standards. If an advocate have
skill and insight and adequatepowers of expression, his style must yield and vary with
thecircumstances of different cases and the minds of different juriesand jurors. When a friend of
Erskine asked him, at the close of ajury-argument, why he so unusually and iteratively, and with
suchsingular illustration, prolonged one part of his case, he said,--"Ittook me two hours to make
that fat man with the buff waistcoat jointhe eleven!"

All men of great powers of practical influence over the minds of menknow how stupid and dull of
apprehension the mass of mankind are; andno one knows better than a great jury-lawyer in how
many differentways it is often necessary to present arguments, and how they must bepressed,
urged, and _hammered_ into most men's minds. He isendeavoring to persuade and convince
twelve men upon a question inwhich they have no direct pecuniary or personal interest, and he
mustmore or less know and adapt his reasoning and his style to eachjuror's mind. He should
know no audience but the judge and thesetwelve men. Retainers never seek and should not
find counsel whoaddress jurors with classical or formal correctness. Napoleon, at St.Helena,
after reading one of his bulletins, which had produced thegreat and exact effect for which he
had intended it, exclaimed,--"Andyet they said I couldn't write!"

The true Yankee is suspicious of eloquence, and "stops a metaphorlike a suspected person in
an enemy's country." A stranger, wholooked in for a few minutes upon one of Mr. Choate's jury-
arguments,and saw a lawyer with a lithe and elastic figure of about five feetand eleven inches,
with a face not merely of a scholarly paleness,but wrinkled all over, and, as it were, scathed with
thought and withpast nervous and intellectual struggles, yet still beautiful, withblack hair curling
as if from heat and dewy from heightened actionand intensity of thought and feeling, and heard
a clear, sympathetic,and varying voice uttering rapidly and unhesitatingly, sometimes withsweet
caesural and almost monotonous cadences, and again withstartling and electric shocks,
language now exquisitely delicate andpoetic, now vehement in its direct force, and again
decorated andwild with Eastern extravagance and fervor of fancy, would havethought him the
last man to have been born on New England soil, or toconvince the judgments of twelve Yankee
jurors. But those twelve men,if he had opened the case himself, had been quietly, simply,
andsympathetically led into a knowledge of its facts in connection withits actors and their
motives; they had seen how calmly and with whattact he had examined his witnesses, how
ready, graceful, and unheatedhad been his arguments to the court, and how complete
throughout hadbeen his self-possession and self-control; they had, moreover,learned and
become interested in the case, and were no longer thesame hard and dispassionate men with
whom he had begun, and theyknew, as the casual spectator could not know, how systematically
hewas arguing while he was also vehemently enforcing his case. _He_,meanwhile, knew his
twelve men, and what arguments, appeals, andillustrations were needed to reach the minds of
one or all. He didnot care how certain extravagances of style struck the criticalspectator, if they
stamped and riveted certain points of his case inthe minds of his jury. With the keenest
perception of the ridiculoushimself, he did not hesitate to say things which, disconnected
fromhis purpose, might seem ridiculous. One consequence of theseaudacities of expression
was, that, when it became necessary for himto be iterative, he was never tedious. They gave full
play to hisimaginative humor and irony, and to his poetic unexpectedness andsurprises. A wise
observer, hearing him try a case from first tolast, while recognizing those higher qualities of
genius which wehave before described, saw, that, for all the purposes of persuasionand
argumentation, for conveying his meaning in its full force and inits most delicate distinctions and
shadings, for analytic reasoningor for the "clothing upon" of the imagination, for all the
essentialobjects and vital uses of language, his style was perfect for hispurpose and for his
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audience. His excesses came from surplus powerand dramatic intensity, and were pardoned by
all imaginative minds tothe real genius with which they were informed.

Every great advocate must, at times, especially in the trial ofcapital cases, be held popularly
responsible for the acquittal of menwhom the public has prejudged to be guilty. This
unreasoning,impulsive, and irresponsible public never stops to inform itself;never discriminates
between legal acumen and pettifogging trickery,between doing one's full duty to his client and
interposing ormisrepresenting his own personal opinions; and never remembers thatthe
functions of law and the practice of law are to prevent and topunish crime, to ascertain the truth,
and to determine and enforcejustice,--that trial by jury, and the other means and methods
throughwhich justice is administered, are founded in the largest wisdom,philanthropy, and
experience,--that they cannot work perfectly,because human nature is imperfect, but they
constitute the bestpractical system for the application of abstract principles of rightto the
complicated affairs of life which the world has yet seen, andwhich steadily improves as our race
improves,--and that every greatlawyer is aiding in elucidating truth and in administering
justice,when doing his duty to his client under this system. Our trial byjury has its imperfections;
but, laying aside its demonstrated valueand necessity in great struggles for freedom, before and
since thetime of Erskine, no better scheme can be devised to do its great andindispensable
work. The very things which seem to an uninformed manlike rejection or confusion of truth are a
part of the sifting bywhich it is to be reached. The admission or rejection of evidenceunder
sound rules of law, the presenting of the whole case of eachparty and of the best argument
which can be made upon it by hiscounsel, the charge of the judge and the verdict of the
jury,--allare necessary parts of the process of reaching truth and justice.Counsel themselves
cannot know a whole case until tried to its end;their clients have a right to their best services,
within the limitsof personal honor; and lawyers are derelict in duty, not only totheir clients, but to
justice itself, if they do not present theircases to the best of their ability, when they are to be
followed byopposing counsel, by the judge, and by the jury. The popular judgmentis not only
capricious,--it not only assumes that legal precedents,founded in justice for the protection of the
honest, are pettytechnicalities or tricks through which the dishonest escape,--it isnot only formed
out of the court-room, with no opportunity to seewitnesses and hear testimony, often very
different in reality fromwhat they seem in print,--but it visits upon counsel its ignorantprejudices
against the theory and practice of the law itself, andforgets that lawyers cannot present to the
jury a particle ofevidence except with the sanction of the court under sound rules oflaw, and that
the law is to be laid down by the court alone.

A man thoroughly in earnest in any direction is more or less apartisan. Histories are commonly
uninfluential or worthless, unlesswritten with views so earnest and decided as to show bias. As
thegreater interests of truth are best subserved by those whose zeal iscommensurate to their
scope of mind, so it is a part of the scheme ofjury-trials, that, within the limits we have named,
counsel shallthrow their whole force into their cases, that thus they may bepresented fully in all
lights, and the right results more surelyreached. The scheme of jury-trials itself thus providing
for alawyer's standing in the place of his client and deriving from himhis partisan opinions, and
for urging his case in its full forcewithin the limits of sound rules of law, it almost
invariablyfollows, that, the greater the talent and zeal of the advocate, andthe more he believes
in the views of his client, the more liable heis to be charged with overstating or misstating
testimony. Mr. Choatenever conceived that his duty to his client should carry him up tothe line of
self-surrender drawn by Lord Brougham; but, recognizinghis client's full and just claims upon
him, entering into hisopinions and nature with the sympathetic and dramatic realization wehave
described, he could not faithfully perform the prescribed andadmitted duty of the
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advocate,--necessarily, with him, involving histhrowing the whole force of his physical and
intellectual vitalityinto every case he tried,--without being a vehement partisan, orwithout being
sometimes charged with misstating evidence or going toofar for his client. Occasionally this may
have been true; but we seethe explanation in the very quality of his genius and
temperament,and not in conscious or intentional wrong-doing.

His ability and method in his strictly legal arguments to courts oflaw are substantially indicated in
what we have already said. Hismanner, however, was here calm, his general views of his
subjectlarge and philosophic, his legal learning full, his reasoning clear,strong, and
consequential, his discrimination quick and sure, and hisdetection of a logical fallacy unerring,
his style, though sometimesfairly open to the charge of redundancy, graceful and transparent
inits exhibition of his argument, and his mind always at home, and inits easiest and most natural
exercise, when anything in his case roseinto connection with great principles.

While exhibiting in his jury-trials, as we have shown, this doubleprocess of absolute
identification and of perfect supervision andself-control,--of instantaneous imaginative dips into
his work, andof as instantaneous withdrawal from it,--of purposely and yetcompletely throwing
himself in one sentence into the realization ofan emotion, thus perfectly conveying his meaning
while living thethought, and yet coming out of it to see quicker than any one that itmight be
made absurd by displacement,--he always had, as it were, anair-drawn, circle of larger thought
and superintending relation fararound the immediate question into which he passed so
dramatically.Within this outer circle, attached and related to it by everything inthe subject-matter
of real poetic or philosophic importance, was hiscase, creatively woven and spread in artistic
light and perspective;and between the two (if we do not press our illustration beyond clearlimits)
was a heat-lightning-like play of mind, showing itself, atone moment, in unexpected flashes of
poetic analogy, at another inPuck-like mischief, and again in imaginative irony or humor.

As he recovered himself from abandonment to some part of his case orargument to guide and
mould the whole, so, going into his library, hecould, as completely, for minutes or for hours,
banish and forget hisanxieties and dramatic excitements, and pass into the cooling air andloftier
and purer stimulations of the great minds of other times andcountries and of the great questions
that overhang us all. His mind,capacious, informed, wise, doubting, "looking before and after,"
herefound its highest pleasures, and its little, but most loved repose."The more a man does, the
more he can do"; and, notwithstanding hisimmense practice, and that by physical and
intellectual constitutionhe couldn't _half_ do anything, he never allowed a day of his life topass,
without reading some, if ever so little, Greek, and it was asurprise to those who knew him well to
find that he kept up witheverything important in modern literature. Rising and going to bedearly,
taking early morning exercise, having a strong constitution,though he was subject to sudden but
quickly overcome nervous andbilious illness, wasting no time, caring nothing for the
coarsersocial enjoyments, leading, out of court, a self-withdrawn andsolitary life, though playful,
genial, and stimulating in socialintercourse, with a memory as tenacious and ready as his
apprehensionwas quick, with high powers of detecting, mastering, arranging, andfusing his
acquisitions, and of penetrating to the centre ofhistorical characters and events,--it is not
strange, though he maynot have been critically exact and nice in questions of quantity
andcollege exercises, that his scholarship was large and available inall its higher aims and
uses.

It will naturally be asked, how such qualities as we have describedmanifested themselves in
character, and in political and other fieldsof thought and exertion. Fair abilities, zeal, industry, a
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sanguinetemperament, and some special bent or fitness for the profession ofthe law, will make
a good and successful lawyer. Such a man's mindwill be entirely in and limited by the immediate
case in hand, andvirtually his intellectual life will be recorded in his cases. Butwith Mr. Choate,
the dramatic genius and large scope and vision whichmade him superior to other great
advocates at the same time preventedhis overestimating the value of his work in kind or degree,
showedhim how ephemeral are the actual triumphs and how small the realvalue of nearly all the
questions he thus vitalized into artisticreality, when compared with the great outlying truths and
principlesto which he allied them. Feeling this all through his cases, at thesame time that he was
moulding them and giving them dramaticvitality, they took their true position from natural
reaction andrebound, with all the more sharpness of contrast, when he came out ofthem. With
such a nature, it could be assumed _a priori_ as apsychological certainty, at any rate it was the
fact with him, that acertain unreality was at times thrown over life and its objects, thatits projects
and ambitions seemed games and mockeries, and "thisbrave o'erhanging firmament a pestilent
congregation of vapors," andthat grave doubts and fears on the great questions of existence
wereever on the horizon of his mind. This gave perpetual play to hisirony, and made it a
necessity and a relief of mind. Except when inearnest in some larger matter, or closely occupied
in accomplishingsome smaller necessary purpose or duty, his imagination loved thetricksy play
of exhibiting the petty side of life in contrast to itsrealities, just as in his cases it found its
exercise in lifting themup to relations with what is poetic and permanent. But, though ironywas
thus the natural language of his mind, it did not pass beyond thelimits of the mischievous and
kindly, because there was nothingscoffing or bitter in his nature. It was fresh and natural,
neverstudied for effect, and gave his conversation the charm of constantnovelty and surprises.
He loved to condense the results of thoughtand study into humorous or grotesque
overstatements, which, whilethey amused his hearers, conveyed his exact meaning to every
one whofollowed the mercurial movement of his mind. It will readily be seenhow a person with
neither insight into his nature nor apprehension ofhis meaning should, without intending it,
misinterpret his life andcaricature his opinions,--blundering only the more deeply when tryingto
be literally exact in reporting conversations or portrayingcharacter.

It has been shrewdly said, that, "when the Lord wants anything donein this world, he makes a
man a little wrong-headed in the rightdirection." With this goes the disposition to overestimate
theimportance of one's work and to push principles and theories towardsextremes. The saying
is true of some individuals at or before certaincrises in affairs; it is not true of the great inevitable
historicalmovements, any more than the history of revolutions is the history ofnations. Halifax is
called a trimmer. William Wilberforce was areformer. Each did a great work. But it would be
simply absurd,except in the estimation of the moral purist, to call Wilberforce asgreat a man or
as great an historical and influential person asHalifax. Halifax saw and acted in the clear light
and large relationsin which the great historian of our own times wrote the history ofthe Stuarts.
Wilberforce was a purer man, who acted moreconscientiously and persistently within his smaller
range of life andthought. It would have been inconsistent with Mr. Choate's nature forhim to
have been "wrong-headed" in any direction. Such largeness ofview, such dramatic and
interpretative imagination, such volatileplay of thought and fancy, and such perception of the
pettiness andhollowness of nearly all the aims and ambitions of daily life wecannot expect to
find coexisting with the coarser "blood-sympathies,"the direct passion, and the dogged and
tenacious hold of temporaryand smaller objects and issues, which distinguish the
Americanpolitician, or with the narrowness of view, the zeal, and the moralpersistency which
characterize the practical reformer. There was,therefore, in his nature a certain want of the
sturdier, harder, andmore robust elements of character, which, though commonly
manifestingthemselves in connection with self-assertion and partisan zeal, areindispensable to
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the man who, in any large and political way, wouldtake hold of practical circumstances and work
a purpose out of them.We admire him for what he was. We do not condemn him for the
absenceof qualities not allied to such delicacy and breadth of nature. It issimply just to state the
fact.

He had too little political ambition to seek his own advancement. Henever could have been a
strictly party man. His interest in ourpolitics was a patriotic interest in the country. While he
recognizedthe necessity of two great parties, he despised the arts andintrigues of the politician.
His modesty, sensibility, large views,and want of political ambition and partisan spirit
preventedinterest, as they would have precluded success in party management.Had he spent
many years instead of a few in the national Senate, henever could have been a leader in its
great party struggles. He hadnot the hardier personal and constitutional qualities of mind
andcharacter which lead and control deliberative bodies in great crises.He would not have had
that statesmanlike prescience which in the caseof Lord Chatham and others seems separable
from great general scopeof thought, and which one is tempted to call a faculty forgovernment.
But he must have been influential; for, besides being themost eloquent man in the Senate, his
speeches would have beendistinguished for amplitude and judgment in design, and for tact
andpersuasiveness in enforcement. They might not have had immediate andcommanding
effect, but they would have had permanent value. Hisspeech upon the Ashburton Treaty
indicates the powers he would haveshown, with a longer training in the Senate. More than ten
years hadpassed between that speech and his two speeches in the
MassachusettsConstitutional Convention, upon Representation and the Judiciary, andin that
time a great maturing and solidifying work had been going onin his mind. Indeed, it was one
sure test of his genius, that hisintellect plainly grew to the day of his death. We would point
tothose two speeches as giving some adequate expression of his abilityto treat large subjects
simply, profoundly, artistically, andconvincingly. Many of his earlier and some of his later
speeches andaddresses, though large in conception and stamped with unmistakablegenius,
want solid body of thought, and are, so to speak, too fluidin style. This obviously springs from
the qualities of mind and fromthe circumstances we have indicated. In court, the necessities of
hiscase and the determination and shaping of all his argument andpersuasion to convincing
twelve men, or a court only, on questionsrequiring prompt decision, kept his style free from
everythingforeign to his purpose. But, released from these restraints, andcalled upon for a
treatment more general and comprehensive than acuteand discriminating, his style often
became inflamed and decoratedwith sensibility and fancy. His mind, moreover, was overtasked
in hisprofession. His unremitting mental labor in the preparation and trialof so many cases was
immense and exhausting. It shortened his life.That his genius might have that free and joyous
exercise necessary toits full use and exhibition in literary or political directions, anabandonment
of a great part of his professional duties wasindispensable. This was to him neither possible nor
desirable. Themental heat and pressure, therefore, under which he wrote hisspeeches and
addresses, and the necessity for the exercise ofdifferent methods of thought and treatment from
those called intoplay at the bar, explain why (with a few noble exceptions) they donot give a fair
or full exhibition of his genius and accomplishments.But in them his judgment never lost its
anchorage. Unlike Burke, whowas the god of his political idolatry, his sensibility
neverovermastered his reasoning. Through a style sometimes Eastern inflush and fervor, and
again tropical in heat and luxuriance, werealways seen the adjusting and attempering habit of
thought andargument and the even balance of his mind.

We have said that his interest in politics was a patriotic interestin the nation. He knew her
history and her triumphs and reverses onland and sea by heart. Though limited by no narrow
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love of country,he felt from sentiment and imagination that attachment to everysymbol of
patriotism and national power which makes the sailor sufferdeath with joy when he sees his
country's flag floating in the smokeof victory. "The radiant ensign of the Republic" was to him
theliving embodiment of her honor and her power. He had for it the prideand passion of the boy,
with the prophetic hopes of the patriot. Menof genius are ever revivifying the commonplace
expressions andvisible signs of popular enthusiasm with the poetic and historicrealities which
gave them birth. He felt the glow and impulse of thegreat sentiments of race and nationality in
all their naturalsimplicity and poetic force. It is not now the time to discuss Mr.Choate's political
preferences and opinions. No one who knew him wellcan hesitate to pronounce his motives
pure and patriotic. We couldnot come to his conclusions on the policy and duty of our people
atthe last Presidential election. Our duties to the Union forced us toregard as paramount what
he regarded as subsidiary. Our fear for theUnion sprang from other sources than his. But we
believe he actedfrom the highest convictions of duty, and he certainly exposedhimself with
unflinching courage to obloquy and misinterpretationwhen silence would have been easy and
safe.

In what we have said of him as a lawyer we are sure that in everyessential respect we have not
overstated or misstated his powers andcharacteristics as they were known and conceded by
lawyers and judgesin Massachusetts. We have confined ourselves mainly to hisjury-trials,
because into them he threw the whole force and vitality ofhis nature, and because we could
thus more completely indicate thevariety of his accomplishments and the essential
characteristics ofhis genius and individuality. A knowledge of them is indispensable toa just
estimate of the man, and it must die with him and his hearers,excepting only as it may be
preserved by contemporaneous writtencriticism and judgment, and by indeterminate and
shadowy tradition.

The labors of so great a lawyer are as much more useful as they areless conspicuous than
those of any prominent politician orlegislator, unless he be one of the very few who have
highconstructive or creative ability. There is little risk ofoverestimating the value of a life devoted
to mastering that complexsystem of jurisprudence, the old, ever-expanding, and ever-
improvingcommon law which is interwoven with our whole fabric of government,property, and
personal rights, and to applying it profoundly throughtrial by jury and before courts of law, not
merely that justice maybe obtained for clients, but that decisions shall be made determiningthe
rights and duties of men for generations to come. And when such alife is not only full of
immense work and achievement, butis penetrated and informed with genius, sensibility,
andloving-kindness, it passes sweetly and untraceably, but influentiallyand immortally, into the
life of the nation.

THE REGICIDE COLONELS IN NEW ENGLAND.

Before the restoration of Charles the Second, in 1660, to the throneof his ancestors, he had
issued a "Declaration," promising to allpersons but such as should be excepted by Parliament a
pardon ofoffences committed during the late disorderly times. In theParliamentary Act of
Indemnity which followed, such as had beendirectly concerned in the death of the late King
were excepted frommercy. Colonel Whalley and Colonel Goffe were members of the HighCourt
of Justice which convicted and sentenced him. It was known thatthey had fled from England;
and one Captain Breedon, lately returnedfrom Boston, reported that he had seen them there.
The Ministry sentan order to Endicott, the Governor of Massachusetts, for theirapprehension
and transportation to England.
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The friendly welcome which had in fact been extended to thedistinguished fugitives cannot be
confidently interpreted as anindication of favorable judgment of the act by which their lives
werenow endangered. No one of the New-England Colonies had formallyexpressed approval of
the execution of King Charles the First, nor isthere any other evidence of its having been
generally regarded bythem with favor. It is likely that in New England, as in the parentcountry,
the opinions of patriotic men were divided in respect to thecharacter of that measure. In New
England, remote as it was from thescene of those crimes which had provoked so extreme a
proceeding, itmay be presumed that there was greater difficulty in admitting theforce of the
reasons, by which it was vindicated. And the sympathy ofNew England would be more likely to
be with Vane, who condemned it,than with Cromwell. But the strangers, however one act of
theirsmight be regarded, had been eminent among those who had fought forthe rights of
Englishmen, and they brought introductions from menvenerated and beloved by the people
among whom a refuge was sought.

Edward Whalley, a younger son of a good family, first cousin of theProtector Oliver, and of John
Hampden, distinguished himself at theBattle of Naseby as an officer of cavalry, and was
presently promotedby Parliament to the command of a regiment. He commanded at the stormof
Banbury, and at the first capture of Worcester. He was intrustedwith the custody of the King's
person at Hampton Court; he sat in theHigh Court of Justice at the trial of Charles, and was one
of thesigners of the death-warrant. After the Battle of Dunbar, at which heagain won renown,
Cromwell left him in Scotland in command of fourregiments of horse. He was one of the Major-
Generals among whom thekingdom was parcelled out by one of the Protector's
lastarrangements, and as such governed the Counties of Lincoln,Nottingham, Derby, Warwick,
and Leicester. He sat as a member forNottinghamshire in Cromwell's Second and Third
Parliaments, and wascalled up to "the other House" when that body was constituted.

William Goffe, son of a Puritan clergyman in Sussex, was a member ofParliament, and a colonel
of infantry soon after the breaking out ofthe Civil War. He married a daughter of Whalley. Like
hisfather-in-law, he was a member of the High Court of Justice for theKing's trial, a signer of the
warrant for his execution, a member of theProtector's Third and Fourth Parliaments, and then a
member of "theother House." He commanded Cromwell's regiment at the Battle ofDunbar, and
rendered service particularly acceptable to him in thesecond expurgation of Parliament. As one
of the ten Major-Generals,he held the government of Hampshire, Berkshire, and Sussex.

When Whalley and Goffe, upon the King's return, left England toescape what they apprehended
might prove the fate of regicides, thepolicy of the Court in respect to persons circumstanced as
they werehad not been promulgated. Arriving in Boston, in July, and havingbeen courteously
welcomed by the Governor, they proceeded the sameday to Cambridge, which place for the
present they made their home.For several months they appeared there freely in public.
Theyattended the public religious meetings, and others held at privatehouses, at which latter
they prayed, and _prophesied_, or preached.They visited some of the principal towns in the
neighborhood, wereoften in Boston, and were received, wherever they went, withdistinguished
attention.

At the end of four months, intelligence came to Massachusetts of theAct of Indemnity, and that
Whalley and Goffe were among thoseexcepted from it, and marked for vengeance. Three
months longer theylived at Cambridge unmolested; but in the mean while affairs had
beengrowing critical between Massachusetts and the mother country, and,though some
members of the General Court assured them of protection,others thought it more prudent that
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they should have a hint toprovide for their safety in some way which would not imply an affrontto
the royal government on the part of the Colony. The Governorcalled a Court of Assistants, in
February, and without secrecy askedtheir advice respecting his obligation to secure the
refugees. TheCourt refused to recommend that measure, and four days more passed,at the end
of which time--whether induced by the persuasion ofothers, or by their own conviction of the
impropriety of involvingtheir generous hosts in further embarrassment, or simply because
theyhad been awaiting till then the completion of arrangements for theirreception at New
Haven--they set off for that place.

A journey of nine days brought them to the hospitable house of theReverend Mr. Davenport,
where again they moved freely in the societyof the ministers and the magistrates. But they had
scarcely been atNew Haven three weeks, when tidings came thither of the reception atBoston
of a proclamation issued by the King for their arrest. Torelease their host from responsibility,
they went to Milford, (as ifon their way to New Netherland,) and there showed themselves
inpublic; but returned secretly the same night to New Haven, and wereconcealed in Davenport's
house. This was towards the last of March.

They had been so situated a month, when their friends had informationfrom Boston that the
search for them was to be undertaken in earnest.Further accounts of their having been seen in
that place had reachedEngland, and the King had sent a peremptory order to the
Colonialgovernments for their apprehension. Endicott, to whom it wastransmitted, could do no
less than appear to interest himself toexecute it; and this he might do with the less reluctance,
because,under the circumstances, there was small likelihood that hisexertions would be
effectual. Two young English merchants, ThomasKellond and Thomas Kirk, received from him a
commission to prosecutethe search in Massachusetts, and were also furnished with letters
ofrecommendation to the Governors of the other Colonies. That they werezealous Royalists,
direct from England, would be some evidence to thehome government that the quest would be
pursued in good faith. Thatthey were foreigners, unacquainted with the roads and with the
habitsof the country, and betraying themselves by their deportment whereverthey should go in
New England, would afford comfortable assurance tothe Governor that they would pursue their
quest in vain.

From Boston, the pursuivants, early in May, went to Hartford, wherethey were informed by
Winthrop, Governor of Connecticut, that "theColonels," as they were called, had passed thence
immediately before,on their way to New Haven. Thither the messengers proceeded, stoppingon
the way at Guilford, the residence of Deputy-Governor Leete.

Since the recent death of Governor Newman, Leete had been Chief Magistrateof the Colony of
New Haven, which was now, and for a few years later,distinct from Connecticut.

The Deputy-Governor received them in the presence of several otherpersons. He looked over
their papers, and then "began to read themaudibly; whereupon we told him," say the
messengers, "it wasconvenient to be more private in such concernments as that was."
Theydesired to be furnished "with horses, &c.," for their furtherjourney, "which was prepared
with some delays." They were accosted,on coming out, by a person who told them that the
Colonels weresecreted at Mr. Davenport's, "and that, without all question, DeputyLeete knew as
much"; and that "in the head of a company in the fielda-training," it had lately been "openly
spoken by them, that, if theyhad but two hundred friends that would stand by them, they would
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notcare for Old or New England."

The messengers returned to Leete, and made an application for "aidand a power to search and
apprehend" the fugitives. "He refused togive any power to apprehend them, nor order any other,
and said hecould do nothing until he had spoken with one Mr. Gilbert and therest of his
magistrates." New Haven, the seat of government of theColony, was twenty miles distant from
Guilford. It was now Saturdayafternoon, and for a New-England Governor to break the Sabbath
bysetting off on a journey, or by procuring horses for any othertraveller, was impossible. An
Indian was observed to have leftGuilford while the parley was going on, and was supposed to
have goneon an errand to New Haven.

Monday morning the messengers proceeded thither. "To our certainknowledge," they write,
"one John Meigs was sent a-horseback beforeus, and by his speedy and unexpected going so
early before day was togive them an information, and the rather because by the delays
wasused, it was break of day before we got to horse; so he got therebefore us. Upon our
suspicion, we required the Deputy that the saidJohn Meigs might be examined what his
business was, that mightoccasion so early going; to which the Deputy answered, that he didnot
know any such thing, and refused to examine him." Leete was in nohaste to make his own
journey to the capital. It was for themessengers to judge whether they would use such despatch
as to givean alarm there some time before any magistrate was present, to beinvoked for aid. He
arrived, they write, "within two hours, orthereabouts, after us and came to us to the Court
chamber, where weagain acquainted him with the information we had received, and thatwe had
cause to believe they [the fugitives] were concealed in NewHaven, and thereupon we required
his assistance and aid for theirapprehension; to which he answered, that he did not believe
theywere; whereupon we desired him to empower us, or order others for it;to which he gave us
this answer, the he could not, or would not, makeus magistrates... We set before him the
danger of that delay andtheir inevitable escape, and how much the honor and service of
hisMajesty was despised and trampled on by him, and that we supposed byhis unwillingness to
assist in the apprehension he was willing theyshould escape. After which he left us, and went to
several of themagistrates, and were together five or six hours in consultation, andupon breaking
up of their council they told us they would not norcould not to anything until they had called a
General Court of thefreemen."

The messengers labored with great earnestness to shake thisdetermination, but all in vain. For
precedents they appealed to thepromptness of the Governors of Massachusetts and
Connecticut, "who,upon the recite of his Majesty's pleasure and order concerning thesaid
persons, stood not upon such niceties and formalities." Theyrepresented "how much the honor
and justice of his Majesty wasconcerned, and how ill his Sacred Majesty would resent such
horridand detestable concealments and abettings of such traitors andregicides as they were,
and asked him whether he would honor and obeythe King or no in this affair, and set before him
the danger which bylaw is incurred by any one that conceals or abets traitors; to whichthe
Deputy Leete answered, 'We honor his Majesty, but we have tenderconsciences'; to which we
replied, that we believed that he knewwhere they were, and only pretended tenderness of
conscience for arefusal.... We told them that for their respect to two traitors theywould do
themselves injury, and possibly ruin themselves and thewhole Colony of New Haven."

"Finding them obstinate and pertinacious in their contempt of hisMajesty," the messengers,
probably misled by some false information,took the road to New Netherland, the next day, in
further prosecutionof their business. The Dutch Governor at that place promised them,that, if
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the Colonels appeared within his jurisdiction, he would givenotice to Endicott, and take
measures to prevent their escape by sea.Thereupon Kellond and Kirk returned by water to
Boston, where theymade oath before the magistrates to a report of their proceedings.

The fugitives had received timely notice of the chase. A week beforeKellond and Kirk left
Boston, they removed from Mr. Davenport's houseto that of William Jones, son-in-law of
Governor Eaton, andafterwards Deputy-Governor of Connecticut. On the day when
themessengers were debating with Governor Leete at Guilford, Whalley andGoffe were
conducted to a mill, at a short distance from New Haven,where they were hidden two days and
nights. Thence they were led to aspot called Hatchet Harbor, about as much farther in a
northwesterlydirection, where they lay two nights more. Meantime, for fear of theeffect of the
large rewards which the messengers had offered fortheir capture, a more secure hiding-place
had been provided for themin a hollow on the east side of West Rock, five miles from the
town.In this retreat they remained four weeks, being supplied with foodfrom a lonely farm-house
in the neighborhood, to which they alsosometimes withdrew in stormy weather. They caused the
Deputy-Governorto be informed of their hiding-place; and on hearing that Mr.Davenport was in
danger from a suspicion of harboring them, they leftit, and for a week or two showed themselves
at different times at NewHaven and elsewhere. After two months more of concealment in
theirretreat on the side of West Bock, they betook themselves, just afterthe middle of August, to
the house of one Tomkins, in or nearMilford. There they remained in complete secrecy for two
years, afterwhich time they indulged themselves in more freedom, and evenconducted the
devotions of a few neighbors assembled in theirchamber.

But the arrival at Boston of Commissioners from the King withextraordinary powers was now
expected, and it was likely that theywould be charged to institute a new search, which might
endanger thefugitives, and would certainly be embarrassing to their protectors.Just at this time a
feud in the churches of Hartford and Wethersfieldhad led to an emigration to a spot of fertile
meadow forty milesfarther up the river. Mr. Russell, hitherto minister of
Wethersfield,accompanied the new settlers as their pastor. The General Court gavetheir town
the name of Hadley. In this remotest northwestern frontierof New England a refuge was
prepared for the fugitives. On hearing ofthe arrival of the Commissioners at Boston, they
withdrew to theircave; but some Indians in hunting observed that it had been occupied,and its
secrecy could no longer be counted on. They consequentlydirected their steps towards Hadley,
travelling only by night, andthere, in the month of October, 1664, were received into the house
ofMr. Russell.

There--except for a remarkable momentary appearance of one of them,and except for the visits
of a few confidential friends--theyremained lost forever to the view of men. Presents were made
to themby leading persons among the colonists, and they received remittancesfrom friends in
England. Governor Hutchinson, when he wrote hisHistory, had in his hands the Diary of Goffe,
begun at the time oftheir leaving London, and continued for six or seven years. They werefor a
time encouraged by a belief, founded on their interpretation ofthe Apocalypse, that the
execution of their comrades was "the slayingof the witnesses," and that their own triumph was
speedily to follow.Letters passed between Goffe and his wife, purporting to be between ason
and mother, and signed respectively with the names of Walter andFrances Goldsmith. Four of
these letters survive; tender,magnanimous, and devout, they are scarcely to be read without
tears.

In the tenth year of his abode at Hadley Whalley had become extremelyinfirm in mind and body,
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and he probably did not outlive that year.Mr. Russell's house was standing till within a little more
than halfa century ago. At its demolition, the removal of a slab in the cellardiscovered human
remains of a large size. They are believed to havebelonged to the stout frame which swept
through Prince Rupert's linesat Naseby. Goffe survived his father-in-law nearly five years,
atleast; how much longer, is not known. Once he was seen abroad, afterhis retirement to Mr.
Russell's house. The dreadful war, to which theIndian King Philip bequeathed his long
execrated name, was ragingwith its worst terrors in the autumn of 1675. On the first day
ofSeptember, the people of Hadley kept a fast, to implore the Divineprotection in their distress.
While they were engaged in theirworship, a sentry's shot gave notice that the stealthy savages
wereupon them. Hutchinson, in his History, relates what follows, as hehad received it from the
family of Governor Leverett, who was one ofthe few visitors of Goffe in his retreat. "The people
were in theutmost confusion. Suddenly a grave, elderly person appeared in themidst of them. In
his mien and dress he differed from the rest of thepeople. He not only encouraged them to
defend themselves, but puthimself at their head, rallied, instructed, and led them on toencounter
the enemy, who by this means were repulsed. As suddenly thedeliverer of Hadley disappeared.
The people were left inconsternation, utterly unable to account for this strange phenomenon.It is
not probable that they were ever able to explain it."

In the first years of the retirement of the Colonels at Hadley, theyenjoyed the society of a former
friend, who did not feel obliged touse the same strict precautions against discovery. John
Dixwell, likethemselves, was a colonel in the Parliamentary service, a member ofthe High Court
of Justice, and a signer of the death-warrant of theKing. Nothing is known of his proceedings
after the restoration ofthe monarchy, till he came to Hadley, three or four months later
thanWhalley and Goffe. After a residence of some years in theirneighborhood, he removed to
New Haven, where, bearing the name ofJames Davids, and affecting no particular privacy, he
lived to oldage. The home-government never traced him to America; and though,among his
acquaintance, it was understood that he had a secret tokeep, there was no disposition to
penetrate it. He married twice atNew Haven, and by his second nuptials established a family,
onebranch of which survives. In testamentary documents, as well as incommunications, while
he lived, to his minister and others, hefrankly made known his character and history. He died
just too earlyto hear the tidings, which would have renewed his strength like theeagle's, of the
expulsion of the House of Stuart. A fit monumentdirects the traveller to the place of his burial, in
the squarebounded on one side by the halls of Yale College.

TO THE CAT-BIRD.

You, who would with wanton artCounterfeit another's part,And with noisy utterance claimRight
to an ignoble name,--Inharmonious!--why must you,To a better self untrue,Gifted with the charm
of song,Do the generous gift such wrong?

Delicate and downy throat,Shaped for pure, melodious note,--Silvery wing of softest
gray,--Bright eyes glancing every way,--Graceful outline,--motion free:Types of perfect harmony!

Ah! you much mistake your duty,Mating discord thus with beauty,--'Mid these heavenly sunset
gleams,Vexing the smooth air with screams,--Burdening the dainty breezeWith insane
discordancies.

I have heard you tell a taleTender as the nightingale,Sweeter than the early thrushPipes at day-
dawn from the bush.Wake once more the liquid strainThat you poured, like music-rain,When,
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last night, in the sweet weather,You and I were out together.Unto whom two notes are
given,One of earth, and one of heaven,Were it not a shameful taleThat the earth-note should
prevail?

For the sake of those who love us,For the sake of God above us,Each and all should do their
bestTo make music for the rest.So will I no more reprove,Though the chiding be in love:Uttering
harsh rebuke to you,That were inharmonious, too.

THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XIII.

CURIOSITY.

People will talk. _Ciascun lo dice_ is a tune that is played oftenerthan the national air of this
country or any other.

"That's what they say. Means to marry her, if she _is_ his cousin.Got money himself,--that's the
story,--but wants to come and live inthe old place, and get the Dudley property by-and-
by."--"Mother'sfolks was wealthy."--"Twenty-three to twenty-five year old."--"Hea'n't more'n
twenty, or twenty-one at the outside."--"Looks as if heknew too much to be only twenty year
old."--"Guess he's been throughthe mill,--don't look so green, anyhow,--hey? Did y' ever mind
thatcut over his left eyebrow?"

So they gossipped in Rockland. The young fellows could make nothingof Dick Venner. He was
shy and proud with the few who made advancesto him. The young ladies called him handsome
and romantic, but helooked at them like a many-tailed pacha who was in the habit ofordering his
wives by the dozen.

"What do you think of the young man over there at the Venners'?" saidMiss Arabella Thornton
to her father.

"Handsome," said the Judge, "but dangerous-looking. His face isindictable at common law. Do
you know, my dear, I think there is ablank at the Sheriff's office, with a place for his name in it?"

The Judge paused and looked grave, as if he had just listened to theverdict of the jury and was
going to pronounce sentence.

"Have you heard anything against him?" said the Judge's daughter.

"Nothing. But I don't like these mixed bloods and half-told stories.Besides, I have seen a good
many desperate fellows at the bar, and Ihave a fancy they all have a look belonging to them.
The worst one Iever sentenced looked a good deal like this fellow. A wicked mouth.All our other
features are made for us; but a man makes his ownmouth."

"Who was the person you sentenced?"

"He was a young fellow that undertook to garrote a man who had wonhis money at cards. The
same slender shape, the same cunning, fiercelook, smoothed over with a plausible air. Depend
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upon it, there is anexpression in all the sort of people that live by their wits whenthey can, and
by worse weapons when their wits fail them, that we oldlaw-doctors know just as well as the
medical counselors know themarks of disease in a man's face. Dr. Kittredge looks at a man
andsays he is going to die; I look at another man and say he is going tobe hanged, if nothing
happens. I don't say so of this one, but Idon't like his looks. I wonder Dudley Venner takes to
him so kindly."

"It's all for Elsie's sake," said Miss Thornton; "I feel quite sureof that. He never does anything
that is not meant for her in someway. I suppose it amuses her to have her cousin about the
house. Sherides a good deal since he has been here. Have you seen themgalloping about
together? He looks like my idea of a Spanish banditon that wild horse of his."

"Possibly he has been one,--or is one," said the Judge,--smiling asmen smile whose lips have
often been freighted with the life anddeath of their fellow-creatures. "I met them riding the other
day.Perhaps Dudley is right, if it pleases her to have a companion. Whatwill happen, though, if
he makes love to her? Will Elsie be easilytaken with such a fellow? You young folks are
supposed to know moreabout these matters than we middle-aged people."

"Nobody can tell. Elsie is not like anybody else. The girls that haveseen most of her think she
hates men, all but 'Dudley,' as she callsher father. Some of them doubt whether she loves him.
They doubtwhether she can love anything human, except perhaps the old blackwoman that has
taken care of her since she was a baby. The villagepeople have the strangest stories about her:
you know what they callher?"

She whispered three words in her father's ear. The Judge changedcolor as she spoke, sighed
deeply, and was silent as if lost inthought for a moment.

"I remember her mother," he said, "so well! A sweeter creature neverlived. Elsie has something
of her in her look, but those are not theDudley eyes. They were dark, but soft, in all I ever saw
of the race.Her father's are dark too, but mild, and even tender, I should say. Idon't know what
there is about Elsie's,--but do you know, my dear, Ifind myself curiously influenced by them? I
have had to face a goodmany sharp eyes and hard ones,--murderers' eyes and
pirates',--menthat had to be watched in the bar, where they stood on trial, forfear they should
spring on the prosecuting officers like tigers,--butI never saw such eyes as Elsie's; and yet they
have a kind of drawingvirtue or power about them,--I don't know what else to call it: haveyou
never observed this?"

His daughter smiled in her turn.

"Never observed it? Why, of course, nobody could be with Elsie Vennerand not observe it.
There are a good many other strange things abouther: did you ever notice how she dresses?"

"Why, handsomely enough, I should think," the Judge answered. "Isuppose she dresses as she
likes, and sends to the city for what shewants. What do you mean in particular? We men notice
effects indress, but not much in detail."

"You never noticed the colors and patterns of her dresses? You neverremarked anything
curious about her ornaments? Well! I don't believeyou men know, half the time, whether a lady
wears a ninepenny collaror a thread-lace cape worth a thousand dollars. I don't believe
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youknow a silk dress from a bombazine one. I don't believe you can tellwhether a woman is in
black or in colors, unless you happen to knowshe is a widow. Elsie Venner has a strange taste
in dress, let metell you. She sends for the oddest patterns of stuffs, and picks outthe most
curious things at the jeweller's, whenever she goes to townwith her father. They say the old
Doctor tells him to let her haveher way about all such matters. Afraid of her mind, if she
iscontradicted, I suppose.--You've heard about her going to school atthat place,--the 'Institoot,'
as those people call it? They say she'sbright enough in her way,--has studied at home, you
know, with herfather a good deal,--knows some modern languages and Latin, Ibelieve: at any
rate, she would have it so,--she must go to the'Institoot.' They have a very good female teacher
there, I hear; andthe new master, that young Mr. Langdon, looks and talks like awell-educated
young man. I wonder what they'll make of Elsie, betweenthem!"

So they talked at the Judge's, in the calm, judicial-lookingmansion-house, in the grave, still
library, with the troops of wan-huedlaw-books staring blindly out of their titles at them as they
talked,like the ghosts of dead attorneys fixed motionless and speechless,each with a thin,
golden film over his unwinking eyes.

In the mean time, everything went on quietly enough after CousinRichard's return. A man of
sense,--that is, a man who knows perfectlywell that a cool head is worth a dozen warm hearts in
carrying thefortress of a woman's affections, (not yours, "Astarte," nor yours,"Viola,")--who
knows that men are rejected by women every day becausethey, the men, love them, and are
accepted every day because they donot, and therefore can study the arts of pleasing,--a man of
sense,when he finds he has established his second parallel too soon,retires quietly to his first,
and begins working on his covered waysagain. [The whole art of love may be read in any
Encyclopaedia underthe title _Fortification_, where the terms just used are explained.]After the
little adventure of the necklace, Dick retreated at once tohis first parallel. Elsie loved riding,--and
would go off with him ona gallop now and then. He was a master of all those strange
Indianhorseback-feats which shame the tricks of the circus-riders, and usedto astonish and
almost amuse her sometimes by disappearing from hissaddle, like a phantom horseman, lying
flat against the side of thebounding creature that bore him, as if he were a hunting leopard
withhis claws in the horse's flank and flattening himself out against hisheaving ribs. Elsie knew a
little Spanish too, which she had learnedfrom the young person who had taught her dancing,
and Dick enlargedher vocabulary with a few soft phrases, and would sing her a songsometimes,
touching the air upon an ancient-looking guitar they hadfound with the ghostly things in the
garret,--a quaint oldinstrument, marked E.M. on the back, and supposed to have belonged toa
certain Elizabeth Mascarene, before mentioned in connection with awork of art,--a fair,
dowerless lady, who smiled and sung and fadedaway, unwedded, a hundred years ago, as
dowerless ladies, not a few,are smiling and singing and fading now,--God grant each of them
Hislove,--and one human heart as its interpreter!

As for school, Elsie went or stayed away as she liked. Sometimes,when they thought she was at
her desk in the great school-room, shewould be on The Mountain,--alone always. Dick wanted
to go with her,but she would never let him. Once, when she had followed the zigzagpath a little
way up, she looked back and caught a glimpse of himfollowing her. She turned and passed him
without a word, but givinghim a look which seemed to make the scars on his wrist tingle, wentto
her room, where she locked herself up, and did not come out againtill evening,--old Sophy
having brought her food, and set it down,not speaking, but looking into her eyes inquiringly, like
a dumbbeast trying to feel out his master's will in his face. The eveningwas clear and the moon
shining. As Dick sat at his chamber-window,looking at the mountain-side, he saw a gray-
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dressed figure flitbetween the trees and steal along the narrow path that led upward.Elsie's
pillow was impressed that night, but she had not been missedby the household,--for Dick knew
enough to keep his own counsel. Thenext morning she avoided him and went off early to
school. It was thesame morning that the young master found the flower between theleaves of
his Virgil.

The girl got over her angry fit, and was pleasant enough with hercousin for a few days after this;
but she shunned rather than soughthim. She had taken a new interest in her books, and
especially incertain poetical readings which the master conducted with the elderscholars. This
gave Master Langdon a good chance to study her wayswhen her eye was on her book, to
notice the inflections of her voice,to watch for any expression of her sentiments; for, to tell
thetruth, he had a kind of fear that the girl had taken a fancy to him,and, though she interested
him, he did not wish to study her heartfrom the inside.

The more he saw her, the more the sadness of her beauty wrought uponhim. She looked as if
she might hate, but could not love. She hardlysmiled at anything, spoke rarely, but seemed to
feel that her naturalpower of expression lay all in her bright eyes, the force of which somany had
felt, but none perhaps had tried to explain to themselves. Aperson accustomed to watch the
faces of those who were ailing in bodyor mind, and to search in every line and tint for some
underlyingsource of disorder, could hardly help analyzing the impression such aface produced
upon him. The light of those beautiful eyes was likethe lustre of ice; in all her features there was
nothing of thathuman warmth which shows that sympathy has reached the soul beneaththe
mask of flesh it wears. The look was that of remoteness, of utterisolation. There was in its stony
apathy, it seemed to him, thepathos which we find in the blind who show no film or speck over
theorgans of sight; for Nature had meant her to be lovely, and left outnothing but love. And yet
the master could not help feeling that someinstinct was working in this girl which was in some
way leading herto seek his presence. She did not lift her glittering eyes upon himas at first. It
seemed strange that she did not, for they were surelyher natural weapons of conquest. Her
color did not come and go likethat of young girls under excitement. She had a clear
brunettecomplexion, a little sun-touched, it may be,--for the master noticedonce, when her
necklace was slightly displaced, that a faint ring orband of a little lighter shade than the rest of
the surface encircledher neck. What was the slight peculiarity of her enunciation, whenshe
read? Not a lisp, certainly, but the least possible imperfectionin articulating some of the lingual
sounds,--just enough to benoticed at first, and quite forgotten after being a few times heard.

Not a word about the flower on either side. It was not uncommon forthe schoolgirls to leave a
rose or pink or wild flower on theteacher's desk. Finding it in the Virgil was nothing, after all;
itwas a little delicate flower, that looked as if it were made topress, and it was probably shut in
by accident at the particularplace where he found it. He took it into his head to examine it in
abotanical point of view. He found it was not common,--that it grewonly in certain localities,--and
that one of these was among therocks of the eastern spur of The Mountain.

It happened to come into his head how the Swiss youth climb the sidesof the Alps to find the
flower called the _Edelweiss_ for the maidenswhom they wish to please. It is a pretty fancy, that
of scaling somedangerous height before the dawn, so as to gather the flower in itsfreshness,
that the favored maiden may wear it to church on Sundaymorning, a proof at once of her lover's
devotion and his courage. Mr.Bernard determined to explore the region where this flower was
saidto grow, that he might see where the wild girl sought the blossoms ofwhich Nature was so
jealous.
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It was on a warm, fair Saturday afternoon that he undertook hisland-voyage of discovery. He
had more curiosity, it may be, than hewould have owned; for he had heard of the girl's
wandering habits, andthe guesses about her sylvan haunts, and was thinking what the
chanceswere that he should meet her in some strange place, or come upontraces of her which
would tell secrets she would not care to haveknown.

The woods are all alive to one who walks through them with his mindin an excited state, and his
eyes and ears wide open. The trees arealways talking, not merely whispering with their leaves,
(for everytree talks to itself in that way, even when it stands alone in themiddle of a pasture,) but
grating their boughs against eachother, as old horn-handed farmers press their dry, rustling
palmstogether,--dropping a nut or a leaf or a twig, clicking to the tap of awoodpecker, or rustling
as a squirrel flashes along a branch. It wasnow the season of singing-birds, and the woods
were haunted withmysterious, tender music. The voices of the birds which love thedeeper
shades of the forest are sadder than those of the open fields:these are the nuns that have taken
themselves away from the world andtell their griefs to the infinite listening Silences of
thewilderness,--for the one deep inner silence that Nature breaks withher fitful superficial
sounds becomes multiplied as the image of astar in ruffled waters. Strange! The woods at first
convey theimpression of profound repose, and yet, if you watch their ways withopen ear, you
find the life which is in them is restless and nervousas that of a woman: the little twigs are
crossing and twining andseparating like slender fingers that cannot be still; the stray leafis to be
flattened into its place like a truant curl; the limbs swayand twist, impatient of their constrained
attitude; and the roundedmasses of foliage swell upward and subside from time to time withlong
soft sighs, and, it may be, the falling of a few rain-dropswhich had lain hidden among the deeper
shadows. I pray you, notice,in the sweet summer days which will soon see you among the
mountains,this inward tranquillity that belongs to the heart of the woodland,with this
nervousness, for I do not know what else to call it, ofouter movement. One would say, that
Nature, like untrained persons,could not sit still without nestling about or doing something
withher limbs or features, and that high breeding was only to be lookedfor in trim gardens,
where the soul of the trees is ill at easeperhaps, but their manners are unexceptionable, and a
rustling branchor leaf falling out of season is an indecorum. The real forest ishardly still except
in the Indian summer; then there is death in thehouse, and they are waiting for the sharp
shrunken months to comewith white raiment for the summer's burial.

There were many hemlocks in this neighborhood, the grandest and mostsolemn of all the forest-
trees in the mountain regions. Up to acertain period of growth they are eminently beautiful, their
boughsdisposed in the most graceful pagoda-like series of close terraces,thick and dark with
green crystalline leaflets. In spring the tendershoots come out of a paler green, finger-like, as if
they werepointing to the violets at their feet. But when the trees have grownold, and their rough
boles measure a yard through their diameter,they are no longer beautiful, but they have a sad
solemnity all theirown, too full of meaning to require the heart's comment to be framedin words.
Below, all their earthward-looking branches are sapless andshattered, splintered by the weight
of many winters' snows; above,they are still green and full of life, but their summits overtop
allthe deciduous trees around them, and in their companionship withheaven they are alone. On
these the lightning loves to fall. One suchMr. Bernard saw,--or rather, what had been one such;
for the bolt hadtorn the tree like an explosion from within, and the ground wasstrewed all around
the broken stump with flakes of rough bark andstrips and chips of shivered wood, into which the
old tree had beenrent by the bursting rocket from the thunder-cloud.

----The master had struck up The Mountain obliquely from the westernside of the Dudley
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mansion-house. In this way he ascended until hereached a point many hundred feet above the
level of the plain, andcommanding all the country beneath and around. Almost at his feet hesaw
the mansion-house, the chimney standing out of the middle of theroof, or rather, like a black
square hole in it,--the trees almostdirectly over their stems, the fences as lines, the whole nearly
asan architect would draw a ground-plan of the house and the inclosuresround it. It frightened
him to see how the huge masses of rock andold forest-growths hung over the home below. As
he descended a littleand drew near the ledge of evil name, he was struck with theappearance of
a long narrow fissure that ran parallel with it andabove it for many rods, not seemingly of very
old standing,--forthere were many fibres of roots which had evidently been snappedasunder
when the rent took place, and some of which were stillsucculent in both separated portions.

Mr. Bernard had made up his mind, when he set forth, not to come backbefore he had
examined the dreaded ledge. He had half persuadedhimself that it was scientific curiosity. He
wished to examine therocks, _to see what flowers grew there_, and perhaps to pick up
anadventure in the zooelogical line; for he had on a pair of high, stoutboots, and he carried a
stick in his hand, which was forked at oneextremity, so as to be very convenient to hold down a
_crotalus_with, if he should happen to encounter one. He knew the aspect of theledge, from a
distance; for its bald and leprous-looking declivitiesstood out in their nakedness from the
wooded sides of The Mountain,when this was viewed from certain points of the village. But
thenearer aspect of the blasted region had something frightful in it.The cliffs were water-worn,
as if they had been gnawed for thousandsof years by hungry waves. In some places they
overhung their base soas to look like leaning towers that might topple over at any minute.In
other parts they were scooped into niches or caverns. Here andthere they were cracked in deep
fissures, some of them of such widththat one might enter them, if he cared to run the risk of
meeting theregular tenants, who might treat him as an intruder.

Parts of the ledge were cloven perpendicularly, with nothing butcracks or slightly projecting
edges in which or on which a foot couldfind hold. High up on one of these precipitous walls of
rock he sawsome tufts of flowers, and knew them at once for the same that he hadfound
between the leaves of his Virgil. Not there, surely! No womanwould have clung against that
steep, rough parapet to gather an idleblossom. And yet the master looked round everywhere,
and even up theside of that rock, to see if there were no signs of a woman'sfootstep. He peered
about curiously, as if his eye might fall on someof those fragments of dress which women leave
after them, wheneverthey run against each other or against anything else,--in
crowdedballrooms, in the brushwood after picnics, on the fences afterrambles, scattered round
over every place that has witnessed an actof violence, where rude hands have been laid upon
them. Nothing.Stop, though, one moment. That stone is smooth and polished, as if ithad been
somewhat worn by the pressure of human feet. There is onetwig broken among the stems of
that clump of shrubs. He put his footupon the stone and took hold of the close-clinging shrub. In
this wayhe turned a sharp angle of the rock and found himself on a naturalplatform, which lay in
front of one of the wider fissures,--whetherthe mouth of a cavern or not he could not yet tell. A
flat stone madean easy seat, upon which he sat down, as he was very glad to do, andlooked
mechanically about him. A small fragment splintered from therock was at his feet. He took it and
threw it down the declivity alittle below where he sat. He looked about for a stem or a straw
ofsome kind to bite upon,--a country-instinct,--relic, no doubt, of theold vegetable-feeding habits
of Eden. Is that a stem or a straw? Hepicked it up. It was a hairpin.

To say that Mr. Langdon had a strange sort of thrill shoot throughhim at the sight of this
harmless little implement would be astatement not at variance with the fact of the case. That
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smoothstone had been often trodden, and by what foot he could not doubt. Herose up from his
seat to look round for other signs of a woman'svisits. What if there is a cavern here, where she
has a retreat,fitted up, perhaps, as anchorites fitted their cells,--nay, it maybe, carpeted and
mirrored, and with one of those tiger-skins for acouch, such as they say the girl loves to lie on?
Let us look, at anyrate.

Mr. Bernard walked to the mouth of the cavern or fissure and lookedinto it. His look was met by
the glitter of two diamond eyes, small,sharp, cold, shining out of the darkness, but gliding with a
smooth,steady motion towards the light, and himself. He stood fixed, struckdumb, staring back
into them with dilating pupils and sudden numbnessof fear that cannot move, as in the terror of
dreams. The two sparksof light came forward until they grew to circles of flame, and all atonce
lifted themselves up as if in angry surprise. Then for the firsttime thrilled in Mr. Bernard's ears
the dreadful sound that nothingwhich breathes, be it man or brute, can hear unmoved,--the
long,loud, stinging whirr, as the huge, thick-bodied reptile shook hismany-jointed rattle and flung
his jaw back for the fatal stroke. Hiseyes were drawn as with magnets toward the circles of
flame. His earsrung as in the overture to the swooning dream of chloroform. Naturewas before
man with her anesthetics: the cat's first shake stupefiesthe mouse; the lion's first shake deadens
the man's fear and feeling;and the _crotalus_ paralyzes before he strikes. He waited as in
atrance,--waited as one that longs to have the blow fall, and allover, as the man who shall be in
two pieces in a second waits for theaxe to drop. But while he looked straight into the flaming
eyes, itseemed to him that they were losing their light and terror, that theywere growing tame
and dull; the open jaws closed, the neck fellbackward and downward on the coil from which it
rose, the charm wasdissolving, the numbness was passing away, he could move once more.He
heard a light breathing close to his ear, and, half turning, sawthe face of Elsie Venner, looking
motionless into the reptile's eyes,which had shrunk and faded under the stronger enchantment
of her own.

CHAPTER XIV.

FAMILY SECRETS.

It was commonly understood in the town of Rockland that Dudley Vennerhad had a great deal
of trouble with that daughter of his, sohandsome, yet so peculiar, about whom there were so
many strangestories. There was no end to the tales that were told of herextraordinary doings.
Yet her name was never coupled with that of anyyouth or man, until this cousin had provoked
remark by his visit; andeven then it was rather in the shape of wondering conjectures whetherhe
would dare to make love to her, than in any pretended knowledge oftheir relations to each other,
that the public tongue exercised itsvillage-prerogative of tattle.

The more common version of the trouble at the mansion-house wasthis:--Elsie was not exactly
in her right mind. Her temper wassingular, her tastes were anomalous, her habits were lawless,
herantipathies were many and intense, and she was liable to explosionsof ungovernable anger.
Some said that was not the worst of it. Atnearly fifteen years old, when she was growing fast,
and in anirritable state of mind and body, she had had a governess placed overher for whom
she had conceived an aversion. It was whispered among afew who knew more of the family
secrets than others, that, worriedand exasperated by the presence and jealous oversight of this
person,Elsie had attempted to get finally rid of her by unlawful means, suchas young girls have
been known to employ in their straits, and towhich the sex at all ages has a certain instinctive
tendency, inpreference to more palpable instruments for the righting of itswrongs. At any rate,
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this governess had been taken suddenly ill, andthe Doctor had been sent for at midnight. Old
Sophy had taken hermaster into a room apart, and said a few words to him which turnedhim as
white as a sheet. As soon as he recovered himself, he sentSophy out, called in the old Doctor,
and gave him some few hints, onwhich he acted at once, and had the satisfaction of seeing
hispatient out of danger before he left in the morning. It is proper tosay, that, during the
following days, the most thorough search wasmade in every nook and cranny of those parts of
the house which Elsiechiefly haunted, but nothing was found which might be accused ofhaving
been the intentional cause of the probably accidental suddenillness of the governess. From this
time forward her father was nevereasy. Should he keep her apart, or shut her up, for fear of risk
toothers, and so lose every chance of restoring her mind to its healthytone by kindly influences
and intercourse with wholesome natures?There was no proof, only presumption, as to the
agency of Elsie inthe matter referred to. But the doubt was worse, perhaps, thancertainty would
have been,--for then he would have known what to do.

He took the old Doctor as his adviser. The shrewd old man listened tothe father's story, his
explanations of possibilities, ofprobabilities, of dangers, of hopes. When he had got through,
theDoctor looked him in the face steadily, as if he were saying, _Isthat all?_

The father's eyes fell. That was not all. There was something at thebottom of his soul which he
could not bear to speak of,--nay, which,as often as it reared itself through the dark waves of
unwordedconsciousness into the breathing air of thought, he trod down as theruined angels
tread down a lost soul trying to come up out of theseething sea of torture. Only this one
daughter! No! God never wouldhave ordained such a thing. There was nothing ever heard of
like it;it could not be; she was ill,--she would outgrow all thesesingularities; he had had an aunt
who was peculiar; he had heard thathysteric girls showed the strangest forms of moral obliquity
for atime, but came right at last. She would change all at once, when herhealth got more firmly
settled in the course of her growth. Are therenot rough buds that open into sweet flowers? Are
there not fruits,which, while unripe, are not to be tasted or endured, that matureinto the richest
taste and fragrance? In God's good time she wouldcome to her true nature; her eyes would lose
that frightful, coldglitter; her lips would not feel so cold when she pressed themmechanically
against his cheek; and that faint birth-mark, her motherswooned when she first saw, would fade
wholly out,--it was lessmarked, surely, now than it used to be!

So Dudley Venner felt, and would have thought, if he had let histhoughts breathe the air of his
soul. But the Doctor read throughwords and thoughts and all into the father's consciousness.
There arestates of mind that may be shared by two persons in presence of eachother, which
remain not only unworded, but _unthoughted_, if such aword may be coined for our special
need. Such a mutuallyinterpenetrative consciousness there was between the father and theold
physician. By a common impulse, both of them rose in a mechanicalway and went to the
western window, where each started, as he saw theother's look directed towards the white
stone that stood in the midstof the small plot of green turf.

The Doctor had, for a moment, forgotten himself, but he looked up atthe clouds, which were
angry, and said, as if speaking of theweather, "It is dark now, but we hope it will clear up by-and-
by.There are a great many more clouds than rains, and more rains thanstrokes of lightning, and
more strokes of lightning than there arepeople killed. We must let this girl of ours have her way,
as far asit is safe. Send away this woman she hates, quietly. Get her aforeigner for a
governess, if you can,--one that can dance and singand will teach her. In the house old Sophy
will watch her best. Outof it you must trust her, I am afraid,--for she will not be followedround,
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and she is in less danger than you think. If she wanders atnight, find her, if you can; the woods
are not absolutely safe. Ifshe will be friendly with any young people, have them to
seeher,--young men, especially. She will not love any one easily, perhapsnot at all; yet love
would be more like to bring her right than anythingelse. If any young person seems in danger of
falling in love withher, send him to me for counsel."

Dry, hard advice, but given from a kind heart, with a moist eye, andin tones that tried to be
cheerful and were full of sympathy. Thisadvice was the key to the more than indulgent treatment
which, as wehave seen, the girl had received from her father and all about her.The old Doctor
often came in, in the kindest, most natural sort ofway, got into pleasant relations with Elsie by
always treating her inthe same easy manner as at the great party, encouraging all herharmless
fancies, and rarely reminding her that he was a professionaladviser, except when she came out
of her own accord, as in the talkthey had at the party, telling him of some wild trick she had
beenplaying.

"Let her go to the girls' school, by all means," said the Doctor,when she had begun to talk about
it. "Possibly she may take to someof the girls or of the teachers. Anything to interest
her.Friendship, love, religion,--whatever will set her nature at work. Wemust have headway on,
or there will be no piloting her. Action firstof all, and then we will see what to do with it."

So, when Cousin Richard came along, the Doctor, though he did notlike his looks any too well,
told her father to encourage his stayingfor a time. If she liked him, it was good; if she only
tolerated him,it was better than nothing.

"You know something about that nephew of yours, during these lastyears, I suppose?" the
Doctor said. "Looks as if he had seen life.Has a scar that was made by a sword-cut, and a white
spot on the sideof his neck that looks like a bulletmark. I think he has been whatfolks call a 'hard
customer.'"

Dudley Venner owned that he had heard little or nothing of him oflate years. He had invited
himself, and of course it would not bedecent not to receive him as a relative. He thought Elsie
ratherliked having him about the house for a while. She was verycapricious,--acted as if she
fancied him one day and disliked him thenext. He did not know,--but (he said in a low voice) he
had asuspicion that this nephew of his was disposed to take a seriousliking to Elsie. What
should he do about it, if it turned out so?

The Doctor lifted his eyebrows a little. He thought there was nofear. Elsie was naturally what
they call a man-hater, and there wasvery little danger of any sudden passion springing up
between twosuch young persons. Let him stay awhile; it gives her something tothink about.--So
he stayed awhile, as we have seen.

The more Mr. Richard became acquainted with the family,--that is,with the two persons of whom
it consisted,--the more favorably theidea of a permanent residence in the mansion-house
seemed to impresshim. The estate was large,--hundreds of acres, with woodlands andmeadows
of great value. The father and daughter had been livingquietly, and there could not be a doubt
that the property which camethrough the Dudleys must have largely increased of late years. It
wasevident enough that they had an abundant income, from the way inwhich Elsie's caprices
were indulged. She had horses and carriages tosuit herself; she sent to the great city for
everything she wanted inthe way of dress. Even her diamonds--and the young man knew
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somethingabout these gems--must be of considerable value; and yet she worethem carelessly,
as it pleased her fancy. She had precious old laces,too, almost worth their weight in
diamonds,--laces which had beensnatched from altars in ancient Spanish cathedrals during the
wars,and which it would not be safe to leave a duchess alone with for tenminutes. The old
house was fat with the deposits of rich generationswhich had gone before. The famous "golden"
fireset was a purchase ofone of the family who had been in France during the Revolution,
andmust have come from a princely palace, if not from one of the royalresidences. As for silver,
the iron closet which had been made in thedining-room wall was running over with it: tea-kettles,
coffee-pots,heavy-lidded tankards, chafing-dishes, punch-bowls, all that all theDudleys had ever
used, from the caudle-cup that used to be handedround the young mother's chamber, and the
porringer from whichchildren scooped their bread-and-milk with spoons as solid as ingots,to that
ominous vessel, on the upper shelf, far back in the dark,with a spout like a slender italic S, out
of which the sick anddying, all along the last century, and since, had taken the lastdrops that
passed their lips. Without being much of a scholar, Dickcould see well enough, too, that the
books in the library had beenordered from the great London houses, whose imprint they bore,
bypersons that knew what was best and meant to have it. A man does notrequire much learning
to feel pretty sure, when he takes one of thosesolid, smooth, velvet-leaved quartos, say a
Baskerville Addison, forinstance, bound in red morocco, with a margin of gold, as rich as
theembroidery of a prince's collar, as Vandyck drew it,--he need notknow much to feel pretty
sure that a score or two of shelves full ofsuch books mean that it took a long purse, as well as a
literarytaste, to bring them together.

To all these attractions the mind of this thoughtful young gentlemanmay be said to have been
fully open. He did not disguise fromhimself, however, that there were a number of drawbacks in
the way ofhis becoming established as the heir of the Dudley mansion-house andfortune. In the
first place, Cousin Elsie was, unquestionably, verypiquant, very handsome, game as a hawk,
and hard to please, whichmade her worth trying for. But then there was something about
CousinElsie,--(the small, white scars began stinging, as he said this tohimself, and he pushed
his sleeve up to look at them,)--there wassomething about Cousin Elsie he couldn't make out.
What was thematter with her eyes, that they sucked your life out of you in thatstrange way?
What did she always wear a necklace for? Had she somesuch love-token on her neck as the old
Don's revolver had left onhis? How safe would anybody feel to live with her? Besides, herfather
would last forever, if he was left to himself. And he may takeit into his head to marry again. That
would be pleasant!

So talked Cousin Richard to himself, in the calm of the night and inthe tranquillity of his own
soul. There was much to be said on bothsides. It was a balance to be struck after the two
columns were addedup. He struck the balance, and came to the conclusion that he wouldfall in
love with Elsie Venner.

The intelligent reader will not confound this matured and seriousintention of falling in love with
the young lady with that mereimpulse of the moment before mentioned as an instance of
making love.On the contrary, the moment Mr. Richard had made up his mind that heshould fall
in love with Elsie, he began to be more reserved withher, and to try to make friends in other
quarters. Sensible men, youknow, care very little what a girl's present fancy is. The questionis:
Who manages her, and how can you get at that person or thosepersons? Her foolish little
sentiments are all very well in theirway; but business is business, and we can't stop for such
trifles.The old political wire-pullers never go near the man they want togain, if they can help it;
they find out who his intimates andmanagers are, and work through them. Always handle any
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positivelyelectrical body, whether it is charged with passion, or power, withsome non-conductor
between you and it, not with your nakedhands.--The above were some of the young
gentleman's working axioms;and he proceeded to act in accordance with them.

He began by paying his court more assiduously to his uncle. It wasnot very hard to ingratiate
himself in that quarter; for his mannerswere insinuating, and his precocious experience of life
made himentertaining. The old neglected billiard-room was soon put in order,and Dick, who was
a magnificent player, had a series of games withhis uncle, in which, singularly enough, he was
beaten, though hisantagonist had been out of play for years. He evinced a profoundinterest in
the family history, insisted on having the details of itsearly alliances, and professed a great pride
of race, which he hadinherited from his father, who, though he had allied himself with
thedaughter of an alien race, had yet chosen one with the real azureblood in her veins, as proud
as if she had Castile and Aragon for herdower and the Cid for her grandpapa. He also asked a
great deal ofadvice, such as inexperienced young persons are in need of, andlistened to it with
great reverence.

It is not very strange that Uncle Dudley took a kinder view of hisnephew than the Judge, who
thought he could read a questionablehistory in his face,--or the old Doctor, who knew men's
temperamentsand organizations pretty well, and had his prejudices about races,and could tell
an old sword-cut and a bullet-mark in two seconds froma scar got by falling against the fender,
or a mark left by king'sevil. He could not be expected to share our own prejudices; for hehad
heard nothing of the wild youth's adventures, or his scamper overthe Pampas at short notice.
So, then, "Richard Venner, Esquire, guestof Dudley Venner, Esquire, at his elegant mansion,"
prolonged hisvisit until his presence became something like a matter of habit, andthe neighbors
settled it beyond doubt that the fine old house wouldbe illuminated before long for a grand
marriage.

He had done pretty well with the father: the next thing was to gainover the nurse. Old Sophy
was as cunning as a red fox or a graywoodchuck. She had nothing in the world to do but to
watch Elsie; shehad nothing to care for but this girl and her father. She had neverliked Dick too
well; for he used to make faces at her and tease herwhen he was a boy, and now he was a man
there was something abouthim--she could not tell what--that made her suspicious of him. It
wasno small matter to get her over to his side.

The jet-black Africans know that gold never looks so well as on thefoil of their dark skins. Dick
found in his trunk a string of goldbeads, such as are manufactured in some of our cities, which
he hadbrought from the gold region of Chili,--so he said,--for the expresspurpose of giving them
to old Sophy. These Africans, too, have aperfect passion for gay-colored clothing; being
condemned by Nature,as it were, to a perpetual mourning-suit, they love to enliven itwith all
sorts of variegated stuffs of sprightly patterns, aflamewith red and yellow. The considerate
young man had remembered this,too, and brought home for Sophy some handkerchiefs of
rainbow hue,which had been strangely overlooked till now, at the bottom of one ofhis trunks.
Old Sophy took his gifts, but kept her black eyes openand watched every movement of the
young people all the more closely.It was through her that the father had always known most of
theactions and tendencies of his daughter.

In the mean time the strange adventure on The Mountain had broughtthe young master into
new relations with Elsie. She had saved him inthe extremity of peril by the exercise of some
mysterious power. Hewas grateful, and yet shuddered at the recollection of the wholescene. In
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his dreams he was pursued by the glare of cold glitteringeyes,--whether they were in the head
of a woman or of a reptile hecould not always tell, the images had so run together. But he
couldnot help seeing that the eyes of the young girl had been often, veryoften, turned upon him
when he had been looking away, and fell as hisown glance met them. Helen Darley told him
very plainly that thisgirl was thinking about him more than about her book. Dick Vennerfound
she was getting more constant in her attendance at school. Helearned, on inquiry, that there
was a new master, a handsome youngman. The handsome young man would not have liked
the look that cameover Dick's face when he heard this fact mentioned.

In short, everything was getting tangled up together, and there wouldbe no chance of
disentangling the threads in this chapter.

ON THE FORMATION OF GALLERIES OF ART.

It is barely fifty years since England refused the gift of thepictures that now constitute the
Dulwich Gallery. So rapidly,however, did public opinion and taste become enlightened,
thattwenty-five years afterwards Parliament voted seventy-three thousandpounds for the
purchase of thirty-eight pictures collected by Mr.Angerstein. This was the commencement of
their National Gallery. In1790 but three national galleries existed in Europe,--those ofDresden,
Florence, and Amsterdam. The Louvre was then firstoriginated by a decree of the Constituent
Assembly of France. Englandnow spends with open hand on schools of design, the
accumulation oftreasures of art of every epoch and character, and whatever tends toelevate the
taste and enlarge the means of the artistic education ofher people,--perceiving, with far-sighted
wisdom, that, throughimproved manufacture and riper civilization, eventually a tenfoldreturn will
result to her treasury. The nations of Europe exult overa new acquisition to their galleries,
though its cost may haveexceeded a hundred thousand dollars.

We are in that stage of indifference and neglect that one of ourwealthiest cities recently refused
to accept the donation of agallery of some three hundred pictures, collected with taste
anddiscrimination by a generous lover of art, because it did not wish tobe put to the expense of
finding wall-room for them. But this spiritis departing, and now our slowness or reluctance is
rather the resultof a want of knowledge and critical judgment than of a want offeeling for art.

To stimulate this feeling, it is requisite that our public shouldhave free access to galleries in
which shall be exhibited inchronological series specimens of the art of all nations and
schools,arranged according to their motives and the special influences thatattended their
development. After this manner a mental and artistichistory of the world may be spread out like
a chart before thestudent, while the artist with equal facility can trace up to theirorigin the varied
methods, styles, and excellences of each prominentepoch. A gallery of art is a perpetual feast
of the most intense andrefined enjoyment to every one capable of entering into its phases
ofthought and execution, analyzing its external and internal being, andtracing the mysterious
transformations of spirit into form. It hasbeen well said, that a complete gallery, on a broad
foundation, inwhich all tastes, styles, and methods harmoniously mingle, is a courtof final appeal
of one phase of civilization against another, from anexamination of which we can sum up their
respective qualities andmerits, drawing therefrom for our own edification as from a
perpetualwellspring of inspiration and knowledge. But if we sit in judgmentupon the great
departed, they likewise sit in judgment upon us. Andit is precisely where such means of testing
artistic growth bestexist that modern art is at once most humble and most aspiring:conscious of
its own power and in many respects superior technicaladvantages, both it and the public are still
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content to go to thepast for instruction, and each to seek to rise above the transitorybias of
fashion or local passions to a standard of taste that willabide world-wide comparison and
criticism.

An edifice for a gallery or museum of art should be fire-proof,sufficiently isolated for light and
effective ornamentation, andconstructed so as to admit of indefinite extension. Its chief
featureshould be the suitable accommodation and exhibition of its contents.But provision should
be made for its becoming eventually inarchitectural effect consistent with its object. The
skeleton of sucha building need not be costly. Its chief expense would be in itsultimate
adornment with marble facings, richly colored stones,sculpture or frescoes, according to a
design which should enforcestrict purity of taste and conformity to its motive. This
gradualcompletion, as happened to the mediaeval monuments of Europe, could beextended
through many generations, which would thus be linked withone another in a common object of
artistic and patriotic pridegradually growing up among them, as a national monument, with
itsfoundations deeply laid in a unity of feeling and those desirableassociations of love and
veneration which in older civilizations sodelightfully harmonize the past with the present. Each
epoch ofartists would be instructed by the skill of its predecessor, andstimulated to connect its
name permanently with so glorious a shrine.Wealth, as in the days of democratic Greece and
Italy, would belavished upon the completion of a temple of art destined to endure aslong as
material can defy time, a monument of the people's taste andmunificence. There would be born
among them the spirit of thoseAthenians who said to Phidias, when he asked if he should use
ivoryor marble for the statue of their protecting goddess, "Use thatmaterial which is most
_worthy_ of our city."

Until recently, no attention has been paid, even in Europe, tohistorical sequence and special
motives in the arrangement ofgalleries. As in the Pitti Gallery, pictures were generally hung soas
to conform to the symmetry of the rooms,--various styles, schools,and epochs being intermixed.
As the progress of ideas is of moreimportance to note than the variations of styles or the degree
oftechnical merit, the chief attention in selection and position shouldbe given to lucidly exhibiting
the varied phases of artistic thoughtamong the diverse races and widely separated eras and
inspirationswhich gave them being. The mechanism of art is, however, gointimately interwoven
with the idea, that by giving precedence to thelatter we most readily arrive at the best
arrangement of the former.Each cycle of civilization should have its special
department,Paganism and Christianity being kept apart, and not, as in theFlorentine Gallery,
intermixed,--presenting a strange jumble ofclassical statuary and modern paintings in
anachronistic disorder, tothe loss of the finest properties of each to the eye, and thedestruction
of that unity of motive and harmonious association soessential to the proper exhibition of art.
For it is essential thatevery variety of artistic development should be associated solelywith those
objects or conditions most in keeping with itsinspirations. In this way we quickest come to an
understanding of itsoriginating idea, and sympathize with its feeling, tracing itsprogress from
infancy to maturity and decay, and comparing it as awhole with corresponding or rival varieties
of artistic development.This systematized variety of one great unity is of the highestimportance
in placing the spectator in affinity with art as a wholeand with its diversities of character, and in
giving him soundstand-points of comparison and criticism. In this way, as in the Louvre,feeling
and thought are readily transported from one epoch ofcivilization to another, grasping the
motives and execution of eachwith pleasurable accuracy. We perceive that no conventional
standardof criticism, founded upon the opinions or fashions of one age, isapplicable to all. To
rightly comprehend each, we must broadly surveythe entire ground of art, and make ourselves
for the time members, asit were, of the political and social conditions of life that giveorigin to the
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objects of our investigations. This philosophical modeof viewing art does not exclude an
aesthetic point of view, but ratherheightens that and makes it more intelligible. Paganism would
besubdivided into the various national forms that illustrated its riseand fall. Egypt, India, China,
Assyria, Greece, Etruria, and Rome,would stand each by itself as a component part of a great
whole: sowith Christianity, in such shapes as have already taken foothold inhistory, the Latin,
Byzantine, Lombard, Mediaeval, Renaissant, andProtestant art, subdivided into its diversified
schools or leadingideas, all graphically arranged so as to demonstrate, amid theinfinite varieties
of humanity, a divine unity of origin and design,linking together mankind in one common family.

Beside statuary and paintings, an institution of this nature shouldcontain specimens of every
kind of industry in which art is theprimary inspiration, to illustrate the qualities and degrees
ofsocial refinement in nations and eras. This would include everyvariety of ornamental art in
which invention and skill areconspicuous, as well as those works more directly inspired by
highermotives and intended as a joy forever. Architecture and objects nottransportable could be
represented by casts or photographs. Models,drawings, and engravings also come within its
scope; and there shouldbe attached to the parent gallery a library of reference and alecture-
and reading-room.

Connected with it there might be schools of design for improvement inornamental manufacture,
the development of architecture, and whateveraids to refine and give beauty to social life,
including a simpleacademic system for the elementary branches of drawing and coloring,upon a
scientific basis of accumulated knowledge and experience,providing models and other
advantages not readily accessible toprivate resources, but leaving individual genius free to
follow itsown promptings upon a well-laid technical foundation. As soon as theyoung artist has
acquired the grammar of his profession, he should besent forth to study directly from Nature and
to mature his inventionunfettered by authoritative academic system, which more
frequentlyfosters conventionalism and imposes trammels upon talent than endowsit with
strength and freedom.

Such is a brief sketch of institutions feasible amongst us fromhumble beginnings by individual
enterprise. Once founded and theirvalue demonstrated, the countenance of the state may be
hopefullyinvoked. Their very existence would become an incentive to munificentgifts. Individuals
owning fine works of art would grow ambitious tohave their memories associated with patriotic
enterprise. Art invokesliberality and evokes fraternity. The sentiment, that there is acommon
property in the productions of genius, making possession atrust for the public welfare, will
increase among those by whosetaste and wealth they have been accumulated. Masterpieces
will ceaseto be regarded as the selfish acquisitions of covetous amateurs, but,like spoken truth,
will become the inalienable birthright of thepeople,--finding their way freely and generously,
through themagnetic influences of public spirit and pertinent examples, to thosedepositories
where they can most efficaciously perform their missionof truth and beauty to the world. Then
the people themselves willbegin to take pride in their artistic wealth, to honor artists asthey now
do soldiers and statesmen, and to value the more highlythose virtues which are interwoven with
all noble effort.

In 1823, when the National Gallery of England was founded, theEnglish were nearly as dead to
art as we are now. A few amateursalone cultivated it, but there was no general sympathy with
norknowledge of it. Yet by 1837, in donations alone, the gallery hadreceived one hundred and
thirty-seven pictures. Since that periodgifts have increased tenfold in value and numbers.
Connected with it,and a part of that noble, comprehensive, and munificent system ofart-
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education which the British government has inculcated, are theBritish and Kensington
Museums. Schools of design, with everyappliance for the growth of art, have rapidly sprung into
existence.Private enterprise and research have correspondingly increased.British agents, with
unstinted means, are everywhere ransacking theearth in quest of everything that can add to the
value and utility oftheir national and private collections. A keen regard for all thatconcerns art, a
desire for its national development, an enlightenedstandard of criticism, and with it the most
eloquent art-literatureof any tongue, have all recently sprung into existence in ourmotherland.
All honor to those generous spirits that have producedthis,--and honor to the nation that so
wisely expends its wealth! Anoble example for America! England also throws open to
thecompetition of the world plans for her public buildings andmonuments. Mistakes and defects
there have been, but an honest desirefor amendment and to promote the intellectual growth of
the nationnow characterizes her pioneers in this cause. And what progress!Between 1823 and
1850, in the Museum alone, there have been expended$10,000,000. Within twelve years,
$450,000 have been expended on theNational Gallery for pictures, and yet its largest accession
oftreasures is by gifts and bequests. Lately, beside the PisaniVeronese bought for $70,000,
eight other paintings have beenpurchased at a cost of $50,000. In 1858, $36,000 were given for
thechoice of twenty, of the early Italian schools, from the LombardiGallery at Florence,--not
masterpieces, but simply characteristicspecimens, more or less restored. The average cost of
lateacquisitions has been about $6,000 each. In 1858, there were 823,000visitors to both
branches of the National Gallery. Who can estimatenot alone the pleasure and instruction
afforded by such aninstitution to its million of annual visitors, but the ideas andinspiration thence
born, destined to grow and fructify to the gloryand good of the nation? At present there are
seventy-seven schools ofart in England, attended by 68,000 students. In 1859, they andkindred
institutions received a public grant of nearly $450,000. Theappropriation for the British Museum
alone, for 1860, is L77,452.

To the Louvre Louis XVIII. added one hundred and eleven pictures, ata cost of about $132,000;
Charles X., twenty-four, at $12,000; LouisPhilippe, fifty-three, at $14,500; and Napoleon III.,
thus far,thirty paintings, costing $200,000, one of which, the Murillo, cost$125,000. Russia is
following in the same path. Italy, Greece, andEgypt, by stringent regulations, are making it
yearly more difficultfor any precious work to leave their shores. If, therefore, Americais ever to
follow in the same path, she must soon bestir herself, orshe will have nothing but barren fields
to glean from.

DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.

Novelties are enticing to most people: to us they are simplyannoying. We cling to a long-
accepted theory, just as we cling to anold suit of clothes. A new theory, like a new pair of
breeches, ("TheAtlantic" still affects the older type of nether garment,) is sure tohave hard-fitting
places; or even when no particular fault can befound with the article, it oppresses with a sense
of generaldiscomfort. New notions and new styles worry us, till we get wellused to them, which
is only by slow degrees.

Wherefore, in Galileo's time, we might have helped to proscribe, orto burn--had he been
stubborn enough to warrant cremation--even thegreat pioneer of inductive research; although,
when we had fairlyrecovered our composure, and had leisurely excogitated the matter, wemight
have come to conclude that the new doctrine was better than theold one, after all, at least for
those who had nothing to unlearn.
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Such being our habitual state of mind, it may well be believed thatthe perusal of the new book
"On the Origin of Species by Means ofNatural Selection" left an uncomfortable impression, in
spite of itsplausible and winning ways. We were not wholly unprepared for it, asmany of our
contemporaries seem to have been. The scientific readingin which we indulge as a relaxation
from severer studies had raiseddim forebodings. Investigations about the succession of species
intime, and their actual geographical distribution over the earth'ssurface, were leading up from
all sides and in various ways to thequestion of their origin. Now and then we encountered a
sentence,like Professor Owen's "axiom of the continuous operation of theordained becoming of
living things," which haunted us like anapparition. For, dim as our conception must needs be as
to what suchoracular and grandiloquent phrases might really mean, we feltconfident that they
presaged no good to old beliefs. Foreseeing, yetdeprecating, the coming time of trouble, we still
hoped, that, withsome repairs and make-shifts, the old views might last out our days._Apres
nous le deluge_. Still, not to lag behind the rest of theworld, we read the book in which the new
theory is promulgated. Wetook it up, like our neighbors, and, as was natural, in a
somewhatcaptious frame of mind.

Well, we found no cause of quarrel with the first chapter. Here theauthor takes us directly to the
barn-yard and the kitchen-garden.Like an honorable rural member of our General Court, who
sat silentuntil, near the close of a long session, a bill requiring all swineat large to wear pokes
was introduced, when he claimed the privilegeof addressing the house, on the proper ground
that he had been"brought up among the pigs, and knew all about them,"--so we werebrought up
among cows and cabbages; and the lowing of cattle, thecackling of hens, and the cooing of
pigeons were sounds native andpleasant to our ears. So "Variation under Domestication" dealt
withfamiliar subjects in a natural way, and gently introduced "Variationunder Nature," which
seemed likely enough. Then follows "Struggle forExistence,"--a principle which we
experimentally know to be true andcogent,--bringing the comfortable assurance, that man, even
uponLeviathan Hobbes's theory of society, is no worse than the rest ofcreation, since all Nature
is at war, one species with another, andthe nearer kindred the more internecine,--bringing in
thousand-foldconfirmation and extension of the Malthusian doctrine, thatpopulation tends far to
outrun means of subsistence throughout theanimal and vegetable world, and has to be kept
down by sharppreventive checks; so that not more than one of a hundred or athousand of the
individuals whose existence is so wonderfully and sosedulously provided for ever comes to
anything, under ordinarycircumstances; so the lucky and the strong must prevail, and theweaker
and ill-favored must perish;--and then follows, as naturallyas one sheep follows another, the
chapter on "Natural Selection,"Darwin's _cheval de bataille_, which is very much the
Napoleonicdoctrine, that Providence favors the strongest battalions,--that,since many more
individuals are born than can possibly survive, thoseindividuals and those variations which
possess any advantage, howeverslight, over the rest, are in the long run sure to survive,
topropagate, and to occupy the limited field, to the exclusion ordestruction of the weaker
brethren. All this we pondered, and couldnot much object to. In fact, we began to contract a
liking for asystem which at the outset illustrates the advantages of goodbreeding, and which
makes the most "of every creature's best."

Could we "let by-gones be by-gones," and, beginning now, goon improving and diversifying for
the future by naturalselection,--could we even take up the theory at the introduction of
theactually existing species, we should be well content, and so perhaps wouldmost naturalists
be. It is by no means difficult to believe thatvarieties are incipient or possible species, when we
see what troublenaturalists, especially botanists, have to distinguish betweenthem,--one
regarding as a true species what another regards as avariety; when the progress of knowledge
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increases, rather thandiminishes, the number of doubtful instances; and when there is
lessagreement than ever among naturalists as to what the basis is inNature upon which our
idea of species reposes, or how the word ispractically to be defined. Indeed, when we consider
the endlessdisputes of naturalists and ethnologists over the human races, as towhether they
belong to one species or to more, and if to more,whether to three, or five, or fifty, we can hardly
help fancying thatboth may be right,--or rather, that the uni-humanitarians would havebeen right
several thousand years ago, and the multi-humanitarianswill be a few thousand years later;
while at present the safe thingto say is, that, probably, there is some truth on both sides."Natural
selection," Darwin remarks, "leads to divergence ofcharacter; for more living brings can be
supported on the same areathe more they diverge in structure, habits, and constitution,"
(aprinciple which, by the way, is paralleled and illustrated by thediversification of human labor,)
and also leads to much extinction ofintermediate or unimproved forms. Now, though this
divergence may"steadily tend to increase," yet this is evidently a slow process inNature, and
liable to much counteraction wherever man does notinterpose, and so not likely to work much
harm for the future. And ifnatural selection, with artificial to help it, will produce betteranimals
and better men than the present, and fit them better to "theconditions of existence," why, let it
work, say we, to the top of itsbent. There is still room enough for improvement. Only let us
hopethat it always works for good: if not, the divergent lines onDarwin's diagram of
transmutation made easy ominously show what smalldeviations from the straight path may
come to in the end.

The prospect of the future, accordingly, is on the whole pleasant andencouraging. It is only the
backward glance, the gaze up the longvista of the past, that reveals anything alarming. Here the
linesconverge as they recede into the geological ages, and point toconclusions which, upon the
theory, are inevitable, but by no meanswelcome. The very first step backwards makes the
Negro and theHottentot our blood-relations;--not that reason or Scripture objectsto that, though
pride may. The next suggests a closer association ofour ancestors of the olden time with "our
poor relations" of thequadrumanous family than we like to acknowledge.
Fortunately,however,--even if we must account for him scientifically,--man withhis two feet
stands upon a foundation of his own. Intermediate linksbetween the _Bimana_ and the
_Quadrumana_ are lacking altogether; sothat, put the genealogy of the brutes upon what
footing you will, thefour-handed races will not serve for our forerunners;--at least, notuntil some
monkey, live or fossil, is producible with great toes,instead of thumbs, upon his nether
extremities; or until some luckygeologist turns up the bones of his ancestor and prototype in
Franceor England, who was so busy "napping the chuckie-stanes" and chippingout flint knives
and arrow-heads in the time of the drift, very manyages ago,--before the British Channel
existed, says Lyell[1],--anduntil these men of the olden time are shown to have worn theirgreat-
toes in a divergent and thumb-like fashion. That would be evidenceindeed: but until some
testimony of the sort is produced, we mustneeds believe in the separate and special creation of
man, however itmay have been with the lower animals and with plants.

No doubt, the full development and symmetry of Darwin's hypothesisstrongly suggest the
evolution of the human no less than the loweranimal races out of some simple primordial
animal,--that all areequally "lineal descendants of sense few beings which lived longbefore the
first bed of the Silurian system was deposited." But, asthe author speaks disrespectfully of
spontaneous generation, andaccepts a supernatural beginning of life on earth, in some form
orforms of being which included potentially all that have since existedand are yet to be, he is
thereby not warranted to extend hisinferences beyond the evidence or the fair probability. There
seemsas great likelihood that one special origination should be followedby another upon fitting
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occasion, (such as the introduction of man,)as that one form should be transmuted into another
upon fittingoccasion, as, for instance, in the succession of species which differfrom each other
only in some details. To compare small things withgreat in a homely illustration: man alters from
time to time hisinstruments or machines, as new circumstances or conditions mayrequire and
his wit suggest. Minor alterations and improvements headds to the machine he possesses: he
adapts a new rig or a new rudderto an old boat: this answers to _variation_. If boats could
engender,the variations would doubtless be propagated, like those of domesticcattle. In course
of time the old ones would be worn out or wrecked;the best sorts would be chosen for each
particular use, and furtherimproved upon, and so the primordial boat be developed into the
scow,the skiff, the sloop, and other species of water-craft,--the verydiversification, as well as the
successive improvements, entailingthe disappearance of many intermediate forms, less
adapted to any oneparticular purpose; wherefore these go slowly out of use, and becomeextinct
species: this is _natural selection_. Now let a great andimportant advance be made, like that of
steam-navigation: here,though the engine might be added to the old vessel, yet the wiser
andtherefore the actual way is to make a new vessel on a modified plan:this may answer to
_specific creation_. Anyhow, the one does notnecessarily exclude the other. Variation and
natural selection mayplay their part, and so may specific creation also. Why not?

[Footnote 1: Vide _Proceedings of the British Association for theAdvancement of Science_,
1859, and London _Athenaeum_, passim. Itappears to be conceded that these "celts" or stone
knives areartificial productions, and of the age of the mammoth, the fossilrhinoceros, etc.]

This leads us to ask for the reasons which call for this new theoryof transmutation. The
beginning of things must needs lie inobscurity, beyond the bounds of proof, though within those
ofconjecture or of analogical inference. Why not hold fast to thecustomary view, that all species
were directly, instead ofindirectly, created after their respective kinds, as we now
beholdthem,--and that in a manner which, passing our comprehension, weintuitively refer to the
supernatural? Why this continual strivingafter "the unattained and dim,"--these anxious
endeavors, especiallyof late years, by naturalists and philosophers of various schools
anddifferent tendencies, to penetrate what one of them calls "themystery of mysteries," the
origin of species? To this, in general,sufficient answer may be found in the activity of the
humanintellect, "the delirious yet divine desire to know," stimulated asit has been by its own
success in unveiling the laws and processes ofinorganic Nature,--in the fact that the principal
triumphs of our agein physical science have consisted in tracing connections where nonewere
known before, in reducing heterogeneous phenomena to a commoncause or origin, in a manner
quite analogous to that of the reductionof supposed independently originated species to a
common ultimateorigin,--thus, and in various other ways, largely and legitimatelyextending the
domain of secondary causes. Surely the scientific mindof an age which contemplates the solar
system as evolved from acommon, revolving, fluid mass,--which, through experimental
research,has come to regard light, heat, electricity, magnetism, chemicalaffinity, and mechanical
power as varieties or derivativeand convertible forms of one force, instead of
independentspecies,--which has brought the so-called elementary kinds of matter, suchas the
metals, into kindred groups, and raised the question, whether themembers of each group may
not be mere varieties of one species,--andwhich speculates steadily in the direction of the
ultimate unity ofmatter, of a sort of prototype or simple element which may be to theordinary
species of matter what the _protozoa_ or component cells ofan organism are to the higher sorts
of animals and plants,--the mindof such an age cannot be expected to let the old belief about
speciespass unquestioned.
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It will raise the question, how the diverse sorts of plants andanimals came to be as they are and
where they are, and will allowthat the whole inquiry transcends its powers only when all
endeavorshave failed. Granting the origin to be supernatural, or miraculouseven, will not arrest
the inquiry. All real origination, thephilosophers will say, is supernatural; their very question
is,whether we have yet gone back to the origin, and can affirm that thepresent forms of plants
and animals are the primordial, themiraculously created ones. And even if they admit that, they
willstill inquire into the order of the phenomena, into the form of themiracle. You might as well
expect the child to grow up content withwhat it is told about the advent of its infant brother.
Indeed, tolearn that the new-comer is the gift of God, far from lullinginquiry, only stimulates
speculation as to how the precious gift wasbestowed. That questioning child is father to the
man,--isphilosopher in short-clothes.

Since, then, questions about the origin of species will be raised,and have been raised,--and
since the theorizings, however differentin particulars, all proceed upon the notion that one
species of plantor animal is somehow derived from another, that the different sortswhich now
flourish are lineal (or unlineal) descendants of other andearlier sorts,--it now concerns us to ask,
What are the grounds inNature, the admitted facts, which suggest hypotheses of derivation,in
some shape or other? Reasons there must be, and plausible ones,for the persistent recurrence
of theories upon this genetic basis. Astudy of Darwin's book, and a general glance at the
present state ofthe natural sciences, enable us to gather the following as perhapsthe most
suggestive and influential. We can only enumerate them here,without much indication of their
particular bearing. There is,--

1. The general fact of variability;--the patent fact, that allspecies vary more or less; that
domesticated plants and animals,being in conditions favorable to the production and
preservation ofvarieties, are apt to vary widely; and that by interbreeding, anyvariety may be
fixed into a race, that is, into a variety which comestrue from seed. Many such races, it is
allowed, differ from eachother in structure and appearance as widely as do many
admittedspecies; and it is practically very difficult, perhaps impossible, todraw a clear line
between races and species. Witness the human races,for instance.

Wild species also vary, perhaps about as widely as those ofdomestication, though in different
ways. Some of them appear to varylittle, others moderately, others immoderately, to the
greatbewilderment of systematic botanists and zoologists, and theirincreasing disagreement as
to whether various forms shall be held tobe original species or marked varieties. Moreover, the
degree towhich the descendants of the same stock, varying in differentdirections, may at length
diverge is unknown. All we know is, thatvarieties are themselves variable, and that very diverse
forms havebeen educed from one stock.

2. Species of the same genus are not distinguished from each other byequal amounts of
difference. There is diversity in this respectanalogous to that of the varieties of a polymorphous
species, some ofthem slight, others extreme. And in large genera the unequalresemblance
shows itself in the clustering of the species aroundseveral types or central species, like satellites
around theirrespective planets. Obviously suggestive this of the hypothesis thatthey were
satellites, not thrown off by revolution, like the moons ofJupiter, Saturn, and our own solitary
moon, but gradually andpeacefully detached by divergent variation. That such closely
relatedspecies may be only varieties of higher grade, earlier origin, ormore favored evolution, is
not a very violent supposition. Anyhow, itwas a supposition sure to be made.
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3. The actual geographical distribution of species upon the earth'ssurface tends to suggest the
same notion. For, as a general thing,all or most of the species of a peculiar genus or other type
aregrouped in the same country, or occupy continuous, proximate, oraccessible areas. So well
does this rule hold, so general is theimplication that kindred species are or were
associatedgeographically, that most trustworthy naturalists, quite free fromhypotheses of
transmutation, are constantly inferring formergeographical continuity between parts of the world
now widelydisjoined, in order to account thereby for the generic similaritiesamong their
inhabitants. Yet no scientific explanation has beenoffered to account for the geographical
association of kindredspecies, except the hypothesis of a common origin.

4. Here the fact of the antiquity of creation, and in particular ofthe present kinds of the earth's
inhabitants, or of a large part ofthem, comes in to rebut the objection, that there has not been
timeenough for any marked diversification of living things throughdivergent variation,--not time
enough for varieties to have divergedinto what we call species.

So long as the existing species of plants and animals were thought tohave originated a few
thousand years ago and without predecessors,there was no room for a theory of derivation of
one sort fromanother, nor time enough even to account for the establishment of theraces which
are generally believed to have diverged from a commonstock. Not that five or six thousand
years was a short allowance forthis; but because some of our familiar domesticated varieties
ofgrain, of fowls, and of other animals, were pictured and mummified bythe old Egyptians more
than half that number of years ago, if notmuch earlier. Indeed, perhaps the strongest argument
for the originalplurality of human species was drawn from the identification of someof the
present races of men upon these early historical monuments andrecords.

But this very extension of the current chronology, if we may relyupon the archaeologists,
removes the difficulty by opening up a longervista. So does the discovery in Europe of remains
and implements ofpre-historic races of men to whom the use of metals was unknown,--menof
the _stone age_, as the Scandinavian archaeologists designate them.And now, "axes and
knives of flint, evidently wrought by human skill,are found in beds of the drift at Amiens, (also in
other places, bothin France and England,) associated with the bones of extinct speciesof
animals." These implements, indeed, were noticed twenty years ago;at a place in Suffolk they
have been exhumed from time to time formore than a century; but the full confirmation, the
recognition ofthe age of the deposit in which the implements occur, theirabundance, and the
appreciation of their bearings upon mostinteresting questions, belong to the present time. To
complete theconnection of these primitive people with the fossil ages, the Frenchgeologists, we
are told, have now "found these axes in Picardyassociated with remains of _Elephas
primigenius, Rhinocerostichorhinus, Equus fossilis_, and an extinct species of _Bos_."[1] Inplain
language, these workers in flint lived in the time of themammoth, of a rhinoceros now extinct,
and along with horses andcattle unlike any now existing,--specifically different, asnaturalists
say, from those with which man is now associated. Theirconnection with existing human races
may perhaps be traced throughthe intervening people of the stone age, who were succeeded by
thepeople of the bronze age, and these by workers in iron.[2] Now,various evidence carries
back the existence of many of the presentlower species of animals, and probably of a larger
number of plants,to the same drift period. All agree that this was very many thousandyears ago.
Agassiz tells us that the same species of polyps which arenow building coral walls around the
present peninsula of Floridaactually made that peninsula, and have been building there
forcenturies which must be reckoned by thousands.
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[Footnote 1: See Correspondence of M. Nickles, in _American Journalof Science and Arts_, for
March, 1860.]

[Footnote 2: See Morlet, _Some General Views on Archaeology_, in_American Journal of
Science and Arts_, for January, 1860, translatedfrom _Bulletin de la Societe Vaudoise_, 1859.]

5. The overlapping of existing and extinct species, and the seeminglygradual transition of the
life of the drift period into that of thepresent, may be turned to the same account. Mammoths,
mastodons, andIrish elks, now extinct, must have lived down to human, if not almostto historic
times. Perhaps the last dodo did not long outlive hishuge New Zealand kindred. The auroch,
once the companion of mammoths,still survives, but apparently owes his present and
precariousexistence to man's care. Now, nothing that we know of forbids thehypothesis that
some new species have been independently andsupernaturally created within the period which
other species havesurvived. It may even be believed that man was created in the days ofthe
mammoth, became extinct, and was recreated at a later date. Butwhy not say the same of the
auroch, contemporary both of the old manand of the new? Still it is more natural, if not
inevitable, toinfer, that, if the aurochs of that olden time were the ancestors ofthe aurochs of the
Lithuanian forests, so likewise were the men ofthat age--if men they were--the ancestors of the
present human races.Then, whoever concludes that these primitive makers of rude flintaxes
and knives were the ancestors of the better workmen of thesucceeding stone age, and these
again of the succeeding artificers inbrass and iron, will also be likely to suppose that the
_Equus_ and_Bos_ of that time were the remote progenitors of our own horses andcattle. In all
candor we must at least concede that suchconsiderations suggest a genetic descent from the
drift period downto the present, and allow time enough--if time is of any account--forvariation
and natural selection to work out some appreciable resultsin the way of divergence into races or
even into so-called species.Whatever might have been thought, when geological time was
supposedto be separated from the present era by a clear line, it is certainthat a gradual
replacement of old forms by new ones is stronglysuggestive of some mode of origination which
may still be operative.When species, like individuals, were found to die out one by one,
andapparently to come in one by one, a theory for what Owen sonorouslycalls "the continuous
operation of the ordained becoming of livingthings" could not be far off.

That all such theories should take the form of a derivation of thenew from the old seems to be
inevitable, perhaps from our inabilityto conceive of any other line of secondary causes, in
thisconnection. Owen himself is apparently in travail with sometransmutation theory of his own
conceiving, which may yet see thelight, although Darwin's came first to the birth. Different as
thetwo theories will probably be in particulars, they cannot fail toexhibit that fundamental
resemblance in this respect which betokens acommunity of origin, a common foundation on the
general facts and theobvious suggestions of modern science. Indeed,--to turn the point ofa
taking simile directed against Darwin,--the difference between theDarwinian and the Owenian
hypotheses may, after all, be only thatbetween homoeopathic and heroic doses of the same
drug.

If theories of derivation could only stop here, content withexplaining the diversification and
succession of species between thetertiary period and the present time, through natural
agencies orsecondary causes still in operation, we fancy they would not begenerally or violently
objected to by the _savans_ of the presentday. But it is hard, if not impossible, to find a stopping-
place.Some of the facts or accepted conclusions already referred to, andseveral others, of a
more general character, which must be taken intothe account, impel the theory onward with
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accumulated force. _Vires_(not to say _virus) acquirit eundo_. The theory hitches onwonderfully
well to Lyell's uniformitarian theory in geology,--thatthe thing that has been is the thing that is
and shall be,--that thenatural operations now going on will account for all geologicalchanges in
a quiet and easy way, only give them time enough, soconnecting the present and the proximate
with the farthest past byalmost imperceptible gradations,--a view which finds large
andincreasing, if not general, acceptance in physical geology, and ofwhich Darwin's theory is
the natural complement.

So the Darwinian theory, once getting a foothold, marches boldly on,follows the supposed near
ancestors of our present species fartherand yet farther back into the dim past, and ends with an
analogicalinference which "makes the whole world kin." As we said at thebeginning, this upshot
discomposes us. Several features of the theoryhave an uncanny look. They may prove to be
innocent: but their firstaspect is suspicious, and high authorities pronounce the whole thingto be
positively mischievous.

In this dilemma we are going to take advice. Following the bent ofour prejudices, and hoping to
fortify these by new and strongarguments, we are going now to read the principal reviews
whichundertake to demolish the theory;--with what result our readers shallbe duly informed.

Meanwhile, we call attention to the fact, that the Appletons havejust brought out a second and
revised edition of Mr. Darwin's book,with numerous corrections, important additions, and a
preface, allprepared by the author for this edition, in advance of a new Englishedition.

VANITY (1).

(ON A PICTURE OF HERODIAS'S DAUGHTER BY LUINI.)

Alas, Salome! Could'st thou knowHow great man is,--how great thou art,--What destined worlds
of weal or woeLurk in the shallowest human heart,--

From thee thy vanities would drop,Like lusts in noble anger spurnedBy one who finds, beyond
all hope,The passion of his youth returned.

Ah, sun-bright face, whose brittle smileIs cold as sunbeams flashed on ice!Ah, lips how sweet,
yet hard the while!Ah, soul too barren even for vice!

Mirror of Vanity! Those eyesNo beam the less around them shed,Albeit in that red scarf there
liesThe Dancer's meed,--the Prophet's head.

VANITY (2.)

I.False and Fair! Beware, beware!There is a Tale that stabs at thee!The Arab Seer! he stripped
thee bareLong since! He knew thee, Vanity!By day a mincing foot is thine:Thou runnest along
the spider's line:--Ay, but heavy sounds thy treadBy night, among the uncoffined dead!

II.Fair and Foul! Thy mate, the Ghoul,Beats, bat-like, at thy golden gate!Around the graves the
night-winds howl:"Arise!" they cry, "thy feast doth wait!"Dainty fingers thine, and nice,With thy
bodkin picking rice!--
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Ay, but when the night's o'erhead,Limb from limb they rend the dead!

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

_Popular Astronomy. A Concise Elementary Treatise on the Sun,Planets, Satellites, and
Comets_. By O.M. MITCHELL, Director of theCincinnati and Dudley Observatories. New York.
1860.

In this volume Professor Mitchell gives a very clear, and, in thegeneral plan pursued, a very
good account of the methods and resultsof investigation in modern astronomy. He has
explained with greatfulness the laws of motion of the heavenly bodies, and has thus aimedat
giving more than the collection of disconnected facts whichfrequently form the staple of
elementary works on astronomy.

In doing this, however, he has fallen into errors so numerous, andoccasionally so grave, that
they are difficult to be accounted for,except on the supposition that some portions of the work
were writtenin great haste. Passing over a few mere oversights, such as astatement from which
it would follow that a transit of Venus occurredevery eight years, mistakes of dates, etc., we cite
the following.

On page 114, speaking of Kepler's third law, the author says, "Andeven those extraordinary
objects, the revolving double stars, aresubject to the same controlling law." Since Kepler's third
lawexpresses a relationship between the motions of three bodies, two ofwhich revolve around a
third much larger than either, it is a logicalimpossibility that a system of only two bodies should
conform to thislaw.

On page 182, it is stated, that Newton's proving, that, if a bodyrevolved in an elliptical orbit with
the sun as a focus, the force ofgravitation toward the sun would always be in the inverse ratio
ofthe square of its distance, "was equivalent to proving, that, if abody in space, free to move,
received a single impulse, and at thesame moment was attracted to a fixed centre by a force
whichdiminished as the square of the distance at which it operatedincreased, such a body, thus
deflected from its rectilinear path,would describe an ellipse," etc. Not only does this deduction,
beingmade in the logical form,

If A is B, X is Y;but X is Y;therefore A is B,

not follow at all, but it is absolutely not true. The body under thecircumstances might describe
an hyperbola as welt as an ellipse, asProfessor Mitchell himself subsequently remarks.

The author's explanation of the manner in which the attraction of thesun changes the position of
the moon's orbit is entirely at fault. Hesupposes the line of nodes of the moon's orbit
perpendicular to theline joining the centres of the earth and sun, and the moon to startfrom her
ascending node toward the sun, and says that in this casethe effect of the sun's attraction will
be to diminish theinclination of the moon's orbit during the first half of therevolution, and thus
cause the node to retrograde; and to increase itduring the second half, and thus cause the
nodes to retrograde. Butthe real effect of the sun's attraction, in the case supposed, wouldbe to
diminish the inclination during the first quarter of itsrevolution, to increase it during the second,
to diminish it againduring the third, and increase it again during the fourth, as shownby Newton
a century and a half ago.
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In Chapter XV. we find the greatest number of errors. Take, forexample, the following
computation of the diminution of gravity atthe surface of the sun in consequence of the
centrifugal force,--partof the data being, that a pound at the earth's surface will weightwenty-
eight pounds at the sun's surface, and that the centrifugalforce at the earth's equator is 1/289 of
gravity.

"Now, if the sun rotated in the same time as the earth, and theirdiameters were equal, the
centrifugal force on the equators of thetwo orbs would be equal. But the sun's radius is about
111 times thatof the earth, and if the period of rotation were the same, thecentrifugal force at the
sun's equator would be greater than that atthe earth's in the ratio of (111)^2 to 1, or, more
exactly, in theratio of 12,342.27 to 1. But the sun rotates on its axis much slowerthan the earth,
requiring more than 25 days for one revolution. Thiswill reduce the above in the ratio of 1 to
(25)^2, or 1 to 625; sothat we shall have the earth's equatorial centrifugal force (1/289)
x12,342.27 / 625 = 12,342.27/180,605 = 0.07 nearly for the sun'sequatorial centrifugal force.
Hence the weight before obtained, 28pounds, must be reduced seven hundredths of its whole
value, and wethus obtain 28 - 0.196 = 27.804 pounds as the true weight of onepound
transported from the earth's equator to that of the sun."

In this calculation we have three errors, the effect of one of whichwould be to increase the true
answer 111 times, of another 28 times,and of a third to diminish it 10 times; so that the final
result ismore than 300 times too great. If this result were correct, Leverrierwould have no need
of looking for intermercurial planets to accountfor the motion of the perihelion of Mercury; he
would find asufficient cause in the ellipticity of the sun.

Considered from a scientific point of view, some of the gravesterrors into which the author has
fallen are the suppositions, thatthe perihelia and nodes of the planetary orbits move uniformly,
andthat they can ever become exactly circular. At the end of abouttwenty-four thousand years
the eccentricity of the earth's orbit willbe smaller than at any other time during the next two
hundredthousand, at least; but it will begin to increase again long beforethe orbit becomes
circular. Astronomers have long known that theeccentricity of Mercury's orbit will never be much
greater or muchless than it is now; and moreover, instead of diminishing, as statedby Professor
Mitchell, it is increasing, and has been increasing forthe last hundred thousand years.

Finally, the chapter closes with an attempt to state the principleknown to mathematicians as "the
law of the conservation of areas,"which statement is entirely unlike the correct one in nearly
everyparticular.

It will be observed that we have criticized this work from ascientific rather than from a popular
point of view. As questions ofpopular interest, it is perhaps of very little importance whether
theearth's orbit will or will not become circular in the course ofmillions of years, or in what the
principle of areas consists or doesnot consist. But if such facts or principles are to be stated at
all,we have a right to see them stated correctly. However, in the firstnine chapters, which part of
the book will be most read, few mistakesof any importance occur, and the method pursued by
Newton in deducingthe law of gravitation is explained in the author's most felicitousstyle.

* * * * *

_El Fureidis_. By the Author of "The Lamplighter" and "MabelVaughan." Boston: Ticknor &
Fields. 16mo.
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That large army of readers whose mere number gave celebrity at onceto the authoress of "The
Lamplighter" will at first be disappointedwith what they may call the location of this new romance
by MissCummins. The scene is laid in Syria, instead of New England, and the"village" known to
New Yorkers as Boston gives way to "El Fureidis,"a village in the valley of Lebanon. But while
so swift a transitionfrom the West to the East may disappoint that "Expectation" whichFletcher
tells us "sits i' the air," and which we all know is not tobe balked with impunity, there can be no
doubt, that, in shifting thescene, the authoress has enabled us to judge her essential talentwith
more accuracy. Possessing none of the elements which are thoughtessential to the production
of a sensation, "The Lamplighter" forceditself into notice as a "sensation book." The writer was
innocent ofall the grave literary crimes implied in such a distinction. Thefirst hundred and fifty
pages were as simple, and as true to ordinarynature, as the daisies and buttercups of the
common fields; theremaining two hundred pages repeated the stereotyped traditions
andcustomary hearsays which make up the capital of every professionalstory-teller. The book
began in the spirit of Jane Austen, and endedin that of Jane Porter.

In "El Fureidis" everything really native to the sentiment andexperience of Miss Cummins is
exhibited in its last perfection, withthe addition of a positive, though not creative, faculty
ofimagination. Feeling a strong attraction for all that related to theEast, through an accidental
connection with friends who inconversation discoursed of its peculiarities and wonders, she was
ledto an extensive and thorough study of the numerous eminent scholarsand travellers who
have recorded their experience and researches inSyria and Damascus. Gradually she obtained
a vivid internal vision ofthe scenery, and a practical acquaintance with the details of life,of those
far-off Eastern lands. On this imaginative reproduction ofthe external characteristics of the
Orient she projected her ownstandards of excellence and ideals of character; and the result
isthe present romance, the most elaborate and the most pleasingexpression of her genius.

There is hardly anything in the work which can rightfully be calledplot. The incidents are not
combined, but happen. A shy, sensitive,fastidious, high-minded, and somewhat melancholy and
dissatisfiedEnglishman, by the name of Meredith, travelling from Beyrout toLebanon, falls in
love with a Christian maiden by the name ofHavilah. She rejects him, on the ground, that,
however blessed withall human virtues, he is deficient in Christian graces. One of thoserare
women who combine the most exquisite sensuous beauty with thebeauty of holiness, she
cannot consent to marry, unless souls arejoined, as well as hands. Meredith, in the course of
the somewhatrambling narrative, "experiences religion," and the heroine thenfeels for him that
affection which she did not feel even in thosemoments when he recklessly risked his life to save
hers. In regard tocharacterization, Meredith, the hero, is throughout a mere name,without
personality; but the authoress has succeeded in transformingHavilah from an abstract
proposition into an individual existence.Her Bedouin lover, the wild, fierce, passionate Arab boy,
Abdoul,with his vehement wrath and no less vehement love, passing from afrustrated design to
assassinate Meredith, whom he considered theaccepted lover of Havilah, to an abject
prostration of his wholebeing, corporeal and mental, at the feet of his mistress, salutingthem
with "a devouring storm of kisses," is by far the most intenseand successful effort at
characterization in the whole volume. Theconclusion of the story, which results in the
acceptance by Meredithof the conditions enforced by the celestial purity of the heroine,will be
far less satisfactory to the majority of readers than ifHavilah had been represented as
possessed of sufficient spiritualpower to convert her passionate Arab lover into a being fit to be
aChristian husband. By all the accredited rules of the logic ofpassion, Abdoul deserved her,
rather than Meredith. Leaving, however,all those considerations which relate to the
management of the storyas connected with the impulses of the characters, great praise
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cannotbe denied to the authoress for her conception and development of thecharacter of
Havilah. Virgin innocence has rarely been more happilycombined with intellectual culture, and
the reader follows the courseof her thoughts--and so vital are her thoughts that they cause
allthe real events of the story--with a tranquil delight in herbeautiful simplicity and intelligent
affectionateness, compared withwhich the pleasure derived from the ordinary stimulants of
romance ispoor and tame. At least two-thirds of the volume are devoted todescriptions of
Eastern scenery, habits, customs, manners, and men,and these are generally excellent.
Altogether, the book will add tothe reputation of the authoress.

* * * * *

_Life and Times of General Sam. Dale, the Mississippi Partisan_. ByJ.F.H. CLAIBORNE.
Illustrated by John M'Lenan. New York: Harper &Brothers.

The adventures of General Dale, Mr. Claiborne tells us, were takenfrom his own lips by the
author and two friends, and from the notesof all three a memoir was compiled, but the MSS.
were lost in theMississippi. We regret that Dale's own words were thus lost; for thestories of the
hardy partisan are not improved by his biographer'swell-meant efforts to tell them in more
graceful language. Mr.Claiborne's cheap eloquence is perhaps suited to the unfastidioustaste of
a lower latitude; but we prefer those stories, too few innumber, in which the homely words of
Dale are preserved.

Dale does not appear to have done anything to warrant this "attempton his life," being no more
remarkable than hundreds of others. Hesaw several distinguished men; but of his anecdotes
about them we canonly quote the old opinion, that the good stories are not new, andthe new are
not good. As there is nothing particularly interesting inthe subject, so there is no peculiar charm
thrown around it by themanner in which Mr. Claiborne has executed his task. A noticeable
andvery comic feature is presented in the praises which he hasinterpolated, when ever any
acquaintance of his is referred to. Wereadily acquiesce, when we are told that Mr. A is a model
citizen,and that Mr. B is alike unsurpassed in public and private life; butthe latter statement
becomes less intensely gratifying when we learnthe fact that Mr. C also has no superior, and
that there are nobetter or abler men than D, E, F, or G. We were aware thatMississippi was
uncommonly fortunate in having meritorious sons, butnot that so singularly exact an equality
existed among them. Are theyall best? It is like the case of the volunteer regiment in which
theywere all Major-Generals. Occasional eminence we can easily believe,but a table-land of
merit is more than we are prepared for; and weare strongly led to suspect that praise so lavishly
given may becheaply won.

* * * * *

_The Money-King and Other Poems_. By JOHN G. SAXE. Boston: Ticknor &Fields. 16mo.

We regret having overlooked this pleasant volume so long. In aprevious collection of poems,
which has run through fifteen editions,Mr. Saxe fully established his popularity; and the present
volume,which is better than its predecessor, has in it all the elements of asimilar success. The
two longest poems, "The Money-King" and "ThePress," have been put to the severe test of
repeated delivery beforelyceum audiences in different parts of the country; and a poet issure to
learn by such a method of publication, what he may not learnby an appearance in print, the real
judgment of the miscellaneouspublic on his performance. He may doubt the justice of the praise
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orthe censure of the professional critic; but it is hard for him toresist the fact of failure, when it
comes to him palpably in thesatire that scowls in an ominous stare and the irony that lurks in
anaudible yawn,--hard for him to question the reality of triumph, whenteeth flash at every gleam
of his wit and eyes moisten at every touchof his sentiment. Having tried each of these poems
before more than ahundred audiences, Mr. Saxe has fairly earned the right to facecritics
fearlessly; and, indeed, the poems themselves so abound insense, shrewdness, sagacity, and
fancy, in sayings so pithy and witso sparkling, are so lull of humor and good-humor, and flow on
theirrhythmic and rhyming way with so much of the easy abandonment ofvivacious
conversation, that few critics will desire to reverse thefavorable decisions of the audiences they
have enlivened.

Among the miscellaneous poems, there are many which, in brilliancy,in keen, good-natured
satire, in facility and variety ofversification, in ingenious fancy, in joyousness of spirit and
purelove of fun, excel the longer poems to which we have just referred.

We have found the great majority of them exceedingly exhilarating reading, and, if our limits
admitted an extended examination, we feelsure that the result of the analysis would be the
eliciting ofunexpected merits rather than the detection of hidden defects.

* * * * *

_Say and Seal_. By the Author of "Wide, Wide World," and the Authorof "Dollars and Cents." In
Two Volumes. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott& Co.

Another story from "Elizabeth Wetherell" is a welcome addition to ourscanty stock of American,
novels. Our real American novels may becounted on our fingers, while the tales that claim the
name may beweighed by the ton. At the present time, we count Hawthorne among ournovelists,
and Mrs. Stowe, and perhaps Curtis, since his "Trumps";but as for our thousand and one
unrivalled authors, "whose matchlessknowledge of the human heart and wonderful powers of
delineationplace them far above Dickens or Thackeray," they are all, fromSylvanus Cobb,
Junior, down to Ned Buntline and Gilmore Simms,beneath serious notice, and may be left to the
easy verdict of thereaders of the cheap magazines and illustrated newspapers, in
whosecolumns they have gained a world-wide obscurity. Miss Warner's bookshave always a
genuine flavor of originality, and an acute, livingappreciation of Yankee character, that give
them a right to rank,unchallenged, as real and valuable novels. In their simplicity,
theirfreshness, their quiet humor and not less quiet fun, their frequentnarrowness and stiffness,
and their deep and true religioussentiment, they have the real essence of the New England
character.

In every novel there are three principal elements,--the Hero, theHeroine, the Villain,--all three
gracefully blending, in the Plot. Wecannot especially congratulate our authors upon their Hero.
In afavorite farce, the slightly bewildered Mr. Lullaby observesmusingly, "Brown? Brown? That
name sounds familiar! I must have heardthat name before! I'll swear I've heard that name
before!" We have adim consciousness of having met "Mr. Linden" before, albeit under adifferent
name. A certain Mr. Humphreys, whom we remember of old,strongly resembles him: so does
one Mr. Guy Carleton. We were verywell pleased with our old friend Humphreys, (or Carleton,)
and wouldby no means hint at any reluctance to meet him again; but a newnovel, by its very
announcement, implies a new hero,--and if we comeupon a plain family-party, when fondly
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hoping for an introduction tosome distinguished stranger, we may be excused for thinking
ourselveshardly treated. Is it so infallible a sign of superiority, moreover,to speak constantly in
riddles? This Sphinx-like style is eminentlycharacteristic of Mr. Linden. Then again, our authors
have been tooambitious. They laboriously assert Mr. Linden to be a marvel oflearning,--a man
of vast and curious literary attainments: but allthat their hero does to maintain this reputation
and vindicate theiropinion is to quote trite passages of poetry, which are all verywell, but which
every gentleman of ordinary cultivation is expectedto know, and which no gentleman of ordinary
cultivation is expectedto quote,--things that are remembered only to be avoided as
utterlythreadbare. One unfortunate instance may be found at the beginning ofthe second
volume. Mr. Linden's acquirements are to receive peculiarlustre from a triumph over no ordinary
competitor,--over theintelligent and well-read Doctor Harrison. Naturally, we expectsomething
recondite, and are by no means satisfied with the trite

"Cupid and my Campaspe playedAt cards for kisses," etc.

Mr. Linden might as well have astonished the company by such atranscendent proof of erudition
as

"All the world's a stage,And all the men and women," etc.

Or, passing "from grave to gay, from lively to severe," (for noveltyin quotations we find to be
contagious,) have recounted the wildlyerratic history "of that false matron known in nursery
rhyme,Insidious Morey," or quoted

"How doth the little busy bee."

After which he might have soared into unapproachable heights ofsurpassing literary erudition,
by informing his awe-struck hearersthat the latter poem was written by Doctor Watts! The fact is,
anyattempt to give the novelist's characters a learning which thenovelist does not possess is
always hazardous.

The Heroine, Miss Faith Derrick, is a pretty, but not remarkablyoriginal creation, who taxes our
magnanimity sorely at times by herblind admiration of her lover when he is peculiarly absurd,
but whosedumb rejection of Doctor Harrison, though a trifle theatrical, isreally charming. Faith is
better than Linden: Linden is _"superbe,magnifique"_; but Faith is "pretty good."

But the conception of the Villain is very fine. In Doctor Harrison wehail a new development of
that indispensable character. Of course,the gentlemanly, good-humored Doctor is not to be
considered avillain in the ordinary acceptation of the word; he is only atechnical villain,--a villain
of eminent respectability. It is almostunnecessary to add, that he is immeasurably more
attractive than thereal hero, Mr. Linden.

We regret to say that the conception is not carried out so well as itdeserves to be. Doctor
Harrison descends to some low business, quiteunworthy of him, such as tampering with the
mails. This is not onlymortifying, but entirely unnecessary; inasmuch as Doctor Harrison hasa
subordinate villain to do all the low villany, in the person ofSquire Deacon, who shoots at Mr.
Linden from behind a hedge (!), andis never called to account therefor,--a strange remissness
on thepart of everybody, which seems to have no recommendation except thatit leaves him free
to do this very work of robbing the mails, andwhich, by his failure to do it, is left utterly
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unexplained andprofoundly mysterious. All this is very bad. The Doctor's meanness isutterly
inconsistent; and the bare thought of a sober and uncommonlyawkward Yankee, like Squire
Deacon, deliberately making _two_separate attempts at assassination, is unspeakably
ludicrous.Moreover, we are hopelessly unable to see the need of having theunfortunate Mr.
Linden shot at all. Everything was going on very wellbefore, as nearly as we could see, and
nothing appears to come of it,after all,--not even the condign punishment of the incongruous
andnever-to-be-sufficiently-marvelled-at assassin, who is suspected byseveral people, and yet
remains as unharmed as if murder on thehighway were altogether too common an occurrence
in New England toexcite more than a moment's thought.

This leads us to speak of the Plot; and we are constrained to saythat a more inartistic,
unfinished piece of work we cannot remember.There is a lamentable waste of capital on Squire
Deacon'ssportsmanlike propensities. Why not have something come of them? Weare not
anxious to have the man hanged, or even indicted; but we didexpect a magnanimous pardon to
be extended to him by Mr. Linden; andalthough that gentleman was altogether too
magnanimous before, weshould have acquiesced mildly. And what becomes of Mrs.
Derrick?There we are in earnest; for Mrs. Derrick is an especial favoritewith us. It seems as if
our authors had become bewildered, and,finding themselves fairly at a loss what to do with their
characters,who drift helplessly along through a great part of the second volume,had seized
desperately on the hero and heroine, determined to savethem at least, and, having borne them
to a place of refuge, hadconcluded to let the others look after themselves.

What redeems the novel, and gives it its peculiar and exquisitecharm, is the execution of certain
detached passages. We have neverseen the drollery of a genuine Yankee to more advantage
than in "Sayand Seal." An occasional specimen we venture to quote.

On Mr. Linden's first appearance at Mrs. Derrick's house, where he isknown only as the new
teacher, nobody knows and nobody dares ask hisname; and recourse is accordingly had to the
diplomacy of the "help."

"'Child,' said Mrs. Derrick, 'what on earth is his name?'

"'Mother, how should I know? I didn't ask him.'

"'But the thing is,' said Mrs. Derrick, 'I _did_ know; the Committeetold me all about him. And of
course he thinks I know,--and Idon't,--no more than I do my great-grandmother's name, which I
neverdid remember yet.'

"'Mother, shall I go and ask him, or wait till after supper?'

"'Oh, you sha'n't go,' said her mother. 'Wait till after supper, andwe'll send Cindy. He won't care
about his name till he gets his tea,I'll warrant... Faith, don't you think he liked his supper?'

"'I should think he would, after having no dinner,' said Faith.

"'There's Cindy, this minute! Run and tell her to go right away, andfind out what his name is,--tell
her _I_ want to know,--you can putit in good words.'

"Cindy presently came back, and handed a card to Faith.
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"'It's easy done,' said Cindy. 'I jest asked him if he'd anyobjections towards tellin' his name,--and
he kinder opened his eyesat me, and said, "No." Then I said, says I, "Mis' Derrick do' know,and
she'd like ter." "Miss Derrick!" says he, and he took out hispencil and writ that. But I'd like ter
know _what_ he cleans hispencil with,' said Cindy, in conclusion, for I'm free to confess
_I_never see brass shine so in my born days.'"

Cindy's "free confessions" are an important feature of the book.

In Chapter VI, Squire Deacon and his sister hold a brief Yankeedialogue, of which this is a
sample:--

"'Sam! what are you bothering yourself about Mr. Linden for?'

"'How long since you was made a trustee?' said the Squire, beginninghis sentence with an
untranslatable sort of grunt, and ending it inhis teacup.

"'I've been _your_ trustee ever since you was up to anything,' saidhis sister. 'Come, Sam,--don't
you begin now! What's made you socrusty?'

"'It a'n't the worst thing to be crusty,' said the Squire. 'Shows aman's more'n half baked,
anyhow.'

"'Well, what has he done?'

"'Sure enough!' said the Squire, 'what _has_ he done? That's justwhat I can't find out.'

"'What do you want to find out for? What ails him?'

"'Suppose he hasn't done nothin'. Is that the sort o' man to teachlitteratur in Pattaquasset?'

"'Now, Sam Deacon, what do you expect to do by all this fuss you'remaking?' said his sister,
judicially.

"'What's the use of cross-examining a man at that rate? When I doanything, you'll know it.'"

The characters are all invested with reality by skilfully introducedanecdotes, or by personal traits
carelessly and happily sketched. Butit is a costly expedient to give this reality, when our authors
bringin pet names, and other "love-lispings," which are sacred in privacyand painfully ridiculous
when exposed to the curious light. Many ofus readers find all this mawkish and silly, and others
of us arepained that to such scrutiny should be exposed the dearest secrets ofaffection, and are
not anxious to have them exposed to our own gaze.It is too trying a confidence, too high an
honor, to be otherwisethan unwelcome. With this criticism we close our notice of "Say andSeal,"
in which we have been sparing neither of praise nor blame,earnestly thanking the authors for a
book that is worth finding faultwith.

* * * * *

_How Could He Help It? or, The Heart Triumphant_. By A.S. ROE. NewYork: Derby & Jackson.
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A fair representative of a class of books that are always pleasantreading, although written
without taste, cultivation, ororiginality,--because they are obviously dictated by a kind heart
andgenuine earnestness. In this volume the numerous heroes (so similarin every respect that
one might fancy them to be only one heromysteriously multiplied, like Kehama) and the fair
heroines (exactlyequalling the heroes in number, we are happy to assure thetenderhearted
reader) are not in the least interesting, except forsheer goodness of heart. This unaided moral
excellence, however,fairly redeems the book, and so far softens even our criticalasperity that we
venture only to suggest,--first, that the utterlyunprecedented _patois_ of Mrs. Kelly is not Irish,
for which acareful examination of the context leads us to think it wasintended,--secondly, that "if
he had have done it" is equallyguiltless of being English,--thirdly, that, if our author, desiring
todescribe the feelings of a lover holding his mistress's hand, wasinspired by Tennyson's phrase
of "dear wonder," he failed, in ouropinion, to improve on his original, when he substituted "the
fleshytreasure in his grasp."

* * * * *

_The New Tariff-Bill_. Washington. 1860.

We do not propose to submit the English of this new literary effortof the House of
Representatives at Washington to a criticalexamination, (though it strikingly reminds us of some
of the poems ofMr. Whitman, and is a very fair piece of descriptive verse in the_b'hoy_-anergic
style,) or to attempt any argument on the vexedquestion of Protection. But there is a section of
the proposed actwhich has a direct interest not only for all scholars, but for thatlarge and
constantly increasing class whose thirst for what may becalled voluminous knowledge prompts
them to buy all thoseshelf-ornamenting works without which no gentleman's library can
beconsidered complete. Though in the matter of book-buying thecharacters of gentleman and
scholar, so seldom united, aredistinguished from each other with remarkable precision,--the
desireof the former being to cover the walls of what he superstitiouslycalls his "study," and that
of the latter to line his head, while theresultant wisdom is measured respectively by volume and
by mass,--yetit is equally important to both that the literary furniture of theone and the
intellectual tools of the other should be cheap.

The "Providence Journal" deserves the thanks of all students forhaving called attention to the
fact, that, under the proposed tariff,the duties will be materially increased on two classes of
foreignbooks: the cheap ones, like "Bohn's Library,"--and the bulky, butoften indispensable
ones, such as the "Encyclopaedia Britannica." Thenew bill, in short, proposes to substitute for
the old duty of eight_per cent. ad valorem_ a new one of fifteen cents the pound weight.Could
we suspect a Committee of Members of Congress of a jokeappreciable by mere members of the
human family, could we supposethem in a thoughtless moment to have carried into legislation
amildened modicum of that metaphorical language which forms the stapleof debate, we should
make no remonstrance. We recognize the severejustice of an ideal avoirdupois in literary
criticism. We rememberthe unconscious sarcasm of the Atlantic Telegraph, as it sankheart-
broken under the strain of conveying the answer of the Heavy Fatherof our political stage to the
graceful "good-morning" of Victoria.The enthusiastic member of the Academy of Lagado, who
had spent eightyears in a vain attempt to extract sunbeams from cucumbers, mighthave found
profitable employment in smelting the lead even from lightliterature, not to speak of richer
deposits. Under an act thusdubiously worded, and in a country which makes Bancroft a
collectorof the customs and Hawthorne a weigher and gauger, the works of anAlison and a
Tupper would be put beyond the reach of all but theimmensely rich. The man of moderate
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means would be deprived of theexhaustless misinformation of the Scottish Baronet, who has
socompletely disproved the old charge against his countrymen ofpossessing an _ingenium
perfervidum_, (which Dr. Johnson would havetranslated by _brimstone temperament_,) and of
the don't-fail-to-spread-your-umbrella-when-it-rains-or-you'll-spoil-your-hat wisdom ofthe English
Commoner, who seems to have named his chief work in amoment of abnormal inspiration,
since it has become proverbial as theseverest test of human philosophy.

But we cannot suspect the Congressional Committee of a joke, stillless of a joke at the expense
of those anglers in the literarycurrent whose tackle, however bare of bait, never fails of a
sinkerat the end of every line. They have been taught to look upon books asin no wise differing
from cotton and tobacco, and rate themaccordingly by a merely material standard. It has been
the dealers inbooks, and not the makers of them, who have hitherto contrived todirect public
opinion in this matter. We look upon Public Opinionwith no superstitious reverence,--for Tom's
way of thinking is nonethe wiser because the million other Toms and Dicks and Harries
agreewith him,--nevertheless, even a fetish may justly become an object ofrespectful interest to
one who is to be sacrificed to it.

However it may be with iron, wool, and manufactured cotton, it isclear that a duty on books is
not protective of American literature,but simply a tax on American scholarship and refinement.
Theimperfectness of our public libraries compels every student to dependmore or less upon his
own private collection of books; and it is afact of some significance, that, with the single
exception ofHildreth, all our prominent historians, Sparks, Irving, Bancroft,Prescott, Ticknor,
Motley, and Palfrey, have been men of independentfortune. If anything should be free of duty, it
should seem to be thematerial of thought.

If Congress be really desirous of doing something for the benefit ofAmerican authors, it would
come nearer the mark, if it directed itsattention to the establishment on equitable grounds of
some system ofInternational Copyright. A well-considered enactment to this endwould, we are
convinced, be quite as advantageous to themanufacturers as to the producers of books. We
believe that amajority of the large publishing houses of the country have beengradually
convinced of the inconveniences of the present want ofsystem. Many of them have found it
profitable to enter into anagreement with popular English authors for the payment of
copyright,and works thus reprinted cost the buyer no more than under theprivateering policy.
But without some definite establishment of legalrights and remedies, the publisher is at the
mercy of a dishonorable,sometimes of a vindictive competition, and must run the risk ofhaving
the market flooded within a week with a cheaper and inferioredition, reprinted from the sheets of
his own which had beenhonorably paid for. We do not pretend to argue the question ofliterary
property, the principle of it being admitted in the factthat we have any copyright-laws at all. Our
wish is to show, that, inthe present absence of settled law, the honest publisher is subjectedto
risks from the resultant evils of which the whole readingcommunity suffers. The publisher, to
protect himself, is forced tomake his reprint as cheaply as possible, and to hurry it through
thepress with the disregard of accuracy inseparable from hastypublication,--while the reader is
put in possession of a bookdestructive of eyesight, crowded with blunders, and unsightly
inappearance. Maps and plates are omitted, or copied so carelessly asto be worse than
useless; and whoever needs the book for study orreference must still buy the original edition,
made more costlybecause imported in single copies, and because taxed for theprotection of a
state of things discreditable in every way, and notonly so, but hostile to the true interests of both
publishers andpublic.
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We do not claim any protection of American authorship from foreigncompetition, but we cannot
but think it unfair that Britishauthorship should be protected (as it now practically is) at the costof
our own, and for the benefit of such publishers as are willing toconvey an English book without
paying for it. The reprint of asecond-rate work by an English author has not only the advantage
of astolen cheapness over a first-rate one on the same subject by anAmerican, but may even
be the means of suppressing it altogether. Theintellectual position of an American is so
favorable for thetreatment of European history as to overbalance in some instances
thedisadvantages arising from want of access to original documents; yetan American author
whose work was yet in manuscript could notpossibly compete with an English rival, even of far
inferior ability,who had already published. If, within the last few years, a tolerablypopular history
of France had been published in England, and cheaplyreprinted here, (as it surely would have
been,) we doubt whether Mr.Godwin would have undertaken his laborious and elaborate
work,--or,if he had, whether he would have readily found a bookseller boldenough to pay an
adequate price for the copyright. And it is to beremembered that an American publisher gives
this preference to anEnglish over an American book simply because he can get it fornothing, by
defrauding its author of the just reward of his industryor genius. That an author loses his
equitable claim to copyright forthe simple reason that by publication he has put himself in our
poweris an argument fit to be used only by one who would make use of aprivate letter that had
accidentally come into his possession to thedamage of the writer.

The necessity of some kind of equitable arrangement was so stronglyfelt by American
publishers that a kind of unwritten law graduallyestablished itself among them. It was tacitly
understood, that, whena publisher had paid an English author for advance sheets, no
rivalAmerican edition should be published. But it already appears tooplainly that an
arrangement with no guaranty but a private sense ofhonor is liable to constant infringement for
the gratification ofpersonal enmity, or in the hope of immediate profit. The rewards ofuprightness
and honorable dealing are slow in coming, while those ofunscrupulous greed are immediate,
even though dirty. Under existingcircumstances, free-trade and fair-play exist only in
appearance: forthe extraordinary claim has been set up, that an American booksellerhas an
exclusive right to all the future works of an English authorany one of whose former productions
he has reprinted, whether with orwithout paying for it; so that, however willing another publisher
maybe to give the author a fair price for his book, or however desirousthe latter may be to
conclude such a bargain, it is practicallyimpossible, so long as privateering is tolerated in the
trade.

We have said nothing of the advantages which would accrue to our ownauthors from a definite
settlement of the question of internationalcopyright between England and America. How great
these would be isplain from the fact that the editions of American books republishedin England
are already numbered by thousands. With the growth of theEnglish Colonies the value to an
American author of an Englishcopyright is daily increasing. Indeed, it is a matter ofconsideration
for our publishers, whether Canada may not before longretaliate upon them, and by cheaper
reprints become as troublesome tothem as Belgium once was to France.

It is not creditable that America should be the last of civilizednations to acknowledge the justice
of an author's claim to a share inthe profits of a commercial value which he has absolutely
created.England is more liberal to our authors than we to hers, but it isonly under certain strictly
limited contingencies that an Americancan acquire copyright there. Were all our booksellers as
scrupulousas the few honorably exceptional ones among them now are, there wouldbe no need
of legislative regulation; but, in the present conditionof things, he who undertakes to reprint an
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English book which he hashonestly paid for is at the mercy of whoever can get credit for
poorpaper and worse printing. There is no reason why a distinction shouldbe made between
copy-right and patent-right; but, if our legislatorsrefuse to admit any abstract right in the matter,
they might at leastgo so far as to conclude an international arrangement by which apublisher in
either country who was willing to pay for the right ofpublication should be protected in its
exercise. No just objectioncould be made to a plan of this kind, which, if not so honest as
ageneral international law of copyright, would be profitable to ourpublishers, and to such of our
authors at least as had acquired anyforeign reputation.
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